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Abstract 
The Harris-Nesbet algebraic approach is employed to carry out calculations of 
positron-hydrogen scattering at energy below the first excitation threshold of the 
hydrogen atom. The main work of this thesis is to extend the Harris-Nesbet method 
to large scale coupled-state calculations. With coupling schemes composed of lower 
physical states: ls, 2s, 2p of both hydrogen and positronium, and a pseudo 3p of 
hydrogen associated with a number of short ranged correlation functions, calcula-
tions for positron-hydrogen scattering are accurately carried out for seven partial 
waves from L=O to 6. Comparison with available theoretical results shows that 
good agreement is obtained at energies considered. Our total elastic and total Ps 
formation cross sections are also in good agreement with existing accurate theoret-
ical results. Our total Ps formation and integrated cross section (total elastic plus 
total Ps formation) agree with available experimental data. The scattering length 
obtained also agree well with the existing theoretical values. There are three, two 
and one resonances observed for the S-, P- and 0-waves below the first excitation 
threshold of hydrogen, respectively, which confirms the existing observations. 
On the other hand, we also carry out calculations for an 18-state and a 20-state 
coupling schemes. Both sets of results show reasonable agreement with each other 
and available findings. 
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Since its prediction by Dirac (1928) [1, 2] and experimental confirmation by An-
derson (1933) [3], the positron and positron physics have been a.n active subject 
in physics. Like its anti-particle the electron, a. positron is a fermion with a spin 
quantum number } and possesses the same mass and magnitude of charge as that 
of an electron but a positive charge. A positron could form a new atom with its 
counterpart, electron, which was first named positronium by Ruark in 1945 (4J, 
subsequently discovered by Deutsch in 1951 (5] and symbolized Ps by McGervey 
and DeBeneditti in 1959 [6]. The Ps atom is the lightest isotope of hydrogen. It 
has the same kind of energy levels and spectra series as the hydrogen atom. How-
ever, because the positron a.nd the electron are distinguishable, a Ps atom has two 
ground states, called para-positronium 150 and ortho-positronium 3S1 • Moreover, 
in contrast to the hydrogen atom, the equal masses of the electron and positron 
make positronium a.n asymmetric system in charge. This drastic difference results 
in some special physical and chemical properties of positronium. A Ps atom has 
a relatively short lifetime, 1.25xl0-10 seconds for a para-Ps and 1.4x10-7 seconds 
for a ortho-Ps. The annihilation of a. positronium atom will produce two gamma 
photons with energy 0.5llMeV for para.-Ps and three gamma photons for ortho-
Ps. Their lifetimes are also found to be very sensitive to the environment. These 
properties have been widely applied to probe the properties of matters which form 
some new branches of science such as positron solid state physics and positronium 
chemistry. 
1 
Chapter I. Introduction 
rn the atomic collision field, the positron has been employed as a probe to test 
approximate theories developed for electron-atom and electron-molecule scatterings. 
[t can be expected that the positron scattering with atoms and molecules is basically 
different from electron scattering, particularly at low energy. There are two major 
reasons for this. Firstly, the static interaction for positrons is positive, which tends to 
cancel the polarization potential; while for electrons, both are negative and tend to 
enhance the attractive potential. Secondly, the electron scattering is ruled by Pauli's 
exclusion principle, so we have to take into account the exchange effect between 
the incident electron and the target electrons; while in the case of the positron 
scattering, there is no exchange effect at all since the positron is distinguishable 
from the target electrons. Instead, a new rearrangement scattering, positronium 
formation, is energetically allowed. However, it is the rearrangement scattering of 
positron-atom system that brings a major challenge to theoretical studies. Of the 
positron scatterings, the positron-hydrogen system is the most fundamental one and 
the best test-ground of theoretical approaches because the exact eigenfunctions are 
weU known for both hydrogen and positronium wavefunctions. 
The experimental difficulties for positron-hydrogen scattering come from ob-
taining a good monoenergetic positron beam with enough intensity, and atomic 
hydrogen gas with high purity. So far, only two research groups have reported their 
measurements on positron-hydrogen scattering; experimental uncertainties are rela-
tively large. The positronium formation cross section was reported by the Bielefeld-
Brookhaven collaboration (Sperber et al. 1992 (7], Weber et al. 1994 (8]) and the 
total cross section was reported by the Detroit group (Zhou et al. 1994 [9]). It may 
need a special mention that great efforts have been made by the Detroit group to im-
prove experimental measurements for this scattering system. They measured cross 
sections of the total scattering (lOJ and Ps formation (11]. The technical details 
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of experimental measurements positron-atom scatterings (not positron-hydrogen) 
can also be found in a number of review articles by Charlton and Laricchia ( 1990) 
[12], Charlton (1989 [13], 1985 [14]), Griffith and Heyland (1978) [15] and references 
therein. 
Since the pioneering work by Massey and Mohr (1954) [16], study of positron-
hydrogen scattering has been extensively carried out in recent years by using various 
theoretical approaches and the results are summarized by Bransden (1969) [17], 
Ghosh et al. (1982) [18}, and Humberston (1991) (19], and references therein. The 
Kohn Variational method proposed by Kohn in 1948 [20} has been widely applied 
to this scattering system. Spruch and Rosenberg (1960) [21} showed that the Kohn 
variational method does provide an upper bound for the scattering length at zero 
incident energy but not for the phase shifts at non-zero energies. For the phase shifts, 
Schwartz (1961) (22] first designed a definitive calculation for the S-wave positron-
hydrogen scattering using the Kohn method with a Hylleraas-type basis. Stein and 
Sternicht (1972) (23} and Humberston and Wallace (1972) [24] also performed S-wave 
Kohn variational calculations. Armstead (1968) (25] extended the Kohn variational 
method to calculate P-wave phase shifts. The most significant applications of this 
method has been made by Humberston and his co-workers in the early 1980's [26, 
27, 28, 29] for the incident energy in the Ore gap (a gap from Ps ground level to the 
H first excitation threshold). They also carried out the S-, P-, and 0-wave partial 
elastic and Ps formation cross sections. Their results are generally considered as the 
most accurate [73]. 
The Kohn variational method has two undesirable features, the non-boundedness 
of phase shifts at non-zero energies and the singularities at some energies. Great 
efforts have been made to improve the Kohn variational method and many theo-
retical methods have been developed. These new approaches may be classified into 
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two categories: the general variational bound (GVB) of the New York group (Hahn 
and his co-workers 1962 [30], 1965 [31], 1967 [32]) and the Harris-Nesbet algebraic 
approach. 
For the sake of simplifying the description in the following, we would like to 
introduce some common terms used in this field. We generally call each physical 
state of the scattering system a scattering channel or a. channel. At a. given scattering 
energy, some channels are open and the others are closed. The former are called 
open channels and the later closed channels. The whole scattering space could be 
considered to be spanned by all scattering channels, so we call it the scattering 
channel space or channel space. The channel space is divided into two parts: one 
is constituted of open channels, called the open channel space (also called the P-
space), and the other called the closed channel space (also called the Q-space). 
Therefore, we can define two projection operators P and Q. The operator P projects 
the scattering wavefunction into the P-space and the operator Q projects it into the 
Q-space. So we have PQ = QP = 0, PP = P and QQ = Q. 
In order to improve the non-bounded feature, the GVB approach applied the 
above operators P and Q to "project" the scattering SchrOdinger equation 
(H-E) It= 0 ( 1.1) 
into the open channel space, i.e. the P-space 
P( H + Vopt - E)PlP = 0, {1.2) 
where the second term is called the optical potential 
l 
Vopt = -PHQQ(H _ E)QQHP. (1.3) 
The above Eq. (1.1) is exactly equal to Eq. (1.2) but the former is solved in the 
whole scattering space and the later is solved just in the open channel space. The ef-
fect of the dosed channel space is brought in the open channel Sch.rodinger equation 
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by the optical potential. Actually, the optical potential here represents the coupling 
between the open channel space and closed channel space. [t has been proven that 
the lower bound of phase shifts can be obtained if the optical potential is negative 
definite (that means, when the system energy E is below the first eigenvalue of 
QHQ). This method was applied to calculate the phase shifts of positron-hydrogen 
scattering [30, 31]. However, due to insufficient basis functions used, their theoreti-
cal results, although valuable, are not definite. The further applications for two open 
channels (elastic plus Ps formation) were carried out by Dirk and Hahn under the 
coupled-static (1970) (33} and effective distortion approximations(1971) (34]. For 
the coupled-static approximation, their results are quite accurate. Gailitis ( 1965) 
(35} improved this method numerically and showed how to compute a bound optical 
potential from an arbitrary bound function t. Bhatia et al. (1971 [36}, 1974 [37]) 
performed calculations for the S-and P-wave partial phase shifts following the Gaili-
tis' method. These calculated phase shifts are considered to be the most accurate 
[73}. 
To avoid the singularities appearing in the Kohn variational method, Harris 
(1967) (38} proposed a new expansion method by taking the advantage of the sin-
gularities in the Kohn method. The details of this method will be given in Section 
2.1. Houston and Drachman (1971) (39), using the Harris variational method with 
the Hylleraas bound function, calculated the S-wave phase shifts. Their results 
agree well with those from the Kohn variational by Schwartz. However, the Har-
ris method can only give the scattering information at discrete eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian for a single channel scattering. A further improvement for a multichan-
nel situation was made by Harris and Michels (1969) (40} by adopting the minimum 
norm method. But the minimum norm method does not straightforwardly give the 
scattering parameters. 
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Nesbet (1968) [41] (also see [42]) has analysed the Harris variational method 
and then proposed a new single channel variational method which is suitabLe for 
applications at continuous energies. Later, he (1969) [43] extended the single channel 
approach. to multichannel scatterings, which. is known as the Harris-Nesbet method. 
The details of th.is method will be given in Chapter 2. The key spirit of the Harris-
Nesbet method is to express the internal part of the open channel wavefunction 
in terms of basis functions and to connect it with the external part by imposing 
a condition that the open channel wavefunction has no components in the space 
spanned by the basis functions. After determining the open channel wavefunctions, 
the standard Kohn and inverse Kohn methods have been applied to extract the 
reaction matrix. 
The Harris-Nesbet method has been widely applied to the electron-atom scat-
terings, particularly to electron-hydrogen system, and the results appear in a review 
article by Callaway (1978) [44] and references therein. Further investigations of the 
electron-hydrogen scattering , using the Harris-Nesbet method, were carried out 
by Callaway (1985 [45], 1988 [46], 1991 (47]) and Callaway et al. (1987 [48], 1993 
[49]). For positron-hydrogen scattering, the first successful application of the Harris-
Nesbet method was made by Seiler et al. (1971) [50] in the ls-2s-2p H dose coupling 
approximation. Although the coupling scheme is quite simple, they observed three 
S-wave and two P-wave resonances below the first H excitation threshold. Wakid and 
La.Bahn (1972) (51] carried out critical calculations using this method in a series of 
coupling schemes which directly included the positronium formation channels such 
as lsH+lsPs, 1s-2s-2pH+lsPs, ls-2s-2pH+ls-2s-2pPs, and ls-2pH+ls-2pPs. Some 
further calculations were also performed by Wakid (1973, 1975) [52, 53]. In addi-
tion to close coupling approximations, Register and Poe (1975) [54] performed the 
Harris-Nesbet calculation with a Hylleraas basis for the S-, P-, and D-wave partial 
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phase shifts. Their results are in close agreement \vith Bhatia. et al. 's for the S- and 
P-waves. 
[n addition, there are a. number of other theoretical approaches, such as the 
T -matrix approach in momentum space (Mit roy 1993 [55]), the R-matrix method 
(Higgins et al. 1991 [56]) , the Schwinger variational method (Roy and Mandai 
1993 (57]), the method of solving the Faddeev equation (1995) (58) and solving the 
coupled-equation in the configuration space with a short ranged correlation function 
basis (Chan and Fraser 1973 (59), Chan and McEachran 1976 [60]). Among these 
methods, the T -matrix and R-ma.trix approaches deserve a special mention. The 
T-matrix approach solves the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation in momentum 
space and is employed mainly by the Calcutta group (Basu et al. 1976 (61], 1989 
(62], Sarkar et al. 1993 [63, 64], 1994 (65]), Hewitt et al. (1990 [66], 1991 (67]), and 
the Mitroy group [55, 68, 69, 70, 71]. The key step of this method is how to handle 
the area around the momentum poles at the system thresholds. Mathematically, 
one can avoid these poles by splitting the integration into two parts: a 6-function 
part and a principal-value part. The first part can be easily integrated out and 
the second part can only be done numerically. So how to accurately calculate the 
principal-value part determine whether the result obtained is reliable. 
Of these three research groups, the scattering parameters obtained by the Mitroy's 
group are the more reliable. This method was also used to carry out large scale cal-
culations of positron-hydrogen scattering recently at energy below the ionization 
threshold such as the 20-state (1994 [72]) and the 21-state (1995 (73, 74]) and the 
results converged to the accurate variational sets. 
On the other hand, the R-matrix method is to divide the scattering space into 
two parts: internal and external parts. The SchrOdinger equation is solved in each 
part of the scattering space and then two parts of the wavefunction are connected 
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at the boundary. Finally, the scattering information is extracted from the abO\•e 
connection. For positron-hydrogen scattering, the external part of the wavefunction 
is obtained by ignoring the coupling between hydrogen and positronium channels. 
The first application of the R-ma.trix approach for positron-hydrogen scattering 
was made by Higgins et al. for a. six pseudo-state calculation (1990 [75], 1991 
[56]). McAlinden et al. (1994) [76} and Kernaghan et al (1994 [77, 78}, 1995 [79]) 
then performed 18-state close coupling calculations in the frame of the R-ma.trix 
approach. Their results showed reasonable agreement with those from the 21-sta.te 
T -matrix calculation by 'Mit roy. Nevertheless, due to the omission of the couplings 
in the outer part of the scattering space between the hydrogen and positronium 
formation channels, the R-matrix in the 18-state approximation exhibited some 
numerical instabilities, especially at energies close to the threshold. 
For a number of years, Gien has used the Harris-Nesbet algebraic method for 
coupled-state calculations of positron-hydrogen scattering at low energies [80, 81, 
82, 83]. The method proved to work remarkably well a.t low energies. [t could 
provide reliable numerical accuracy at low energies. By its high numerical accuracy, 
the method was also successfully used for the study of other interesting problems of 
positron-hydrogen scattering, such a.s resonances at intermediate energies [84, 85, 86] 
and Feshbach resonances [83, 87, 88, 89). The feasibility of the Harris-Nesbet method 
for any large-scheme coupled-state calculation was established (83, 82]. The purpose 
of this work is, therefore, to carry out the calculation of "accurate" phase shift and 
cross section of e+-H scattering at low energy with the Harris-Nesbet method, using 
some large coupling schemes. The results are to be compared with the ones that 
have been obtained with other research groups who employed, however, different 
numerical methods. 
We use some typical large coupling schemes, composed of either pseudo-states 
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and/or correlation functions, that other research groups had also considered for their 
coupled-state (close-coupling) calculations. In one calculation, we followed Chan et 
al. [59, 60] to add to the six-state [(ls, 2s, 2p )H-( 1s, 2s, 2p )Psj coupling scheme a 
sufficiently high number of short-range correlation functions and the 3pH pseudo-
state [90]. We chose the six-state scheme for construction of the large couplings 
scheme, as initially we intend to extend our calculation to scattering energies above 
the Ore gap. With this coupling scheme, the cross section could have been obtained 
for H excitation and Ps formation in excited states. The 3pH pseudo-state was 
then added, simply to correct the well-known deficiency of the polarization effect 
of the six-state scheme. Indeed, together with the 2p H state, these two state can 
by themselves account for 100% of the dipole polarizability of H(1s) [90]. In this 
connection, it should be stressed that the long-range polarization effect has been 
known to predominate at low energy in high-partial wave scattering. 
On the other hand, we use the 18- and 20-state coupling schemes that are com-
posed of pseudo-states (instead of correlation functions). These schemes had been 
considered by Kemoghan et al. [76, 77, 78) and Mitroy et al. [71, 73, 741 for 
their coupled-state calculation of e+ -H scattering. Indeed, the 20-state scheme is 
essentially the 21-state one of Mitroy with the 4/ pseudo-pstate excluded. For 
some obvious reasons, the 4/ pseudo-state was excluded from the scheme in the 
Harris-Nesbet calculation. We repeated these coupled-state calculations with the 
Harris-Nesbet method in order to reassert its numerical reliability. These results 
will also be used to check the accuracy that the large scheme we calculated with 
the correlation function mentioned above can provide for these cross sections at low 
energies. 
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we will analyze the Harris-
Nesbet method. More specifically, we will discuss the Harris expansion method and 
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Nesbet's extension of the Harris method. In the last section of chapter 2, we \Vill 
propose a modified version of the Harris-Nesbet approach. Chapter 3 will give the 
details of applications of the Harris-Nesbet method for positron-llydrogen scattering. 
Cllapter 4 presents the results of the calculation. By directly summing the partial 
wave cross sections, we plan to obtain the total elastic, total Ps formation, total e+-
H scattering, and Ps-p elastic cross sections and the theoretical results are compared 
with experimental data. In addition, we tentatively repeat the search for some low-
lying resonances below the first hydrogen excitation threshold, although they ha~·e 
been determined by various authors. In Chapter 5, we will draw conclusion from 
these results. 
The reduced formulas of the bound-bound, bound-free and free-free matrix el-
ements that we rederived are given in Appendix B. A list of papers, reporting the 
results of the work done for this thesis, that have been published and/or presented 
at conferences and meetings will be shown in Appendix C. Listing of the FORTRAN 
programs that were used for this calculation is shown in Appendix D. 
Chapter 2 
Harris-Nesbet Algebraic Approximation 
A quantum scattering system refers to a. system containing at least two separate 
particles. One of the particles is a projectile, denoted by A, and the other a target, 
denoted by B. Both A and B can be either structureless or composite particles. H 
one or both of the particles are composite, the scattering is complicated. For a direct 
scattering process, the projectile may loose some energies to the target and pumps 
the target electron to some excitation state if it has enough energy. On the other 
hand, if the projectile is positive such as the positron, a rearrangement scattering 
process is possible if the positive projectile has enough energy to pick up an electron 
from the target. In quantum scattering theory, the partial wave analysis is often 
applied to study a scattering system. For multichannel scattering, the partial wave 
cross section for a transition from channel q to channeL pis given by 
41r I 12 Qp, = kf Tp, ' 
p 
(2.1) 
where kp is the momentum of an outgoing particle in channel p and Tis a transition 
matrix. The element Tpq is a partial wave transition amplitude for a transition from 
channel q to channel p. The transition matrix Tis related to the reactance matrix 
R through the following relation 
T = R 
1-iR (2.2) 
In some literature, the reactance matrix R is also called the K-matrix. The reactance 
matrix is a real and symmetric matrix; its trace equals the sum of tangent eigenphase 
11 
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shifts for all possible scattering channels. The real and symmetric properties of the 
reactance matrix are very useful in performing numerical computations and checking 
the numerical accuracy. Its trace can be used to identify resonant structures of the 
scattering system. Moreover, one can automatically obtain scattering cross sections 
for different entrance channels at a given system energy E. In this thesis, we choose 
the Harris-Nesbet algebraic method to calculate the reactance matrix. Therefore, 
in the following sections we analyze the Harris-Nesbet method. 
2.1 Harris' Expansion Method 
rn 1967, Harris [38, 91] proposed an expansion method for electron-atom scattering, 
which is considered as a pioneer work of the Harris-Nesbet approach. For a sin-
gle channel scattering system with a Hamiltonian H at energy E, the Schrodinger 
equation is 
(H- E)iff = 0, (2.3) 
where iff is a total scattering wavefunction. Following Harris [38], we can write 
(2.4} 
where S and C are asymptotic (also called free) wavefunctions of the system at 
large distance and a given system energy E. S corresponds to the spherical Bessel 
function and C corresponds to the spherical Neumann function. Both of them 
are quadratically integrable. However, the last two terms in the above are just 
asymptotic solution of the SchrOdinger equation at large distance, so they do not 
represent any interaction within the scattering system. So we have 
to introduce a short range function t{J to take care that. The major work in the 
Harris method is to find a short range wavefunction tPk with an eigenvalue ..\k = E. 
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For doing that, we choose a set of basis functions ~i, i=l, ... , n. In the space spanned 
by ~i, the above SchrOdinger equation can be 
written into its equivalent matrix form 
with 
(A-..\B)X=O. 
Aij = <ej 1 H 1 ~j), 




where A and B are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices, respectively. [f these-
lected basis functions are just the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, the overlapping 
matrix B becomes the unit matrix. Where X is the system eigenfunction which also 
is an array in the space spanned by ~i· Solving Eq. (2.5), we obtain a set of eigen-
functions </>~e = X~e, and a set of the corresponding eigenvalues ..\~e, k= 1, ... , n. 
Now Eq. (2.3) can, by imposing a condition that the total wavefunction has no 
components in the subspace spanned by the </>~e, be reduced to the following form 
(2.8) 
at energy E = ..\~e. Hence, we can obtain a ratio of ~ from the above equation which 
forms a 1 x 1 reactance matrix R and equals the tangent of the scattering phase shift 
for single channel scattering. 
Harris (38] summarized this method into four steps: {1) Choose a set of basis 
functions ei and diagonalize Hamiltonian; (2) pick an eigenvalue ..\" appropriate to a 
scattering solution; {3) define the asymptotic wavefunctions Sand Cat this energy; 
and {4) solve for~- This method was first used by Michels and Harris (1967) (91] 
for single channel low-energy electron-hydrogen scattering. 
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A major characteristic of the Harris method is that it works for the eigenvalues 
of the system Hamiltonian. This nature makes the Harris approximation a very 
simple algebraic method. But the price paid is that it can only give the scattering 
information at separate system energies which are eigenvalues of the system under 
a set of selected basis functions. Of course, one can adjust parameters in the basis 
functions to produce different eigenvalues, but computing time is the price for doing 
that. Another feature of the Harris method is that it avoids the singularity of the 
Kahn variational method. However, there are some difficulties in direct extension of 
this method to multichannel scatterings. In order to overcome the above difficulties, 
Harris and Michels (1969,1971)[40, 92] proposed a method called minimum norm 
method which can be used for general energies and multichannel scatterings. This 
extension can not straightforwardly be applied to a general scattering case. Nesbet's 
development, usually referred to the Harris-Nesbet algebraic method, makes this 
method more suitable for general atomic scatterings. 
2.2 Harris-Nesbet Algebraic Approach 
2.2.1 Single Channel 
Nesbet (1968)[41] first proposed an improvement of the Harris method by applying 
the Kohn variational method for a. single channel scattering. Following Schwartz 
(1961)[22] who divided the short range function 4> into two parts: one is associated 
with S, <Ps and the other with C, <f>c, the total scattering wavefunction is separated 
into 
'I'= ao(</>s + S) + Ctt(<!>c +C). (2.9) 
In order to find the short range functions <Ps and </>c, suppose that we have a set of 
<!>1c eigenfunctions obtained by using the same steps as in the last section, we then 
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expand these two short range functions in terms of t/>1c 
t/>s - L D~r:</>~c, 
k 





Again the condition that ~ bas no components in the space spanned by ¢>k is im-
posed, i.e. 
( t/>~r: I H - E I t/>s + S) = 0, 
(¢J: I H-E I t/>c+C} =0, 
and we obtain the expansion coefficients 
D~c - (E- E~c)-1 (¢~r: I H-E IS}, 





Up to now, two short range parts of the scattering wavefunction have been deter-
mined. Hence, we can define the variational functional as follows 
where 
I( ao, at) - {w I H- E I w} 
moo = {S I H-E I t/>s + S}, 
mol = (S I H - E I tPc +C), 
m1o = (C I H-E I t/>s + S), 
mu = {C I H-E I t/>c +C), 
Choosing proper normalizations of the asymptotic (free) functions, 
S(r) "'r-oo k-112sin(kr- ~17r), 
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we can prove that mo1 and m10 matrices have the following relation 
(2.23) 
The variation of the functional is 
For the Kohn method, the parameter o0 =1 and do0 =0, therefore, we can construct 
a quantity, I(od-!ot, which is stable at o~ =- m10m11l and obtain 
(2.25) 
Hence, a Linear extrapolation 
(2.26) 
can be used to obtain the best value of o 1 = RK 
RK - o~ + 2(/(at)- I( a~)), 
(2.27) 
where I( ot) has been chosen to be zero because the final o 1 is supposed to be exact. 
Similarly, if we apply the inverse Kohn method, i.e. a 1 =1 and da1 =0, we can obtain 
the inverse reactance matrix 
Rj/ = 2( mu - motmiXJmot). (2.28) 
It is clear that the Nesbet 's extension of the Harris method is suitable for any system 
energy. He also showed that the extension can recover the form of the Harris method 
if the system energy E tends to an eigenvalue Ek of the Hamiltonian. In addition, 
the above Kohn and inverse Kohn expressions are the linear parts of the Hulthen 
ones [41]. 
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2.2.2 Multichannel 
Soon after proposing the above extension of the Harris method, Nesbet (1969) (4:3j 
made a further great development of the Harris method suitable for multichannel 
scatterings. In this section, we will present the details of this method. For the sake 
of simplicity, we give its matrix derivation. 
For a given system energy E, if the system has N open channels, we then have 
N degenerate system wavefunctions W11 , v = 1, 2, ... , N, each corresponding to an 
possible entrance channeL w~, for an entrance channel/l, can be written in terms of 
open channel wavefunctions l/;p~ which is related to a scattering from the entrance 
channel ll to an outgoing (open) channel p 
(2.29) 
where the channel wavefunctions t/Jp11, like what we did in the last section, is sepa-
rated into two terms 
with 
1 
l/Jp"' = Ctap11l/Jo, + O:tp,st/Jtp = L O:ip,st/J&p, 
i=O 




where 1,6~ and t/>1(; are short range functions of the channel wa.vefunction 1/Jip· Here 
the only difference from the single channel scattering is that we add a superscript 
p to indicate the outgoing channel because we may have several outgoing channels. 
S, and C, are the free functions in an outgoing channel p. Suppose that we al-
ready have a set of bound eigenfunctions t/>1c and eigenvalues E~c by diagonalizing the 
Hamiltonian matrix under a set of basis functions. Then the short range functions 
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q)~ and ~~ are expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions tPk 
<P~ = E 11/c~~c. 
k 
<P~ = E qt/>~c, 
k 
by imposing that 1/Ji, has no components in the subspace spanned by t/>~c, 
(tPk I H-E I tPip} = 0, 





tJt = (E- E~c)-1 {t/>~c I H-E I S11} = (E- E~c)-1 lvPs~c, (2.36) 
q = (E- E,.)-1 {</J~c I H-E I C11) = (E- Er.:)-11\l!f;'', (2.37) 
where Wsk and Wck are called the bound-free matrix elements. Now the channel 
wavefunctions tPip, i=O, 1, are completely determined. The total wavefunctions for 
an entrance channel /I can then be simply expressed as 
(2.38) 
The variational functional t"" which is related to two degenerate wavefunctions 
'li" and 'I" for entrance channels fJ and v at a system energy E is defined as 
t"" - {'I" I H - E I 'I"} 
1 
- L L aiP~~m~Ja;qv, (2.39) 
i,j:O Jlfl 
where the m-matrix elements mfJ are 
(2.40) 
and their specific forms are as follows 
m~ =Mrs+ E~k(E- E~c)-lM~k, {2.41) 
k 
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m~i = l"If'c + L i\tP/(E- Ek)-11\llt', 
k 
mro = Mt~ + L l"ft"(E- E,.)-11\t/t, 
k 
mfl = 1UPc + L lvfl:"(E- Ek)-11\1/l:", 
k 
where the free-free matrix elements are defined as 
Ws~ = (Sp I H-E I Sq), 
Wsb = (Sp I H-E I Cq}, 
1\1t~ = {Sp I H-E I Sq}, 
1\1tt = {Cp I H-E I Cq)• 
Then we make the following arrangements of the above matrices a and m 
Q=(::)· 
m= ( :: ::). 































with i, j =0, 1. The above matrix elements are all real, and moo and mu are 
symmetric, hut 
(2.53) 
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where I is an unit matrix. Using the above matrix notation, the variational func-
tional ()P", f.l, v=l, ... , N, is an N xN matrix of the form 
() - aTma 
- aj(mooao +motctt) +ai(mtoao +muat). (2.54) 
Then a variation of the matrix functional • due to a variation of a is 
5() - 5atma+(ma)t5a+at(m-mt)5a 
- 5atma + (ma)t5a + ~(aj5a1 - at5a0 ). (2.55) 
For the Kohn multichannel variational method, the matrices a0 = I and a 1 = R 
which is the reactance matrix. So we have 
8ao = 0, (2.56) 
the variation of the matrix variational functional() is given by 
The trial reactance matrix R(o) is chosen to make the matrix quantity ()- t R stable 
which is directly determined by 
R -1 (o) = -m11 mto· (2.58) 
Using the same procedure as in the single channel case, the N x N reactance matrix 
R is obtained 
R - R(o) + 2(t>(R) - t>(R(o))] 
- - 2(moo- miomilmto), (2.59) 
which has a form similar to Eq. (2.27) but now it is a general multichannel reactance 
matrix. Similarly, for the inverse Kohn method, we can obtain the same form of the 
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inverse reactance matrix as Eq. (2.28) in the multichannel case 
R-1 2( t -1 ) = mu- mot moo mot . (2.60) 
The Harris-Nesbet method is anomaly free (AF). In some cases, usually near ze-
roes of moo or m11, the Kohn and inverse Kohn reactance matrices disagree with 
each other. In order to avoid these situations, Nesbet and Oberoi (1972 [93], 1978 
[94]) proposed several variants called optimized minimum norm (OMN), optimized 
anomaly free (OAF), interpolated anomaly free (IAF), and restricted interpolated 
anomaly free (RIAF). The detail of these variants are in Appendix A. In the follow-
ing section, we propose a slightly different variant of the Harris-Nesbet method. 
2.3 Optimized Harris-Nesbet Method in Transformed Space 
The variants of the Ha.rris-Nesbet approach, OMN, OAF, IAF, and RIAF, proposed 
by Nesbet and Oberoi (1972 [93}, 1978 [94}) (also see Appendix A) still have some 
difficulties for a numerical calculation in certain situations. The 0 MN needs a. 
condition det(m~) < det(m~1) and sometimes the transformed matrix m~1 still 
has zero points. The OAF and OAF2 need to reorder the eigenvalues of m. The 
IAF and RIAF seem better than others because they keep all of properties of the 
matrix m, but one must find a set of phase angles tPp to maximize I det(m~1) 1. 
Generally speaking, the disagreement between the Kohn and inverse Kahn results 
is from several aspects such as zeros of det(m00) and det(m11), the system energy 
at the eigenvalues, as well as unproper free parameters in the factors before the 
free Neumann functions. Meanwhile, the AF criterion, i.e. using the Kahn method 
when ~et~mooj ~ 1 and using the inverse Kahn when :e!(mooJ :» 1, may lose their et mu e mu 
validity in certain cases as we met in our numerical calculations, which is the main 
motivation to modify it. On the other hand, two independent versions, Kahn and 
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inverse Koh.n, give us more options to easily check the reliability of our numerical 
computations. Therefore, we propose a more general and flexible modified version 
of the Harris-Nesbet variational method which meets all of the above requirements 
and can be easily applied to large scale calculations. 
From the above discussion, the matrix form of the variational functional ~ is 
(2.61) 
We introduce an orthonormal unitary transformation matrix u 
u = ( :; -~:8 ) ' (2.62) 
where cosO and sinO are symmetric block phase matrices which automatically satisfy 
the orthogonal and unitary conditions. Then the matrix functional becomes 
- a'tm'o.', 
where transformed m-matrix m' can be clearly written as follows 
m~ = m00 cos2 9 + ~( mto +mot) sin 26 + m 11 sin 2 (J, 
m~t =mot cos2 9- ~(moo-mu) sin26- mto sin2 6, 
m~0 = m1o cos2 0 - ~(moo - mu) sin 29 - mot sin 2 (J, 






So the functional bas the same form as in the original space. If we apply the Kohn 
and inverse Kohn methods in a given transformed space with phase angle matrix 
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It is clear from Eqs.(2.64)-(2.67) that one can easily avoid the anomalous feature of 
[Rt] and [Rt-1] by properly selecting the transformed space in which both det(m~) 
and det(m~1) are not close to zero. There exists a critical space in which the best 
agreement between the Kohn and inverse Kohn results ca.n be obtained. Afterward 
we need a. backward transformation to the original space by using a = ua'! more 
specifically, 
a _ ( c~s (} - sin(} ) ( a~ ) 
sm 0 cos() a~ 
_ ( a~ cos(} -a~ sinO ) ' 
a~ sin (J + a~ cos (J 
Therefore, the a0 and a 1 matrices in the original space are 
'() ,.() a0 - a0 cos - a 1 sm , 
a 1 - a~ sinO+ a~ cos 6. 
The reactance matrix R is defined as 
(2.70) 
(2.71) 
( ? -?) 
-·'-
(2.73) 
So we can define two reactance matrices RK and Rr which come respectively from 
the Kahn's and inverse Kahn's methods in the transformed space. For RK, we have 
a~ =I and <4 = [Rt], the reactance matrix is 
RK =sinO+ cos O[Rt), 
cos 0 - sin 0[ Re] 
For Rr, we need to set a~ =I and ao = [Rt-1], the reactance matrix Rr is 
Rr = sinO(.Re-1] +cosO. 
cos O[Rt1)- sinO 
(2.74) 
(2.75) 
There may exist several ways to choose the block phase matrices cos (} and sin (}. Of 
various possibilities, the simplest choice is that sin 0 = sin 6o I and cos 6 = cosOo I 
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where 90 is a common phase angle and [ is a unit matrix. Under this choice, the 
Kohn and inverse Kohn reaction matrices are just special cases of Eqs. (2.i4)-(2.75) 
at phase angle ¢10 = 0. 
The key difference between this modified version and the original Harris-Nesbet 
version is that the new version applies the Kohn and inversion Kohn variational 
principles in the critical transformed space but the original one does so in the un-
transform.ed (original) space. It can be noted that the system wavefunction in the 
untransformed space may not represent an actual scattering problem well, which 
causes disagreement between the Kohn and inverse Kohn results. Once this hap-
pens, one can adjust parameters both in the bound basis and in the factors which 
are exploited to avoid the undesirable feature of the Neuman function near the 
scattering center. The price paid is computing time. The unitary transformation 
applied here equals to searching a best scattering space to describe the scattering 
system without unnecessary repetitions of bound-bound, bound-free and free-free 
matrix elements. This point gives one more benefits for a large scale calculation. 
For accurate numerical computations, this version is automatically anomaly-free. 
The implementation of this modified version of the Harris-Nesbet method is 
straightforward. After obtaining m-matrices, we transform them from the original 
space into a transformed space with a given phase angle (}, then calculate [ Rt] 
and [Rt-1], and finally calculate the reaction matrices RK and Rr from Eqs. (2.74] 
and (2. 75) respectively. By setting a loop, we repeat the above step automatically 
and select the best reaction matrix with minimum difference between the reaction 
matrices Rk and Rr. 
Chapter 3 
Application for Positron-Hydrogen Scattering 
The Harris-Nesbet approach for positron-hydrogen scattering has been described 
elsewhere (Wakid and Labahm 19i2 [51] and Gien 1995 [82}). In this Chapter, we 
will, for completeness, present it in some detail. The detailed reductions of the 
bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free matrix elements are given in Appendix B. 
3.1 Hamiltonian and Channel wavefunctions 
For positron-hydrogen scattering, the system has two different kinds of outgoing 
channels: the hydrogen and positronium ones. Correspondingly, we have two equiv-
alent forms of the Hamiltonian 
(3.1) 
for the hydrogen channel space and 
H 1 2 2 l 
= -;(V'R- \7p +I R- fP I 1 1 (3.2) 
for the positronium channel space. r1 and rz are position vectors of the target 
electron and the positron to the target proton respectively. p = r1-r2 and R=Hrt + 
rz) are the internal position vector of the positronium and the position vector relative 
to the center-of-mass of the positronium to the proton, respectively. At a given 
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for the hydrogen channels and 
1/Joq(p, R) 
tPtq(p, R) 
q 4 0 - -
- <f>s + </>q(p)Sq (R)YLL3 I4 (P • R), 





for positronium channels. Where channel numbers p and q for hydrogen and positro-
nium atoms denote sets of quantum numbers p== {n17, lt} and q={nq, b}, respec-
tively. lz and 4 are angular momentum quantum numbers of the positron and 
the center-of-mass of the positroniu.m., respectively. ¥21, 12 ( ) and V11314 ( ) are the 
coupled spherical harmonic functions. L is the total angular momentum quantum 
number which is obtained by using the LS-coupling scheme from h and h or 13 and 
l., (see Appendix B). It is not necessary for us to consider spins of the system par-
tides since they are all distinguishable. The free functions are chosen to have the 
following forms 
S~2 (r2 ) = k~12r2ii2 (kpr-z), 
C!2 (r2) = -k!12r2(l- e-Pr2 ) 212+lnt2(k17r2), 
for the positron and 
S!•(R):::: (2kq) 112RjL4 (kqR), 





for the center-of-mass of the positroniu.m.. Where k17 and kq are momenta of the 
positron in channel p and the positronium in channel q respectively and are deter-
mined by 
1 2 1 1 2 1 E = -k -- = -k --2 P 2n2 4 11 4n2 • p q 
(3.11) 
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The functions jt(x) and nt(x) in Eqs. (3. 7-3.10) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann 
functions respe!"·.ively. The factors before the Neumann functions are introduced to 
make the C functions have the same behaviour as the S functions. Strictly speaking, 
we only concern the asymptotic behaviour of the S and C functions because the 
internal part of the total scattering wavefunction W is taken care by the short range 
functions t/>s and t/Jc. Therefore, one can freely choose a way to make the C function 
decrease to zero as r2 or R tends to zero and quadratically integrable. Physically, 
the final scattering parameters should be independent of the parameters /3 and 7 
in some range of their variations. The short range functions </>~, </>~, <!>~ and 4Jh of 
the channel wavefunctions are expanded in terms of a set of eigenfunctions ¢Jk and 
eigenvalues Ek of the system obtained by diagonalizing the bound-bound matrices. 
3.2 Matrix Elements 
Bound-bound 
A trial eigenfunction of the system may be expanded into 
w = Ee!iXl2(rt,r2) + Ed;Xr(p,R), 
i 
(3.12) 
where Xt2 and xr are respectively hydrogen and positronium basis functions. Both 
kinds of functions are usually written in the following forms 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where £1i, £2i, f3i and f.ai are the radial functions of the hydrogen electron, positron, 
positronium and center-of-mass of the positronium respectively. All of them may 
be chosen to be Slater-type functions (see, for example, Appendix B). In addition, 
f1i and f3i can be either physical or pseudo states of the hydrogen and positronium 
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atoms. Suitably arranging the order of the basis functions ~i (X~2 or XJ"), we can 
obtain a matrix eigenvalue equation as foUows 
AX=).BX, 
with the Hamiltonian and overlapping matrix elements defined as 
A&i = (~i(rt, rz; p, R) I H I ~i(r., rz; p, R)), 
B,i = (~i(rt,rz;p,R) I {j(rltrz;p,R)). 
(3.1.5) 
Where whether {& takes the first two or the last two arguments depends on whether 
it is a X12 or Xf function. Then solving the eigenvalue equation (3.15), one obtains 
a set of eigenfunctions called ¢JTc and a set of corresponding eigenvalues Ek, k=l, ... , 
n. This set of eigenfunctions is applied to expand the short range parts of the 
channel wavefunctions. 
Bound-Free and Free-Free 
The major work using the Harris-Nesbet approach is to evaluate the so-called m-
matrices. They are expressed in terms of the bound-free (see Eqs. (2.36, 2.37)) 
and free-free (see Eqs. (2.45-2.48)) matrices. For positron-hydrogen scattering, the 
bound-free matrices can be specifically expressed 
Wslc 
-
Ecf(~i(rt,rz;p,R) I H-E I Up(rt)S!2(rz)Yi'ltl2(h. r2)) 
- EcfM!, (3.16) 
i 
Mtlc 
- Ecf(~i(rt,rz;p,R) I H-E I Up(rt)C!2(rz)Yi'Ltc2(h. r2)) 
- EcfM~, (3.17) 
i 
Mt - Lcf{~i(rt,rz;p,R) I H-E I ¢J11(p)S!•(R)J1c3c.(P·R)) 
i 
- Ec7M~, (3.18) 
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i~t/lf - Lcf(~,(r1,r2;p,R) I H-E l</>q(p)C!•(R)Y"21314 (p · R)) 
i 
- Ec~M~, (:3.19) 
where expansion coefficients cf are just the k-th eigenvector of the system Hamil-
tonian obtained from solving the bound-bound eigenvalue equation. Suppose that 
there are N open channels at system energy E and M short range eigenfunctions~ 
the above bound-free matrices then are all N x M. In practical computation, we need 
to calculate all matrix elements between the free functions and basis functions ~:s. 
The free-free matrix elements classify into three groups, one-center hydrogen-
hydrogen (H-H), one-center positronium-positronium (Ps-Ps) and two-center hydrogen-
positronium (H-Ps) integrations. The one-center H-H elements have the following 
general forms 
J~ = (U,(rt)S~'l(r2)yZltl'l(rl. rz) I H-E I u,,(rt)s!hr2)YZ,;l~(h. r2)), (3.20) 
,:\.'[~ = (U,(rt)S!2 (r2)Yr?rth(h. r2) I H-E I u,.(rdC!;(r2)YZr~~~(rl. r2)), (3.21) 
1\1!1{; = (U,(rt)c;2 (r2)Y2ltl'l(h. f2) I H-E I u,,(rdC!hr2)Y2l~l~(rl. r2)), (3.22) 
with ~Fc';=M1~- !6pp'· The one-center Ps-Ps elements are defined as 
M~~ = (</>q(p)S~·(R)Y2l3l4 (p. R) I H-E l</>q•(p)S!;(R)Y2l~l~ (p. R)), (3.23) 
A1~h = (</>q(p)S!•(R)YZr3t.(fi·R) I H-E I </>q•(p)C!;(R)Y21~~~(p·R)), (3.24) 
Mb~ = {</>q(p)C!•(R)YZr314 (P ·R) I H-E I </>q•(p)C!;(R)Y213 t~ (p · R)), (3.25) 
with M~~=M~~- ~c5qq'· The two-center H-Ps elements are 
lttm = {U,(rt)S!2(r2)ytltl2(rt. r2) I H-E I </>q(p)S!"(R)Y2t3l.(P. R)), (3.26) 
Mrc = (Up(rt)S~2 (r2)Yt,tl2(it . r2) I H-E I </>q(p)C!•(R)Y2z3li (p. R)), (3.27) 
Wc"c = (U,(rt)C!2 (r2)YZrtl2(rt . r2) I H-E I </>q(p)C!•(R)YZrllt (p. R)), (:3.28) 
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with M~qs=M~'h· The above three kinds of matrix elements, bound-bound, bound-
free, free-free, are analytically reduced to forms which are suitable for fast and 
accurate numerical evaluations. 
To carry out these numerical calculations, these matrix elements must first be 
reduced to simpler forms. For the matrix elements where both "in" and .,out" are 
either hydrogen channels or positronium channels (type l), a reduction to closed 
forms can be achieved (see for example, Gien 1995 [82]). For matrix elements where 
both hydrogen and positronium channels are involved (type II), it is necessary to 
use the spheroidal coordinates for the reduction. These matrix elements can at most 
be reduced to two-variable integrals (Gien 1995 [821). 
For the matrix element of type I, all the terms of the matrix elements can be 
straightforwardly reduced to closed forms. Only the terms that correspond to the 
interaction potential need some care. Fortunately, the reduction procedure of such 
a term has been available in the literature and it can be found in various text books 
of angular momentum theory such as (95) and references therein. For the matrix 
elements of type II, one needs to use the spheroidal coordinates {~, 7J, and ¢>, here 
phi is not the wavefunction mentioned above but an angle ( see Ref. [51])) whose 
relationships to the spherical coordinates are 
1 
r1 = 2r2(~ + TJ), 
1 
p = 2r2(~ -TJ), 






where ¢> is the angle between the plane containing the positron, electron and proton, 
and some arbitrary plane containing the positron and proton. The integrations over 
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the angular variables (the "angle parf') can then be factorized and reduced to a 
closed form (see Appendix 8.4). The relevant matrix elements could then be at 
most reduced to a two-variable integral (over~ and TJ), after the integration over 
r2 may be carried out. The detailed reductions of the relevant matrix elements are 
given in Appendix B. 
Chapter 4: 
Numerical Calculations and Results 
In this chapter, the details of numerical calculations and results are presented. Two 
kinds of calculations are carried out for obtaining accurate phase shifts and cross 
sections. One is to adopt a few lower close coupled-states: ls, 2s, 2p or 3p states 
of hydrogen and ls, 2s, 2p states of positronium, mixing with enough short ranged 
functions (called mixing basis) to simulate the interaction in the system, which will 
be in detail discussed in the first section. The other is to exploit large close-couplings. 
There have been two important large close-coupling calculations performed recently 
by McAlinden et al. [76] and Kerhnoghan et al. (79] (18-state R-matrix) and by 
Mitroy (73] (21-state T-matrix). The Harris-Nesbet method has also been applied 
to these large close-coupling calculations and presented in the last section. 
4.1 Calculations with Large Mixing bases 
Due to its fiexibility, the correlation function has been widely applied to express 
the short and long range interaction of a scattering system. In most situations, the 
Hylleraas-type correlation function is employed associated with a number of non-
linear variational parameters such as Bhatia et al. 1971 [36}, 1974 (37], Humberston 
1972 (24},1982 [26], 1984 (27, 28], Brown and Humberston 1985 [29]). These calcula-
tions produced the most accurate data sets of the positron-hydrogen scattering for 
S-and P-waves. However, these calculations are difficult to extend to higher partial 
waves. On the other hand, Chan and Fraser (1973) (59] and Chan and McEachran 
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(1976) (60} performed calculations for the S- a.nd P-wa.ves with channel spaces com-
posed of 1sH+1sPs associated with a. number of short range Slater-type correlation 
functions which can be considered a.s the linear variational method. In comparison 
with the coupled-static calculations, their results were greatly improved. But they 
just carried out the S-and P-waves and the evaluations did not reach a convergent 
limit. The main goal of this work is to perform full and physical convergent par-
tial wave calculations by further extending both coupled-states and the size of the 
correlation functions. 
Powers in the Slater ba.sis functions are usually equal to the angular momentum 
quantum number of the particles. Such functions decrease rapidly with increase of 
the distance from the scattering center. In order to take care of the polarization well, 
some very small parameters Z; in the radial function are needed., which brings some 
numerical difficulties for highly precise computations, and a. relative large number 
of ba.sis functions per bound channel is required to obtain satisfactory convergence 
of computations. In this work, we take the powers n,; = l, + n;, where 1, is the 
angular momentum quantum number of the particle i (the positron or center-of-ma.ss 
of positronium) and n; is an integer. The test running for six state (1s, 2s, 2pH and 
ls, 2s, 2pPs) scheme shows that the convergence is much faster than the traditional 
way and the number of basis functions per bound channel can be reduced to 12 or 
15 if the basis functions contain n;=O, 1, 2. We still use 18 basis functions for each 
bound channel in order to obtain a high numerical precision. 
Two coupling schemes have been carried out. One is extended from six-state 
coupling, ls, 2s, 2pH and ls, 2s, 2pPs, associated with a number of short range cor-
relation functions called B6+. The other is further extended from the ba.sis B6+ by 
adding 3p pseudo-state of H (Burke et al. 1969 [901) called 87+. The 3pH pseudo-
state is included to speed up the convergence of the calculation at very low incident 
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momenta because the dipole polarization potential is quite important there. The 
short ranged correlation functions for the electron and positronium take the same 
forms as the functions of a positron considered above. The motivation of using 
correlation functions in the basis of lower physical states is to simulate the short 
range interaction of the scattering system, which somehow is equivalent to the ap-
plication of pseudo-states. Moreover, general formulas of scattering matrix elements 
with correlation functions as a. basis set can be applied to any dose-coupling calcu-
lation. N umerica.lly, the number of the correlation functions is gradually increased 
to search for the convergent limit. We first include the angular momentum h = 0, 1 
subspaces of the electron and b = 0, 1 subspaces of the positronium, and then add 
h=2 and h=2 subspaces. Finally we add h=3, 4 subspaces. We find that h=3,4 
subspaces do not have significant contributions at energies considered. Therefore, 
results reported here are obtained without the inclusion of h=3, 4 subspaces. The 
total number of short range correlation functions used are 126, 210 and 252 for L=O, 
1 and ;::::2, respectively, and the total number of basis functions used to span the 
scattering space are 234, 354, and 396 for 86+ basis and 252, 390 and 432 for 87 + 
basis at L=O, 1 and ;::::2, respectively. We evaluated the phase shifts, elastic and 
positronium formation cross sections for the e+ + H( ls) entrance channel and the 
elastic and hydrogen formation cross sections for the p + Ps entrance channel at 
energies below the first excitation threshold of hydrogen. 
4.1.1 Thee++ H(ls) entrance channel 
The results of partial wave phase shifts, positron elastic and Ps formation cross 
sections are given in tables 4.1-4.4, 4.5-4.6, and 4.7-4.8 respectively, associated with 
existing theoretical data. In Table 4.9, we display the S-wa.ve reaction matrix ele-
ments. The details of these results for the basis 87 + are plotted in figures 4.1 to 
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4.12. 
From Tables 4.1-4.4, it is obvious that two sets of data from basis sets 86+ and 
87+ agree well with each other except at very low positron momentum where the 
phase shifts of the B6+ basis are smaller than those of the B7+ basis. But the 
S-wave phase shifts of both bases are in good agreement with each other. This can 
be explained in that the 2p state of hydrogen in the basis B6+ only represents 67% 
of the whole dipole polarization for the ground state hydrogen. The remaining part 
of the polarization may not completely be included by the short range correlation 
functions. Therefore, the incomplete inclusion of the long range polarization causes 
the phase shifts of the higher partial waves to be smaller than the actual ones. 
Taking into account this aspect, we think that our B7 + basis will give more accurate 
phase shifts at lower energies the 2p state in conjunction with 3p pseudo-state of 
hydrogen represents 100% of the dipole polarization. However, the overall agreement 
between two sets of cross sections shows that we reached physical convergence. In 
the following discussion, we just focus on our results from the basis 87+. 
For the S-wave, Table 4.1 and Figure 4.L show that our S wave phase shift 
demonstrates a peak at positron momentum around 0.2 and then decreases. At k 
larger than 0.6, the S-wave phase shift becomes negative. This indicates that the 
repulsive electrostatic potential begins to play the main role for this partial wave in 
such a momentum range. This feature also implies that both the long range dipole 
polarization and short range potentials are significant for the S-wave. In comparison 
with other theoretical results, we found that our S-wave phase shifts are in excellent 
agreement with the 21-state close coupling results (71] in the whole pure elastic 
region. The maximum absolute difference between two sets of data is less than 0.0009 
Rad. The results of the convergent close coupling approach (Bray and Stelbovics 
1994) (96] agree with ours within 2%. The Harris-Nesbet results of Register and 
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Table 4.1: The partialS-wave phase shifts (Rad.) for positron-hydrogen scattering 
as a function of incident momentum. The results B6+ and B7 + are from the bases 













































































































































aclose coupling, Mitroy (1995)[73]; 6Variational, Bhatia et al. (1971)(36], the 
upper and lower entries with and without the extrapolation; cconvergent close 
coupling, Bray and Stelbovics (1994)[96]; 4Schwinger principle, Roy and Mandai 
(1990,1993)[57]; elntermediate Energy R-matrix with the extrapolation), Higgins et 
al. (1990)[75]; !Solving the modified Faddeevequations, Kvistinskyet al. (1995)[58]; 
9Variational, Schwartz (1961) (22];"T-matrix, Doolan et al. (1971) [97]; i,i,kHarris-
Nesbet variational, Register and Poe {1975)(54), Houston and Drachmen (1971) (39], 
Shimamura (1911) [98); l,mKohn variational, Stein and Sternlicht (1972) [23), Hum-
berston and Wallace (1972) (24); "moment T-matrix, Winick and Reinhardt (1978) 
[99]. 
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Figure 4.1: PartialS-wave phase shifts (Rad) as a function of positron momentum 
. Schwartz: variational by Schwartz (1961); Bhatia: variational by Bhatia et al. 
(1971); Schwinger: Schwinger principle by Roy and Mandai (1990,1993); Houston, 
Register, and Shimamura: Harris-Nesbet method by Houston and Drachman (1971)' 
Register and Poe (1978), and Shimamura (1971); Stein: Kohn variational by Stein 
and Sternlicht {1972); Winick: moment T-matrix by Winick and Reinhardt {1972); 
CCC: convergent close coupling by Bray and Stelbovics {1994); Mitroy: 21-sta.te 
close coupling by Mitroy {1995). 
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Poe (1975) [54], Houston a.nd Drachma.n (1971) (39] and Shimamura (1971) [98] 
generally agree with ours within 2%-10%. These differences may partly come from 
the relatively small bases applied in their calculations. Good agreement between 
ours and the variational data of Bhatia et al. ( 1971) [36] is also obtained. There is 
reasonable agreement between ours and the results from the methods of the Kohn 
variational principle by Schwartz (1961) [22], Stein and Sternlicht (1972) (23] and 
Humberston and Wallace (1972) [24], the T-matrix approach by Doolan (1971) [97] 
and Winick and Reinhardt (1978) [99], the Schwinger variational principle by Roy 
and Mandai (1990, 1993)(57], intermediate energy R-matrix by Higgins et al. [100} 
and an approach from solving the Faddeev equation by Kvistinsky et al. (58, 101]. 
The present scattering length is obtained by reducing the positron momentum to 
k = 0.01 aQ"1 and then using a number of polynomials to interpolate. The constant 
term of the polynomial, which gives the scattering length, is slightly different from 
one polynomial to another. Hence, we can determine the uncertainty of the scatter-
ing length. We obtain the scattering length as= -2.103 ± 0.005 ao which is in very 
good agreement with the variational values -2.1036 ± 0.0004 ao [39], a.nd -2.103 ± 
0.001 ao[24] and -2.104 ± 0.001 ao by solving the Faddeev equations [58, 101}. The 
21-state close coupling calculation by Mitroy (1995) gives a scattering length -2.08 
± 0.02 ao which is also in reasonable agreement with the present value. 
For the P-wave, Figure 4.2 shows that the P-wave phase shift monotonically in-
creases with positron momentum in the whole pure elastic scattering region. TabLe 
4.2 (also see Figure 4.2) indicates that the agreement between the present phase 
shifts and the 21-state ones is very good. The maximum relative difference between 
two phase shift sets is smaller than 0.3%. The convergent close coupling method 
by Bray and Stelbovics (1994) [96] also gives good agreement with our data. [n 
comparison with the variational results of Bhatia et al. (1974) [37] , the present 
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data also indicate excellent agreement with their unextrapolated values. Looking at 
their data with the extrapolation and polarization corrections, the agreement even 
becomes a little worse. This may partly come from their extrapolation and polar-
ization corrections. For their extrapolation, they carried out their calculations for 
different finite basis sizes and then extrapolate to an infinite basis size by using some 
formulas. That is, the extrapolated data correspond to a basis with infinite numbers 
of basis functions. This extrapolation has two problems. One is that the extrap-
olation from some small bases which are not good enough to span the scattering 
space to the infinite size basis would cause some undesirable compensations. The 
other problem is that different formulas give d.ifferent compensations. For example, 
there is a difference 0.0004Rad at k=0.4aQ'1 between their two different extrapola-
tion formulas. On the other hand, their pure polarization correction from about 
15 to lOOao, may slightly overestimate this effect because parts of the polarization 
potential may already be included in their calculations and extrapolations. In par-
ticular, this correction makes a change 0.0013Rad at k=0.2aQ"1 . Considering the 
above facts, we may expect that the agreement will be further improved. In spite of 
those detailed small differences, the overall good agreement between the above three 
completely different methods may imply a high numerical precision achieved in these 
calculations. The phase shifts of Register and Poe (1975)[54], using Harris-Nesbet 
algebraic method, have the same situation as in the S-wave case, 2-10% smaller 
than ours and the 21-state data because of the reason mentioned above. The phase 
shifts from the Schwinger principle by Roy and Mandai (1993) [57] seem reasonably 
accurate. The results from the variational method by Kleinman (1965) [102] and 
from solving the coupled-equation in configuration space by Chan and McEachran 
(1976) [60], associated with short range correlation functions, show good agreement 
with ours at low momenta. At higher momenta, Kleinman's phase shifts are about 
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lO% larger than ours but those of Chan and McEachran are about lO% lower than 
ours. The limited correlation functions (50) in Chan and McEachran's calculation 
may be a main reason for such disagreement. The results of the intermediate energy 
R-matrix method (IERM) (Higgins et al. 1990) [100] give good agreement with 
the present data and other accurate results. The moment T -matrix by Winick and 
Reinhardt (1978) [103] also show reasonable agreement, noting that this method 
mainly focused on high scattering energies. 
For the D-wave case, Table 4.3 indicates a. very good agreement with the accurate 
21-state calculation. The maximum difference between two sets of data. is lower than 
0.0002 Rad. The phase shifts from the convergent close coupling calculation agree 
with ours within 5%. Again, the Ha.rris-Nesbet results of Register and Poe (1975)[54] 
are about 2% smaller than ours. The phase shifts from the Schwinger principle by 
Roy and Manda.l (1993)[57) are accurate at k $ 0.4.a01 and about 2% smaller than 
ours and the 21-state values at higher momentum. The IERM values are in fair 
agreement with ours. 
Our F -wave phase shifts in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.3 are slightly less than the 
21-state results. The maximum deviation at momentumk=O.lct;1 is about 4%. The 
convergent close coupling data agree well with ours except for at momentum k=0.1 
and 0.7a;l, respectively, where the differences reach about 10%. The Schwinger 
phase shifts by Roy and Manda.l (1993) are accurate at lower momentum, but show 
irregular deviation from the existing precise data at higher momentum. The IERM 
results are in good agreement with ours at the momentum considered. 
It can be seen from Table 4.4 that the present phase shifts for the partial waves 
L=4, 5, and 6 are systematically a little less than the 21-state data. The difference 
between two sets is decreasing as the momentum increases and going up as the 
total angular momentum increases. The maximum discrepancies at k=0.1.a01 are 
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Table 4.2: The partial P-wave phase shifts (Rad.) for positron-hydrogen scattering 
as a function of incident momentum. The results B6+ and B7 + are from the bases 
86+ and 87 + respectively. 
k(ao r) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 O.i 
86+ 0.00875 0.0327 0.0657 0.1001 0.1303 0.1540 0.1781 
B7+ 0.00886 0.0327 0.0657 0.1002 0.1304 0.1542 0.1783 
21-statea 0.00887 0.0327 0.0657 0.1002 0.1306 0.1542 0.1788 
Variational6 0.0325 0.0656 0.1001 0.1303 0.1541 0.1777 
0.0338 0.0665 0.1016 0.1309 0.1547 0.1799 
ecce 0.0088 0.0325 0.0649 0.0986 0.128 0.151 0.171 
Schwingerd 0.0088 0.0333 0.0658 0.1012 0.1318 0.1534 0.1739 
Registere 0.005 0.030 0.063 0.097 0.128 0.146 0.169 
Kleiman/ 0.0086 0.032 0.066 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.19 
Chan9 0.0080 0.0318 0.0637 0.0953 0.122 0.141 0.159 
Winickh 0.0066 0.033 0.063 0.095 0.128 0.160 0.175 
IERMi 0.009 0.033 0.066 0.102 0.132 0.156 0.185 
acrose coupling, Mitroy (1995)[73]. 
6Variational calculations, Bhatia et al. (1974)[37), the upper entry without the 
extrapolation and the lower entry with both the extrapolation and polarization cor-
rection. 
cconvergent close coupling, Bray and Stelbovics (1994)[96]. 
dSchwinger principle, Roy and Mandai (1990,1993)[57). 
eHarris-Nesbet Variational calculation, Register and Poe (1975)[54). 
/Variational, Kleiman et al. (1965) (102). 
9Coupled static plus correlation functions, Chan and McEachran {1976) (60]. 
hMoment T-matrix, Winick and Reinhardt {1978)[99). 
iintermediate Energy R-matrix with the extrapolation), Higgins et al. (1990)[75]. 
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Table 4.3: The partial D- and F-wave phase shifts (Rad.) for positron-hydrogen 
scattering as a function of incident momentum. The results B6+ a.nd B7 + are from 
the bases B6+ a.nd B7 + respectively. The number in ( ] indicates powers of ten. 
k(a;r) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
1=2 
86+ 0.127(-2] 0.544[-2] 0.128[-1] 0.240(-1] 0.394(-1) 0.595[-1] 0.880[-1] 
87+ 0.133(-2] 0.548(-2] 0.129[-1] 0.241(-1] 0.396[-1] 0.597[-1] 0.883(-l} 
21-statCl 0.136[-2] 0.551(-2] 0.129[-l] 0.242(-1] 0.397(-1] 0.598[-1] 0.885[-1] 
ap6 0.13[-2] 0.54 [-2] 0.125(-1] 0.235(-1] 0.389[-1] 0.598[-1) 0.863[- l] 
ecce 0.14[-2] 0.55 [-2] 0.127[-1] 0.239[-1] 0.389(-1] 0.582[-1] 0.839[-l] 
Schwingerd 0.131[-2] 0.543(-2] 0.126[-1] 0.244[-1] 0.382[-1] 0.593(-1] 0.8i0(- l] 
IERMe 0.5(-2] 0.13 (-1] 0.25 [-1] 0.41 [-1] 0.62(-1] 
L=3 
86+ 0.376(-3] 0.174[-2] 0.403(-2] 0.746[-2] 0.124(-1] 0.195(-1] 0.304[-1] 
87+ 0.436(-3] 0.177[-2] 0.406(-2] 0.750[-2] 0.125[-1] 0.197[-1] 0.305(-1] 
21-state" 0.452[-3] 0.180[-2] 0.409(-2] 0.754[-2] 0.126[-1] 0.198(-1] 0.307[-l] 
ecce 0.4[-3] 0.18 [-2] 0.40 (-2] 0.75 [-2] 0.121[-1] 0.191(-1] 0.287[-1] 
Schwingerd 0.454(-3] 0.178(-2] 0.404(-2] 0.710(-2] 0.133[-1] 0.161[-1] 0.218[-1] 
IERMe 0.18 [-2] 0.40 [-2] 0.75 [-2] 0.126[-1] 0.207(-1] 
aclose coupling, Mitroy (1995)(73]. 
6Harris-Neshet calculation, Register and Poe [54] . 
.:convergent close coupling, Bray and Stelhovics (1994)[96]. 
dSchwinger principle, Roy and Mandai (1990,1993)[57]. 
erntermediate Energy R-matrix with the extrapolation), Higgins et al. (1990)(75]. 
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Figure 4.2: Partial P-wave phase shifts (Rad) as a function of positron momen-
tum (au). Phrases indicated in this picture have same meanings as in Figure 
4.1 but Kleinman: variational by Kleinman et al. (1965); Chan: solving the 
coupled-equation associated with short range correlation functions by Chan and 
McEachran (1978). 
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Figure 4.3: Partial 0-wave phase shifts (Rad) as a function of positron momentum 
(au). Phrases indicated in this picture have same meanings as in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.4: Partial F-wa.ve phase shifts (Rad) as a function of positron momentum 
(au). Phrases have same meanings as in Figure 4.1. 
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6%, 9% and lO% for L=4, .5, and 6 partial waves, respectively. The reason for this 
systematic difference is presently unknown. In spite of this, the total cross sections 
for pure elastic scattering show very good agreement between the two sets, since the 
higher partial waves only have very small contributions to the total cross section. 
Table 4.4: The L=4, 5 and 6 partial wave phase shifts (Ra.d.) and total elastic cross 
sections ( 1ra~)for positron-hydrogen scattering as a function of positron momentum. 
The number in [ J indicates powers of ten. 
k(a;[) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
L =4 
This work(B7 +) 0.193[-3] 0.793[-3] 0.180[-2) 0.325[-2] 0.525[-2) 0.799(-2) 
21-state4 0.205[-3] 0.819(-3] 0.183[-2] 0.329[-2) 0.530[-2} 0.807[-2) 
Schwinger6 0.204[-3] 0.813[-3) 0.188[-2] 0.323[-2) 0.507[-2] 0.746[-2) 
L =5 
This work(B7+) 0.100[-3} 0.420[-3] 0.958[-3] 0.172[-2] 0.272[-2] 0.403(-2] 
21-state4 0.109[-3] 0.443[-3] 0.986[-3] 0.175[-2] 0.277[-2) 0.410[-2) 
Schwinger6 0.109[-3] 0.436[-3) 0.987[-3] 0.177[-2) 0.273[-2) 0.396(-2) 
L=6 
This work(B7 +) 0.570(-4) 0.248[-3) 0.566[-3) 0.101(-2] 0.160[-2) 0.234(-2] 
21-statea 0.633(-4] 0.266[-3) 0.593[-3] 0.105[-2) 0.165[-2) 0.241(-2) 
Schwinger6 0.650[-4) 0.259(-3) 0.589[-3] 0.105(-2] 0.167[-2) 0.241[-2) 
CT ela.rtie 
This work(B7 +) 8.826 3.815 1.847 1.193 1.022 1.024 
21-statea 8.736 3.787 1.844 1.192 1.026 1.026 
4 Close coupling, Mitroy (1995)[73]. 
6Schwinger principle, Roy and Mandal (1990,1993)[57]. 
Tables 4.5 to 4.8 list the partial wave elastic and positronium formation cross 
sections at energies in the Ore gap. The details of the partial S, P, D, and F 
waves are plotted in Figures 4.5 to 4.8 for elastic cross sections and in Figures 4.9 
to 4.12 for Ps formation cross sections. Table 4.5, as well as Figures 4.5 and 4.6, 
indicate a noticeable feature that very good agreement has been achieved among 
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Table 4.5: The partial S- and P-wave elastic cross sections (in units of 1r~) as a 
function of incident momentum. 
k(a;[) 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.85 
L =0 
This work(B6+) 0.0260 0.0434 0.0658 0.0866 
This work(B7 +) 0.0257 0.0431 0.0651 0.0858 
21-state(l 0.0258 0.0430 0.0657 0.0849 
Variational6 0.026 0.043 0.065 0.085 
18-statec 0.071 
Hyperspherical4 0.033 0.050 0.076 0.100 
Hypersphericale 0.0325 0.0548 0.0838 0.111 
Hypersphericalf 0.0234 0.0415 0.0637 0.0863 
Faddeevg 0.025 0.044 0.063 
L==1 
This work( 86+) 0.799 0.722 0.622 0.546 
This work(B7+) 0.800 0.724 0.624 0.549 
21-state(l 0.802 0.726 0.626 0.551 
V ariational11 0.789 0.724 0.622 0.547 
18-statec 0.624 
Hypersphericale 0.748 0.650 0.532 0.449 
Hypersphericall 0.810 0.720 0.608 0.528 
1121-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995)[73]. 
6Variational calculation, Humberston (1984)[27], Brown et al. (1985) [29]. 
cl8-state close coupling, McAlinden et al. (1994). 
defHyperspherical close coupling, Archer et al. (1990)[106] , Igarashi and Toshima 
(1994)[107],Zhou and Lin (1994)[104]. 
9 Solving the modified Faddeev equations, Kvitsinsky et al. (1995)(58]. 
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Figure 4.5: Partial S-wave elastic cross sections ( 1ra~) from B7 + basis as a function 
of positron energy (Ryd). 
Mitroy: 21-state close coupling by Mitroy (1995); Humberston, Brown: Kohn vari-
ational by Hu.mberston (1984), Brown and Humberston (1985); Archer, Igarashi 
& Toshima, Zhou & Lin: hyperspherical close couplings by Archer et al. (1990), 
Igarashi and Toshima (1994) and Zhou and Lin (1994); Faddeev: solving the Fad-
deev equation by K vistinsky et al. ( 1995). 
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The maximum difference is about 1% for the S wave at k=0.85a;1 and for the P 
wave at k=0.7la;1 • The 18-state result of McAlinden et al. (1994) at k=0.80aQ" 1 
indicates a reasonable agreement for the S wave and a very good agreement for the 
P wave with the above three accurate sets. For the hyperspherical calculations, 
data of Zhou and Lin (1994,1995)[104, 105] are in reasonable agreement with ours 
for both S and P waves. However, those of Archer et al. (1990) [106) and Igarashi 
and Toshima (1994) [107} are not very consistent with the existing accurate data. 
In comparison with the variational D wave data, our elastic cross sections (Table 
4.6 and Figure 4. 7) confirm that the 21-state values are more precise. Both sets 
show almost the same data at energies in the whole Ore gap. There is a little 
surprise in that both sets come from completely different approaches and totally 
different basis sets. The 18-state value of McAlinden et al. (1994) at k=0.80a0"1 
is consistent with ours. Again, the hyperspherical values of Archer et al. (1990) 
(106) and Igarashi and Toshima (1994) [107) are not very accurate. The agreement 
between hyperspherical data of Igarashi and Toshima (1994) and variational results 
are probably coincidence. The same situation exists for the F wave elastic cross 
sections as for the D wave ones. The present total elastic cross sections obtained by 
just summing from L=O to 6 also reveal the excellent agreement with the 21-state 
data. 
Figures 4.5-4.8 show that the S- and P-wave cross sections are major contribu-
tions to total elastic cross sections at positron energy below 0.2 Ryd. The contri-
butions to total cross sections mainly come from the P and D waves at energies 
from 0.2 to 0.5 Ryd. At energies in the Ore gap, the P, D and F partial wave cross 
sections contribute about 90% to total elastic cross sections. One may notice a small 
shoulder in the P-wave cross section curve (see Figure 4.6) at energies around the 
Ps formation threshold. This small cusp-like structure was first observed by Chan 
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a.nd McEachron {1976) in their calculation by solving the coupled equations in the 
configuration space(60]. They did not mention it although it appeared from their 
data.. Such a structure has also been observed by Higgins et al. (1990) in IER.l"[ 
method[100}, Higgins and Burke (1993) [108] almost at the same time and explicitly 
in their six pseudo-state close coupling, R-ma.trix calculation(108], Kernaghan et 
al. (1995) in an 18-state R-matrix calculation[77], Mitroy and Ratnavelu (1995)[il] 
and Mitroy (1995)[73] in their 12-state and 21-state close coupling calculations. 
Its existence seems to be independent from the coupling schemes used (82]. The 
physical origin of this structure is unknown. It is sure that this structure is not a 
resonance at energy around the Ps formation threshold. But we believe that it is 
special for positron-hydrogen scattering. In the following we try to give an informal 
explanation. 
At energy just above the Ps formation threshold, the Ps formation channel is 
open and the incident positron may pick up the electron from the hydrogen atom, but 
the positron almost looses its all kinetic energy to form the positronium atom. That 
means, the outgoing positronium moves very slowly around the scattering center. 
So the strong attraction from the proton could pull back the electron to form a 
hydrogen atom and throw away the positron with its original energy. Therefore, 
this process is still elastic scattering. More specifically, the shoulder on the P-wave 
curve is due to the contribution of the Ps formation channel. If the above argument 
is a reasonable explanation of this P-wave structure, we then have to explain why 
there is no such structure in other partial waves. For doing that, let us look at the 
S-, D- and F -wave elastic cross sections in Figures 4.5, 4. 7 and 4.8. All of these 
curves are going up at energy just above the Ps formation threshold. In contrast, 
the P-wave elastic cross section curve is going down. On the other hand, the S-, 
D- and F-wave Ps formation cross section curves (Figures 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12) show 
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that cross sections are all much smaller than the corresponding part of the P-wave 
(Figure 4.10) at energy just above the Ps formation threshold. Therefore. their 
contribution to their corresponding partial wave elastic cross sections, due to the 
pulling back effect from the Ps formation channel, should be much smaller than 
that for the P-wave. A very small contribution from the S-, D- and F-wave to the 
elastic cross section is immersed in the increasing cross section, which looks like 
nothing at all. However, for the P-wave, a relative large contribution added to the 
decreasing elastic cross section causes an obvious effects. This structure in the total 
cross section curve (see Figure 4.13) almost disappears due to a. sharp increase of 
the 0-wa.ve cross section near the Ps formation threshold. 
The S-wa.ve positronium formation cross sections are sensitive to the basis set 
applied. A smaller basis set which is not enough to span the scattering space may 
cause some specific features such as a sharp dip in the six state (ls,2s,2p)H + 
( ls,2s,2p )Ps calculation [82]. However, the features will disappear if the selected 
basis can completely represent the scattering system in the energy range consid-
ered. The present calculations show that the S-wa.ve Ps formation (see Figure 4.9) 
slowly and smoothly increases with the positron momentum in the Ore gap and then 
sharply goes up when the positron energy is close to the hydrogen first excitation 
threshold. This sharp increase indicates that a. resonance will appear there. Again, 
two sets from 86+ and 87+ bases agree well with each other (see Table 4.7), which 
further shows that the channel electrostatic potential plays the main role in this sit-
uation. In comparison with other numerical data, our S wave positronium formation 
cross sections (see Table 4.7 and Figure 4.9) indicate good agreement with the vari-
ational and 21-state ones at energies in the whole Ore gap. The maximum difference 
among them is 0.00031ra~. The 18-state results of McAlinden et a.L (1994) somehow 
disagree with the above three sets. In addition to possibly numerical instability, the 
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Figure 4.6: Partial P-wave elastic cross sections ( 1r~) fore+ +H scattering are plot-
ted as a function of positron energy (Ryd). Phrases in this picture have same 
meanings as in figure 4.5. 
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Table 4.6: The partial D~ and F-wave and total elastic cross sections (in units of 
;r~) as a function of incident momentum. 
k(ao [) 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.85 
L=2 
This work(B6+) 0.337 0.441 0.480 0.471 
This work(B7+) 0.339 0.444 0.482 0.474 
21-state11 0.341 0.446 0.484 0.477 
Variational6 0.323 0.403 0.423 0.413 
18-statec 0.482 
Hypersphericald 0.304 0.376 0.389 0.366 
Hypersphericale 0.330 0.401 0.420 0.391 
L=3 
This work(B6+) 0.563(-1] 0.766(-1] 0.109 
This work{B7+) 0.568(-1] 0. i73[-1} 0.110 0.134 
21-statea 0.575(-1] 0.781(-1] 0.111 0.135 
Hypersphericald 0.471(-1} 0.541(-1] 0.675[-1] 0.761(-1] 
Hypersphericale 0.676(-1] 0.739[-1] 0.853(-1] 0.950[-1] 
L=4 
This work{B7 +) 0.111[-1] 0.140[-1] 0.198[-1] 0.270(-1] 
L=5 
This work{B7 +) 0.311[-2] 0.373(-2] 0.481[-2] 0.632(-2] 
L=6 
This work(B7 +) 0.117[-2} 0.137(-2] 0.166(-2] 0.203(-2] 
Total 
This work(B7 +) 1.237 1.307 1.308 1.278 
21-state4 1.242 1.313 1.316 1.285 
1121-state close coupling, Mitroy {1995)[73]. 
&Variational calculation, Humberston (1984)(27], Brown et al. (1985) [29}. 
c18-state close coupling, McAlinden et al. ( 1994). 
cieHyperspherical close coupling, Igarashi and Toshima {1994)[107] and Zhou and 
Lin.(1994) (104]. 
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Figure 4.7: Partial D-wave elastic cross section ( 1r~) fore+ +H scattering is plotted 
as a. function of positron energy (Ryd). Phrases in this picture have same meanings 
as in figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.8: Partial F -wave elastic cross section ( 1r~) for e+ +H scattering is plotted 
as a function of positron energy (Ryd). Phrases in this picture have same meanings 
as in figure 4.5. 
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coupling scheme itself may have some contributions for such a disagreement. For 
the hyperspherical data, reasonable agreement with the above three sets has been 
obtained except for those of Archer et al. (1990) (106}. Also, results from solving 
the Faddeev equations by Kvitsinsky et al. (1995) [58, 101] are consistent with ours. 
Agreement with a maximum difference less than 1% (see Table 4.7 and Figure 
4.10) has been achieved among the present, 21-state and variational P wave Ps for-
mation cross sections. Moreover, the 18-state values for the P wave give good agree-
ment with the above three sets except at k==O. 7laQ'1 where the difference is about 
iOcalculation. We note that in their calculation they omit the coupling between 
the hydrogen and positronium channels in the external part of the scattering wave-
function, but we don't believe that the omission would cause this difference. The 
hyperspherical calculations of Archer et al. (1990) [106] and Igarashi and Toshima 
(1994) (107] also show reasonable agreement with ours. 
Table 4.8 gives the partial wave Ps formation cross sections for L2:2. Good 
agreement between the present and 21-state data is obtained for both partial D-
and F-waves except for the values at k=0.7lao1 where the difference reaches about 
2%, although their absolute difference is very smalL The variational data of Brown 
and Humberston {1985) [29] have a maximum deviation about 10% from ours for the 
D-wave, which is what they claimed in their publication. The hyperspherical results 
of Archer et al. (1990) [106] are in good agreement with ours. However, those of 
Igarashi and Toshima (1994) [107] have some deviations from the acceptable sets. 
The G-, H-, and 1-wave cross sections demonstrate a quick decreasing trend as L 
increases at energies in the Ore gap. Our total Ps formation cross sections obtained 
by summing the partial wave's from L=O to 6 also agree very well with the 21-state 
ones. 
Looking at the S-wave reactance matrix elements in Table 4.9, it can be easily 
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Table 4. 7: L=O a.nd 1 partial wave positronium formation cross sections (in units of 
1ra5) as a. function of incident momentum. 
k(aO"[) 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.85 
L=O 
This work(B6+) 0.00407 0.00422 0.00486 0.00553 
This work(B7 +) 0.00407 0.00439 0.00492 0.00550 
21-sta.te4 0.00405 0.00427 0.00472 0.00560 
V a.riational6 0.0041 0.0044 0.0049 0.0058 
18-statec 0.0033 0.0030 0.0041 0.0047 
Hypersphericald 0.0034 0.0038 0.0043 0.0049 
Hypersphericale 0.00404 0.00398 0.00462 0.00535 
Hypersphericall 0.00407 0.00421 0.00473 0.00553 
Fa.ddeev9 0.0038 0.0043 0.0047 
L = 1 
This work(B6+) 0.0268 0.367 0.484 0.567 
This work(B7 +) 0.0267 0.367 0.483 0.564 
21-sta.te" 0.0266 0.366 0.483 0.563 
V a.riational6 0.027 0.365 0.482 0.561 
18-statec 0.046 0.376 0.485 0.573 
Hyperspherica.ld 0.0366 0.376 0.490 0.570 
Hyperspherica.le 0.023 0.370 0.480 0.552 
1121-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995)[73]. 
bVariationa.l calculation, Humberston (1984)(27], Brown et a.l. (1985) (29] . 
c18-state close coupling, McAlinden et al. (1994) (76). 
de/Hyperspherical close coup~g, Archer et al. (1990)(106] 
, Igarashi a.nd Toshima (1994)[107],Zhou a.nd Lin (1994)[104). 
9Solving the modified Faddeev equations, Kvitsinsky et a.l. (1995)[58] . 
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Figure 4.9: Partial S-wa.ve Ps formation cross sections ( 1r~) for e+ +H scattering 
are plotted a.s a. function of positron energy (Ryd). The phrases in this pidure ha.ve 
the same meanings a.s in figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.10: Partial P-wave Ps formation cross sections ( 1r~) for e+ +H scattering 
a.re plotted as a function of positron energy (Ryd).The phrases in this picture ha.ve 
the same meanings as in figure 4.5. 
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Table 4.8: L=2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 partial wave and total positronium formation cross 
sections (in units of 1ra5)as a function of incident momentum. The number in [ ] 
indicates powers of ten. 
k(ao r) 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.85 
L = 2 
This work(B6+) 0.701[-3) 0.321 0.861 1.162 
This work(B7 +) 0.697[-3) 0.320 0.862 1.162 
21-state4 0.682[-3) 0.320 0.859 1.158 
Variational6 0.62(-3) 0.335 0.812 1.057 
Hypersphericalc 0.934[-3] 0.334 0.866 1.16 
Hypersphericald 0.345(-3) 0.254 0.770 1.031 
L::::3 
This work(B6+) 0.499(-5) 0.0354 0.271 
This work(B7 +) 0.500(-5] 0.0354 0.271 0.596 
21-state4 0.44(-5] 0.0356 0.270 0.596 
Hypersphericalc 0.573(-5] 0.0382 0.276 0.592 
Hypersphericald 0.364[-4] 0.0133 0.188 0.484 
L=4 
This work(B7+) 0.32(-7] 0.219[-2] 0.388[-1] 0.143 
L=5 
This work(B7 +) 0.113[-3) 0.426[-2] 0.240(-1] 
L=6 
This work(B7 +) 0.521(-5) 0.414(-3) 0.347(-2] 
Total 
This work(B7 +) 0.0315 0.729 1.665 2.49 
21-state11 0.0313 0.728 1.660 2.49 
CIClose coupling, Mitroy (1995)[73]. 
bVariational calculation, Humberston (1984)[27), Brown et a.l. (1985) (29] . 
cdHyperspherica.l dose coupling, Igarashi and Toshima (1994)[107] a.nd Zhou and 
Lin (1994) (104] . 
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Figure 4.11: Partial D-wa.ve Ps formation cross sections (1r~) for e++H scattering 
a.re plotted a.s a. function of positron energy (Ryd).The phrases in this picture have 
the same meanings a.s in figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.12: Partial F-wave Ps formation cross sections (1r~) for e++H scattering 
are plotted as a function of positron energy (Ryd). The phrases in this picture have 
the same meanings as in figure 4.5. 
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seen that our reactance matrix elements at energies in the whole Ore gap agree 
very well with the most accurate variational values of Humberston (1982). The 
maximum difference is less than 1% for all elements Kll, K12, and K22 except 
for K12 at k=0.85ao1 and K22 at k=0.71ao1 where they are about 2 to 3%. But 
compared with those from the Faddeev equations by Kvitsinsky et al. (1995), the 
agreement is not so perfect, especially at positron momentum k = 0.85a;t. 
Figure 4.13 plots the total elastic, positronium and total e+ -H scattering cross 
sections as a function of positron energy. It can be seen from this figure that the total 
elastic cross section monotonically decreases from positron energy 0.01 to 0.2 Ryd 
and then almost keeps the same value in the range from 0.2 to 0. 75 Ryd except for a 
very slight bump at energies around the Ps threshold due to the cusp-Like structure 
in the P partial wave. The total Ps formation cross section simply increases from 
the Ps formation threshold to the hydrogen first excitation. The figure also shows a 
broad bottom ("Ramsauser minimum") from about 0.2 to 0.5 Ryd in the total cross 
section curve. Compared with the electron-hydrogen system, this effect is special 
for positron-hydrogen scattering because of the rearrangement process. Our total 
elastic, Ps formation and total e+ -H scattering cross sections are all in excellent 
agreement with the 21-state results by Mitroy (1995) (not shown in the figure). 
In comparison with most recent measurements by the Detroit group [10, 11], our 
total Ps formation cross section shows good agreement with experimental data ex-
cept that the experimental data show a slightly flat trend of increase with positron 
energy. But their measurement also shows some data below the Ps formation thresh-
old. Theoretically, these data are unphysical because the Ps formation channel is 
closed in that energy range. But it may have some experimental reasons, so we 
can not give any comment about this at the moment. For the total cross section, 
very good agreement between our values and experimental data is also obtained at 
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energy above 0.3 Ryd. Below that energy, the experiment shows a different trend 
from theoretical results. This is not surprising if we note the difficulties of this 
experiment { for example, it is very difficult to obtain a mono-energetic positron 
beam at such a low energy.). Although those differences, it can still be said that 
this is only experimental measurement which can be used to compare with theoret-
ical results. We may expect that further measurements of this system at very low 
positron energies are required. 
Table 4.9: The S-wave reactance matrix elements. 
k(a;l) Kll K12 K22 
0.71 This work(B7 +) -0.05688 -0.02418 0.3691 
Variational4 -0.057 -0.024 0.363 
Faddeevh -0.0565 -0.0232 0.348 
Faddeevc -0.059 -0.024 0.33 
0.75 This work(B7 +) -0.07844 -0.02826 -0.5322 
V ariational4 -0.078 -0.028 -0.532 
Faddeevh -0.0793 -0.0280 -0.536 
FaddeeVC -0.085 -0.029 -0.54 
0.80 This work(B7 +) -0.1039 -0.05122 -1.5143 
Variational4 -0.104 -0.051 -1.513 
Faddeev6 -0.102 -0.050 -1.512 
FaddeeVC -0.109 -0.052 -1.52 
0.85 This work{B7 +) -0.1294 -0.1225 -3.7216 
Variational«~ -0.130 -0.126 -3.735 
Faddeevc 
-0.169 -0.425 -6.40 
a variational calculation, Humberston {1982)(27}. 
&Faddeev equation, Kvitsinsky et al. (1995)[58}. 
cFaddeev equation, Kvitsinsky et al. (1995)[101]. 
4.1.2 The Ps + p entrance channel 
The Harris-Nesbet method directly calculates the reactance matrix. Hence, the 
transition cross sections for different entrance channels can be easily derived. The 
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Figure 4.13: Total elastic, Ps formation and total e+ -H scattering cross sections ( 1r~) 
fore+ +H scattering are plotted as a function of positron energy. Experimental data 
are very recently reported by the Detroit group. 
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excellent agreement with most accurate variational results and the 21-state dose 
coupling calculation for e+ + H entrance channel encourages us to present the tran-
sition cross sections for Ps + p entrance channel. The significance of this is to obtain 
the anti-hydrogen through a reaction Ps + p. The charge transfer cross section for 
Ps + p entrance channel can be obtained by using the balance equation 
( 4.1) 
from positronium formation cross sections. Where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the 
hydrogen and positronium channels respectively. k1 and k2 are momenta of the 
positron and the positronium respectively. 
Table 4.10 lists the partial wave and total Ps elastic cross sections, and the details 
are illustrated in Figure 4.14. From Table 4.10~ good agreement among the present, 
variational and 21-state results has been found for the S partial wave. However, the 
agreement between the present and 21-state calculations is just fair for other partial 
waves. We may expect that the polarization, not completely included in our basis 
set for the Ps channel, may be responsible. 
The Ps elastic scattering length has been estimated by decreasing the Ps mo-
mentum to 0.186 8Q1 and using a number of polynomial interpolations as what did 
for e++H entrance channel. The scattering length we obtain is -14.66 ± 0.05 ~, 
which is in good agreement with -15.5 ± 0.4 ~and -14.7 ± 0.2 ao from the 21-sta.te 
and 12-state calculations by Mitroy (1995) [73]. This scattering length corresponds 
to a cross section of 860 1r~. 
Figure 4.14 shows that the S-wave curve has a very sharp decrease as the Ps 
energy increases from 0 to 0.02Ryd. At about 0.02Ryd, the curve has a minimum 
and then slightly goes up and displays a long plateau to 0.25 Ryd at a value about 
101ra~. However, the P wave curve has a. peak as energy goes up to about 0.02 Ryd 
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Table 4.10: Partial wave and total elastic cross sections (x-~) for Ps+p scattering. 
Energy( Ryd) 0.0041 0.0625 0.014 0.02225 
L=O 
This work(B7 +) 58.4 7.05 9.93 8.37 
V ariational4 56.7 7.05 9.93 8.37 
12-sta.tec 56.4 7.07 9.92 8.34 
21-sta.tec 59.7 6.92 9.86 8.32 
L=1 
This work(B7 +) 14.35 3.92 0.197 1.91 
12-sta.te6 15.0 3.97 0.181 1.82 
21-sta.tec 15.2 4.17 0.160 1.77 
L=2 
This work(B7 +) 0.630 6.75 4.05 1.65 
12-state6 0.785 6.86 4.07 1.71 
21-statec 0.792 7.07 4.26 1.82 
L=3 
This work(B7 +) 0.075 1.70 3.13 3.39 
12-sta.te6 0.113 1.82 3.18 3.46 
21-statec: 0.119 1.85 3.32 3.64 
Total 
This work(B7 +) 73.5 20.0 18.8 17.8 
12-sta.te6 72.7 20.5 19.2 18.3 
21-sta.tec 75.9 20.8 19.5 18.6 
" Variational calculation, Humberston et al. (1984)[27]. 
6 Close coupling, Mitroy (1995c)[74]. 
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Figure 4.14: Partial wave Ps elastic cross sections (1r~) for Ps+p scattering are 
plotted as a. function of Ps energy. 
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Figure 4.15: Partial wave H formation cross sections (7r~) for Ps+p scattering are 
plotted as a function of Ps energy. 
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Figure 4.16: Ps elastic, charge transfer and total Ps+p scattering cross sections 
( 1r~) for Ps+p scattering are plotted as a function of Ps energy. 
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and then decreases to a minimum at about 0.13Ryd. After the minimum, the P-
wave Ps elastic cross section has very small values. The D wave curve just contains 
a simple wide peak at around 0.06Ryd and the F wave monotonically increases at 
energies considered here. 
Figure 4.15 plots the detailed partial wave hydrogen formation cross sections. 
It shows that the S·wave cross section has a divergent behavior when Ps energy 
tends to zero, which can be explained by the characteristic of a superelastic collision 
(Mitroy 1995)[74}. The divergence is like E-112 , i.e. a-5= afkp$, where a is a 
constant. Our charge transfer cross sections at very low Ps momentum verifies this 
relation. For example, our cross section is 43.31 1r~ at kp. =0.0018567 a.Q1 and 
26.55 ;r~ at kp. = 0.0030173 a;1• The constant is about 0.08 1r. After E=0.05 
Ryd, the S-wave cross section slowly decreases. The P-wave curve has a very sharp 
increase with Ps energy from 0 to 0.01 Ryd and reaches a peak at about 0.2 Ryd. 
Finally it monotonically goes down. The D wave cross section goes up to 2.01!"a~ at 
about 0.1 Ryd and then keeps a plateau to 0.25 Ryd. The F wave monotonically 
increases from 0.0 to 0.25Ryd. 
We plot the total charge transfer, total elastic and total Ps+p scattering (charge 
transfer plus elastic) cross sections as a function of Ps energy in Figure 4.16. One 
feature of this plot is that the total charge transfer cross section contains a minimum 
at about 0.0013 Ryd (about 0.02 eV)[74]. The minimum is caused by a sharp increase 
of the P-wave curve with large cross sections and a sharp decrease of the S-wave 
curve with relative small values in that energy range. The total elastic cross section 
has a sharp decrease at very low energies and then very slowly decreases. The total 
cross section has the same behavior as the elastic one. 
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4.1.3 Resonance below the H First Excitation 
Mittleman {1966) [109) predicted that there exist infinite resonances formed below 
the H first excitation threshold for positron-hydrogen scattering. The physical ori-
gin of these resonances arise from a long range force ( ;t) which stems from the 
degeneracy of the 2s and 2p hydrogen states (Mittleman 1966 [109], Gien 1996 [89]). 
Basu et aL (1989) [62) and Sarkar et al. (1993) [64] claimed they observed two reso-
nances just above the Ps formation threshold. Mitroy and Stelbovics (1994) [70] and 
Gien and Liu (1994) [110) did not confirm the existence of the resonances at energy 
just above the Ps formation threshold. However, the three S-wave resonances ob-
served by Seileret al. (1971) [50] and Wakid (1975) [53] were reproduced by Mitroy 
and Stelbovics (1994) [70} for the first one in their six-state close coupling (CC) 
calculation and later for the first two in the 12-state (Mitroy and Ratnavelu 1995 
[71}) and the 21-state (Mitroy 1995 [73]) CC calculations and by Gien (1994,1995) 
[83,87 ,88,89] for all of the three S-wave and two P-wave resonances in his six-state 
Harris-Nesbet calculation. Gien also observed a sequence of the resonances for the 
S-, P- and 0-waves. 
In this work, we also search for resonant structures for different partial waves. \Ve 
do not find any resonance just above the Ps formation threshold. But we observed 
three S-wave, two P-wave and one D-wave resonances located below the first H 
excitation threshold (see Table 4.11). Besides, more resonances could be observed 
if a larger basis set is used. One may argue why the resonance depends on the 
selected basis. The reason is quite simple. Suppose that these resonances indeed 
exist for this scattering system, but theoretically how would we know they are really 
there? The only way we can theoretically do for this micro-system is to use our " 
theoretical detector"- a suitable basis and then do our calculations in the frame of 
quantum theory. If the "detector" is not good enough (that means, the basis is not 
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good or large enough) to detect some very narrow resonance, it won't appear in the 
theoretical results. However, the further resonances are very dose to the threshold 
and with much narrower widths ( less than w-8 Ryd, Gien 1996 (89]). Moreover. 
the numerical accuracy (thinking about we have to calculate thousands of hundreds 
of two dimensional integrals for each given scattering energy.) may not guarantee 
that we can give the correct positions and widths of these new and very narrow 
resonances. Meanwhile, further finer search for the resonances will be too CPU 
consumption for such a larger calculation. So we stop further searching for these 
resonances. 
In order to identify a resonance for a multichannel scattering, we use the sum of 
eigenphase shifts for different open channels. The eigenphase shifts can be obtained 
by diagonalizing the reaction matrix R. By doing that, we obtain the eigenvalues of 
the matrix R which are equal to the tangents of the eigenpha.se shifts for different 
channels. So the sum of eigenpha.se shifts is a function of scattering energy. The 
eigenpha.se sum has a very slow change when it is away from a resonance energy ( 
we call it the background) and a very sharp jump when it is reaching a resonance. 
In Figures 4.17-4.25, we plot the sum of the eigenphase shifts, elastic and Ps 
formation cross sections of these resonances. We apply the following formula 
lf 
6L = 8t + ta.n-1( E,.~- E) (4.2) 
to estimate the positions and widths of resonances. Where 6L and c52, are the sum of 
the eigenphase shift and its background respectively. r and E,.es are the respective 
width and position of the resonance. Fitting this formula to an individual resonance, 
we obtained the positions and widths of these resonances and list them in the Table 
4.11. 
From Table 4.11, we can see that the present positions and widths of the reso-
nances for S-, P- and 0-waves are in good agreement with those from the 21-state 
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TabLe 4.11: Resonances of positron-hydrogen scattering below the first H excitation. 
L Position (Ryd) Width (Ryd) CC33 (Ryd) 
0 0.74291 L62x10-4 (0.744089, 4.92x1o-s)7 





0 0.74964 S.Oxl0-6 (0.749670, 2.80x 10-6 )1 
0.749644 7.9x1o-6 (0.74967, 4. 7x w-6)9 
0.7496986 7.82xl0-6 
0.74983d <2.0xl0-5 
0 0.749988 ~w-7 (0.749981, 1.61 xto-7 )1 
1 0.74599 L53x1o-s 
0.74609(1 1.58x10-5 
0.7458686 1.630xl0-5 
0.745888d 1.62x1o- s 
1 0.74993 7.6xlo-7 
0.74987(1 4.5xlo- 7 
0.749896 4.2xlo-7 
2 0.74994 2.8xlo- 6 
0.749904 2.1xl0-6 
Cl 21-state close coupling calculation by Mitroy (1995) (71). 
b,cHyperspherical close coupling by Zhou and Lin (1995) [105) and Archer et al. 
(1990) [106). 
d Complex coordinate rotation by Ho (1990) [111) . 
e Peliken and Klar (1983) [112] . 
f Gien (1994,1995) (83,87,88,89]. 
g Mitroy and Ratnavelu (1995) [71). 
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close coupling calculation by Nlitroy (1995) (71], the hyperspherical dose coupling 
by Zhou and Lin (1995) (105], and some other calculations by Ho (1990) [111], using 
the complex coordinate rotation method, and by Peliken and Klar ( 1983) (112]. The 
slight differences among these positions are expected because of different coupling 
schemes used in different research groups, which represent slightly different optical 
potentials from the closed channels. In addition, we also obsenred the third S-wave 
resonance (not shown) which is located at positron energy 0.749988 Ryd. Its width is 
very narrow: about 10-7 Ryd. This resonance was first found by Seiler et al. ( 19il) 
(50], by Wakid (1975) (53], and very recently by Gien (1994,1995) [83,87,88,89] in 
his six-state Harris-Nesbet calculation. The position and width of this resonance are 
in good agreement with what Gien obtained. The width of Seiler et al. 's resonance 
is much narrower than ours , which is predictable because the scheme just included 
three lowest hydrogen states. Wakid's width, however, is too broad. Looking at 
three resonances he observed, the widths of these resonances are several order in 
magnitude larger than those obtained by Gien and the present calculation. 
In addition to the positions and widths of these resonances, we also compare 
their shapes with those from the 21-state (Mitroy 1995 (71]) and hyperspherical 
(Zhou and Lin 1995 (105]) close coupling calculations (not shown). We note that all 
of the present observed resonances, especially the firstS-wave resonance (Gien(89]), 
display the detailed same shapes as those of Mitroy's and Zhou and Lin's. In com-
parison with those of the six-state calculation (Gien 1994,1995 (83,87,88,89]), we 
noted that the present S-wave resonances show the same shapes as the six-state's 
for the eigenphase sums and elastic cross sections, except for small shifts of the 
positions and completely different magnitudes. But the present Ps formation cross 
section curves (see Figure 4.17 and 4.19) demonstrate completely different shapes 
around the resonances. In the six-state calculation, the Ps formation cross section 
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curves first decrease, then pass a zero, after then sharply increase to the peak. and 
finally decrease to the background level. In contrast, the present results show that 
they first sharply increase to the peak, then decrease, after then pass a zero, and 
finally back to the background level. We may expect that the differences in shape 
are due to the incomplete inclusion of the optical potential from the Q-space in the 
six-state coupling scheme. 
Further, we also observed that the S-wave resonances occur on a relatively large 
negative background of the eigenphase shift sum (see Figures 4.16 and 4.18). This 
large negative eigenphase shift implies that the repulsive short range potential plays 
a main role at these energies. This property causes the behaviour of the S-wave 
resonances different from the P- and 0-waves. ln the P- and 0 -wave cases (see 
Figures 4.20, 4.22 and 4.24) , the background eigenphase shift sums are very close 
to zero and the resonances display good symmetrical properties. These resonances 
could be considered to be close to the standard Breit-Wigner structures. 
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Figure 4.17: The eigenphase sum of positron-hydrogen scattering is plotted as a 
function of positron energy: the first resonance of the S-wave. 
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Figure 4.18: Elastic and Ps formation cross sections of positron-hydrogen scattering 
is plotted as a function of positron energy: the first resonance of the S-wave. 
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Figure 4.19: The eigenphase sum of positron-hydrogen scattering is plotted as a 
function of positron energy: the second resonance of the S-wave. 
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Figure 4.20: Elastic and Ps formation cross sections of positron-hydrogen scattering 
is plotted a.s a. function of positron energy: the second resonance of the S-wa.ve. 
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Figure 4.21: The eigenphase sum of positron-hydrogen scattering is plotted as a 
function of positron energy: the first resonance of the P-wave. 
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Figure 4.22: Elastic and Ps formation cross sections of positron-hydrogen scattering 
is plotted as a function of positron energy: the first resonance of the P-wave. 
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Figure 4.23: The eigenphase sum of positron-hydrogen scattering is plotted as a 
function of positron energy: the second resonance of the P-wave. 
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Figure 4.24: Elastic and Ps formation cross sections of positron-hydrogen scattering 
is plotted as a function of positron energy: the second resonance of the P-wa.ve. 
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Figure 4.25: The eigenphase sum of positron-hydrogen scattering around the D-wa.ve 
resonance is plotted as a function of positron energy. 
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Figure 4.26: Elastic and Ps formation cross sections of positron·hydrogen scattering 
around the D·wave resonance is plotted as a function of positron energy. 
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4.2 Calculations with 18- and 20-state bases 
4.2.1 Numerical Approaches 
Our previous calculation using the 87 + basis in the last section achieved physical 
convergence and gave very accurate results of phase shifts, positron elastic and Ps 
formation cross sections for partial waves from L=O to 6. These results agreed 
well with the most accurate variational S- and P-wave scattering parameters of 
Bhatia et al. (1971, 1974) [36, 37) and Brown and Humberston (1985) [29] and with 
the 21-state T-matrix close coupling calculations by Mitroy (1995) [71]. Our Ps-p 
elastic cross sections, however, are not in perfect agreement with the 21-state results 
(Mitroy 1995 [73]), in particular for the higher partial waves. We expect that this 
disagreement may be due to the basis used, which did not include the whole dipole 
polarization potential of the ground Ps. Furthermore, some discrepancies visibly 
observed from the 18-state R-matrix calculation by Kemoghan et al. (1994,1995) 
[78, 79], especially for their S-wave cross sections, may not be simply said to be 
numerical inaccuracy. Trying to solve these problems formed our motivation of 
further investigation of this system by using the following scattering channel spaces 
(Kuang and Gien 1996 [115]): 
( 1) 18-states. This basis is exactly the same as that used by McAlinden et al. 
(1994) (77] and Kernaghan et al. (1995) [79], which is composed of nine hydrogenic 
states and nine positronium states: (1s, 2s, 2p, 3.9, 3p, 3d, 48, 4p, 4d) proposed 
by Fon et al. (1981) [113]. This basis gives good dipole but very poor quadruple 
polarization. 
(2) 20-states. This basis contains 12 hydrogen states: ls, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4.5, 
4p, 4d, 5s, 5p, 6p, and 8 Ps states: 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s and 4p, which are exactly 
the same as the 21-states used by Mitroy (1995) (71] without the pseudo-state 4/ of 
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hydrogen. This basis gives the good dipole and quadruple polarization potentials. 
4.2.2 Results 
The present partial wave phase shifts, positron elastic and Ps formation cross sec-
tions for the positron-hydrogen entrance channel are tabulated in Tables 4.12-4.13, 
Tables 4.14-4.15, and Tables 4.164.17, respectively. Ps elastic cross sections for 
the Ps-p entrance channel are listed in Table 4.18. Looking at Table 4.12 , the 
20-sta.te S- and P-wave phase shifts are in very good agreement with the 21-sta.te 
data. (Mitroy t995) (71], our B7+ basis results (Kuang and Gien 1996) (114], and 
variational values of Bhatia. et al. (1971) (36]. This good agreement implies that 
these values are what we physically expect. However, there obviously are discrep-
ancies between the 18-sta.te results and the other four data sets for the S-wa.ve, as 
well as the P-wave at higher momenta. The above differences may imply that the 
18-state basis does not describe the channel electrostatic potential well for the lower 
angular momentum partial waves; more specifica.lly, they give slightly stronger elec-
trostatic potential than the real one. This effect will partly cancel the long range 
polarization potential. At the low positron momenta, the cancellation has small 
effects on the phase shifts because the long range dipole potential is more important 
there. However, as the positron momentum increases, both the electrostatic and 
dipole polarization potentials are significant, especially around the zero point of the 
whole channel potential (electrostatic plus polarization) where the phase shifts are 
very sensitive to the cancellation. At k=0.6, the 18-state S-wave phase shifts even 
change their signs to negative which implies that the positive electrostatic potential 
begins to play an important role a.t k~ 0.6. But the 20-state results and other 
calculations show this will happen at k larger than 0.6. Therefore, the sensitivity of 
the S-wa.ve phase shift can be used to determine whether a. basis is good enough for 
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this scattering system. 
Using a similar way to the last section, we obtain the positron scattering lengths 
2.060±0.005 3Q and 2.100±0.003 3Q for the 18-state and 20-state coupling schemes, 
respectively. In comparison with the result from B7 + basis, the 18-state scattering 
length seems small, which is expected from the reason discussed above. For the 
20-state coupling scheme, the length is in quite good agreement with our mixing 
basis value and the 21-state T-matrix result: 2.08±0.02 3(). 
For the D-wa.ve case, four sets listed in Table 4.12 are in excellent agreement 
with each other since the dipole polarization becomes more important tha.n the 
electrostatic potential for higher partial waves. 
For partial waves L=3, 4, 5, and 6 (see Table 4.13), the present 18-state phase 
shifts, as well as the 20-state data for F partial wave, show good agreement with 
our mixing basis calculations a.nd the 21-state results at higher momenta.. At lower 
momenta, this work seems closer to the 21-sta.te. The present total elastic cross 
sections summing the partial waves from L=O to 6 are about 1 to 2% smaller than 
our mixing basis and 21-state results. 
Table 4.14 tabulates the present elastic cross sections for the S a.nd P partial 
waves. The 18-state value of McAlinden et al. (1994) (76) at k=0.8 agrees well 
with ours for the S partial wave. But their P-wave cross section is about 1.5% 
different from ours. The very good agreement is obtained between the 20-state, 
21-state, mixing basis, and variational results. The very recent hyperspherica.l close 
coupling calculation by Zhou and Lin {1995) [105] also show reasonable agreement 
with ours at the hyper radii ~ = 29.93 ao. However, cillferences between the 18-sta.te 
results a.:td other four sets are about 10% and 1.5% for the S and P partial waves 
respectively. It may be interpreted that the stronger channel electrostatic potential 
of the 18-state basis may cause the S-wave elastic cross section to be larger and the 
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Table 4.12: S, P and D partial wave phase shifts (in units of radiation) for 
positron-hydrogen scattering in 18- and 20-state approximations. The numbers in [ 
J indicate the powers of 10. 
k(a.u,) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
L=O 
18-statea 0.1455 0.1834 0.1624 0.1148 0.573[-1] -0.134[-2} -0.564[-1] 
20-state6 0.1474 0.1866 0.1662 0.1188 0.614[-1] 0.270[-2] -0.523[-1] 
21-statec 0.1474 0.1868 0.1667 0.1191 0.621[-1] 0.31 [-2] -0.518(-lj 
87+4 0.1483 0.1875 0.1670 0.1195 0.620[-1] 0.330[-2] -0.519[-lj 
V ariationa.le 0.1483 0.1877 0.1677 0.1201 0.624[-1] 0.39 [-2] -0.512[.1] 
L=1 
18-statea 0.885[-2] 0.326[-1) 0.653[-1] 0.0996 0.1295 0.1530 0.1770 
20-state6 0.883[-2] 0.326[-1] 0.655[-1] 0.1000 0.1301 0.1538 0.1780 
21-statec 0.887[-2) 0.327[-1] 0.657[-1) 0.1002 0.1306 0.1542 0.1788 
B7+4 0.886[-2] 0.327[-1] 0.657[-1] 0.1002 0.1305 0.1544 0.1782 
V ariationale 0.338[-1] 0.665[-1] 0.1016 0.1309 0.1547 0.1799 
L=2 
18-state" 0.134[-2] 0.548[-2) 0.129(-1] 0.241[-1) 0.395[-1] 0.595(-1] 0.880[-1} 
20-state6 0.133[-2] 0.546[-2) 0.129[-1] 0.241[-1) 0.395(-1] 0.595(-1] 0.881[-1] 
21-statec 0.136[-2) 0.551[-2] 0.129[-1] 0.242(-1] 0.397[-1] 0.598[-1] 0.885[-1] 
B7+4 0.133(-2) 0.549[-2] 0.129(-1] 0.241[-1] 0.396(-1) 0.597[-1] 0.883[-lj 
a ,
6the present 18-state and 20-state close couplings respectively. 
cthe 21-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995) [73]. 
lithe mixing basis coupling, Kuang and Gien (1996) (114]. 
ethe variational calculation, Brown and Humberston (1985) [29]. 
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Table 4.13: F, G, H, and I partial wave phase shifts (in units of radiation) for 
positron-hydrogen scattering in 18- and 20-state approximations. The numbers in ( 
] indicate the powers of 10. 
k(a.u.) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
L=3 
18-state" 0.445[-3) 0.177[-2) 0.407[-2] 0.750(-2] 0.125[-1] 0.197[-l] 0.305[-1] 
20-state11 0.444(-3] 0.177[-2] 0.404(-2) 0.747[-2] 0.124(-1] 0.196(-1] 0.304(-1] 
21-statec 0.452[-3] 0.180(-2] 0.409[-2] 0. 754(-2] 0.126[-1] 0.198(-1] 0.307(-1] 
87+d 0.435[-3] 0.177[-2] 0.406(-2] 0. 750[-2] 0.125[-1] 0.197[-1] 0.305(-1] 
L=4 
18-state" 0.200(-3] 0.804[-3] 0.180(-2] 0.326[-2] 0.523(-2] 0.793[-2] 0.119(-1] 
21-statec 0.205[-3] 0.819[-3] 0.183[-2] 0.329[-2] 0.530[-2] 0.807[-2] 0.121[-1] 
87+d 0.193[-3] 0.793[-3) 0.180[-2] 0.325{-2] 0.525[-2) 0.799(-2] 0.119(-1] 
L =5 
18-state11 0.106[-4] 0.429[-3] 0.967[-3] 0.172[-2] 0.271[-2] 0.398(-2] 0.574[-2] 
21-statec 0.109[-3] 0.443(-3] 0.986[-3] 0.175[-2] 0.277[-2) 0.410(-2) 0.587[-2] 
B7+d 0.100[-3] 0.420[-3) 0.958[-3] 0.172(-2] 0.272[-2) 0.403[-2] 0.576(-2] 
L=6 
18-state" 0.628[-4) 0.255(-3) 0.575(-3] 0.102(-2] 0.160(-2) 0.231(-2] 0.325[-2] 
21-statec 0.633(-4) 0.266[-3] 0.593[-3] 0.105(-2] 0.165[-2] 0.241[-2] 0.336(-2] 
87+d 0.571[-4) 0.248[-3] 0.566[-3] 0.101[-2] 0.160[-2] 0.234(-2] 0.327[-2] 
tYelanic 
18-state4 8.567 3.676 1.776 1.153 0.998 1.008 1.141 
21-statec 8.736 3.787 1.844 1.192 1.026 1.026 1.186 
87+d 8.826 3.815 1.847 1.193 1.022 1.024 1.177 
"·
11the present 18-state and 20-state dose couplings respectively. 
cthe 21-sta.te close coupling, Mitroy (1995) [73). 
4the mixing basis coupling, Kuang and Gien (1996) [114]. 
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P-wave one to be smaller. The reason is that this potential plays the main role for 
the S-wave in the Ore gap but for the P-wave the polarization replaces it. For L=2. 
:J, 4, and 5 partial waves (see Table 4.15), the present close coupling elastic cross 
sections agree very well with the existing accurate data sets in the whole Ore gap. 
The present 18-state total cross sections also give good agreement with the 21-state 
ones and our 87 + basis results since small differences of the S and P partial waves 
do not affect the total cross sections. 
Table 4.16 indicates the positronium formation cross sections. A main feature 
of this table for the S-wave is that all sets group into two classes: 18-state sets 
and other five sets. Within each class, the agreement is good. However, it is clear 
that the 18-state sets are up to 15% smaller than other four groups of data. [t 
may be explained that the S-wave Ps formation cross section itself is very small, 
so any small effect from the channel electrostatic potential which conducts more 
probability into the elastic channel would cause a relatively large difference on the 
Ps formation cross section. For the P partial wave, all of the data sets display 
excellent agreement except for the 18-state result of McAlinden et al. (1994) at 
k=0.71 where their value may contain some numerical inaccuracy. The present Ps 
formation cross sections for the partial waves L=2, 3, 4, a.nd 5 (see Table 4.17 ) 
are also in very good agreement with the 21-state data (Mitroy 1995) and our 87+ 
basis values (Kua.ng and Gien 1996). The total Ps formation cross sections of the 
present 18-state calculation again agree well with the 21-state and our mixing basis 
results since the difference in the S partial wave only has small contribution to the 
total cross section. 
An obvious feature of Table 4.18 for the Ps partial wave elastic cross sections is 
that very good agreement between diiferent approaches has been achieved. Unlike 
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Table 4.14: S and P wave elastic cross sections ( 1ra5) of positron-hydrogen scattering 
in 18- and 20-state approximations. The numbers in [] indicate the powers of 10. 
k(a.u) 0.71 0.75 0.80 
L =0 
18-state" 0.300[-1] 0.481[-1) 0.706[-1] 
18-state6 0.71[-1] 
20-statec 0.261[-1] 0.434[-1] 0.654[-1] 
21-stated 0.258(-l] 0.430[-1] 0.657[-1] 
B7+e 0.258(-l] 0.431[-1] 0.651[-1] 
HSCCI 0.238[-1] 0.415[-1] 0.624[-1] 
Variational9 0.26[-1] 0.43 [-1] 0.65 (-1] 
L = 1 
18-state11 0.789 0.713 0.615 
18-state6 0.624 
20-statec 0.798 0.721 0.622 
21-stated 0.802 0.726 0.626 
KGe 0.800 0.723 0.624 
V ariationalg 0.789 0.724 0.622 
a,cthe present 18- and 20-state close couplings respectively. 
&the 18-state dose coupling, McAlinden et al. (1994) [76]. 
dthe 21-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995) [73]. 













I the hyperspherical close coupling with the hyper radii ~=29.93 ao, Zhou and Lin 
(1995) [105]. 
9the variational calculation, Humberston (1984) [27], Brown and Humberston 
(1984,1985) [28, 29]. 
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the positron elastic cross sections for lower partial waves, the present 18- and 20-
state and the 21-sta.te results of Mitroy (1995) for all partial waves agree well with 
each other. This is because the dipole polarization potential is a much stronger 
and has much longer interaction ra.nge for the Ps ground state than that for the H 
ground state. Hence, the Ps channel electrostatic potential has an invisible effect on 
the Ps elastic scattering cross section a.t energies considered. However, our previous 
calculation, using a. basis with an incomplete inclusion of the dipole polarization 
of Ps(ls), causes some inaccuracies in Ps elastic cross sections, especially at higher 
partial waves. Aga.in summing from L=O to 6, we obtain the total Ps elastic cross 
section. The present 18-sta.te total cross section agree very well with the 21-state 
one. 
For the Ps scattering length, the 18-state value is, unlike in the positron case, 
in good agreement with the 20-state one. The former is -15.7±0.1 ao and the later 
is -15.6±0.1 ao, which also agree well with -15.5±0.4 ao from the 21-sta.te T-matrix 
calculation [7 4] . The reason for this agreement is that the dipole polarization 
of Ps( 1s) is dominant a.t energies considered here and both coupling schemes can 
express the dipole polarization of Ps( ls) very well. 
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Table 4.15: D, F, G, H, and I partial wave elastic cross sections (1ra5) of 
positron-hydrogen scattering in 18- and 20-state approximations. The numbers in [ 
] indicate the powers of 1 . 
k(a.u) 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.85 
L =2 
18-state11 0.337 0.441 0.480 0.472 
18-state6 0.482 
20-statec 0.338 0.442 0.480 0.472 
21-stated 0.341 0.446 0.484 0.477 
B7+e 0.339 0.444 0.482 0.474 
Variational! 0.323 0.403 0.423 0.4:13 
L =3 
18-state11 0.567[-1] 0.772[-1] 0.110 0.133 
20-statec 0.565[-1] 0.768[-1] 0.109 0.133 
21-stated 0.575[-1] 0.781[-1) 0.111 0.135 
B7+e 0.568[-1] 0.773(-1] 0.110 0.134 
L=4 
18-state11 0.110[-1] 0.139(-1] 0.195[-1] 0.267[-1] 
B7+e 0.110[-1] 0.140[-1] 0.198[-1] 0.270[-1] 
L =5 
18-state11 0.308[-2) 0.367[-2) 0.468(-2] 0.621[-2) 
B7+e 0.311[-2] 0.373(-2] 0.481[-2] 0.632[-2) 
L =6 
18-state11 0.116(-2] 0.134(-2] 0.158[-2] 0.197[-2) 
Total 
18-state11 1.227 1.297 1.300 1.272 
21-state4 1.242 1.313 1.316 1.285 
B7+e 1.237 1.307 1.308 1.278 
a,cthe present 18- and 20-state close couplings respectively. 
6the 18-state dose coupling, McAlinden et al. (1994) (76]. 
cithe 21-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995) [73]. 
ethe mixing basis coupling, Kuang and Gien (1996) [114]. 
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Table 4.16: S and P wave positronium formation cross sections ( 7ra5) of 
positron-hydrogen scattering in 18- and 20-state approximations. The numbers in [ 
] indicate the powers of 10. 
k(a.u) 0.71 0.75 0.80 
L=O 
18-state11 0.352(-21 0.378[-2} 0.429(-21 
18-state6 0.33 [-21 0.30 [-21 0.41 [-2] 
20-statec 0.404[-21 0.431(-2] 0.486(-21 
21-stated 0.405(-2] 0.4-27(-21 0.4-72(-2} 
87+e 0.404(-2] 0.4-41[-2] 0.493[-2} 
HSCCI 0.394(-2] 0.427[-2] 0.483(-21 
Variational/ 0.41(-2] 0.4-4 (-2] 0.49 [-2] 
L=1 
18-state11 0.269[-11 0.369 0.485 
18-state6 0.46 [-11 0.376 0.485 
20-statec 0.266[-1} 0.366 0.482 
21-stated 0.266[-1} 0.366 0.483 
B7+e 0.267(-1} 0.367 0.483 
V ariational9 0.27 [-11 0.365 0.482 
~.cthe present 18- and 20-state close couplings. 
bthe 18-state close coupling, McAlinden et al. (1994) [761. 
dthe 21-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995) (73] . 















I the hyperspherical close coupling with the hyper radii ~=29.93 ao, Zhou and Lin 
(1995) (1051. 
gthe variational calculation, Brown and Humberston (1985) [29}. 
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Table 4.17: D, F, G, Hand [partial wave positronium formation cross sections ( ;ra5) 
of positron-nydrogen scattering in 18- and 20-state approximations. The numbers 
in (] indicate the powers of 10. 
k(a.u) 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.85 
L=2 
18-state4 0.684(-3] 0.321 0.859 1.158 
18-stateb 0.85[-3) 0.373 0.871 1.170 
20-statec 0.681[-3] 0.320 0.858 1.156 
21-stated 0.682[-3] 0.320 0.859 1.158 
B7+e 0.683(-3] 0.320 0.862 1.162 
Variational! 0.62[-3] 0.335 0.812 1.057 
L=3 
18-state4 0.445[-5] 0.356[-1) 0.270 0.594 
20-statec 0.438[-5] 0.356[-1) 0.270 0.595 
21-stated 0.44[-5] 0.356[-1] 0.270 0.596 
B7+e 0.500[-5] 0.354[-1] 0.271 0.596 
L=4 
18-state4 0.223(-2) 0.386(-1] 0.143 
B7+e 0.219(-2] 0.388[-1] 0.143 
L=5 
18-statell 0.117(-3] 0.415[-2) 0.238[-1] 
B7+e 0.113[-3] 0.425[-2] 0.241(-1] 
L=6 
18-state4 0.403(-3] 0.332[-2] 
Total 
18-statee& 0.310(-1) 0.731 1.663 2.492 
21-stated 0.313[-1) 0.728 1.660 2.49 
B7+e 0.315[-1) 0.729 1.666 2.499 
e&,cthe present 18- and 20-state close couplings. 
bthe 18-state close coupling, McAlinden et al.(1994) [76]. 
lithe 21-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995) (73] . 
ethe mixing basis coupling, Kuang and Gien (1996) (114]. 
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Table 4.18: The partial wave elastic cross sections ( 1r~) for Ps + p scattering in 18-
and 20-state approximations. The numbers in [] indicate the powers of lO. 
Energy(Ryd) 0.0041 0.0625 0.014 0.02225 
L =0 
18-state" 59.7 6.95 9.88 8.34 
20-state6 59.3 6.96 9.89 8.34 
21-statee 59.7 6.92 9.86 8.32 
B7+4 58.4 7.05 9.93 8.37 
Variationale 56.7 7.05 9.93 8.37 
L=l 
18-sta.te" 15.1 4.10 0.172 1.80 
20-state6 15.0 4.06 0.173 1.82 
21-statec 15.2 4.17 0.160 1.77 
87+4 14.4 3.93 0.197 1.92 
L=2 
18-state11 0.760 7.01 4.21 1.78 
20-state6 0.760 6.95 4.17 1.76 
21-sta.tec 0.792 7.07 4.26 1.82 
87+4 0.623 6.75 4.05 1.65 
L =3 
18-state11 0.112 1.81 3.27 3.59 
20-state6 0.111 1.79 3.23 3.54 
21-sta.tec 0.119 1.85 3.32 3.64 
87+4 0.075 1.70 3.13 3.39 
L =4 
18-state11 0.0251 0.464 1.094 1.762 
B7+d 0.016 0.423 1.019 1.653 
L =5 
18-state11 0.876[-2] 0.157 0.371 0.641 
L ::: 6 
18-state11 0.315[-2] 0.674[-1] 0.149 0.246 
Total 
18-state11 75.56 20.51 19.16 18.19 
21-statec 75.9 20.8 19.5 18.6 
B7+d 73.49 20.04 18.79 17.80 
"·
6the present 18- and 20-state close couplings. 
cthe 21-state close coupling, Mitroy (1995) (74]. 
dthe 87+ basis coupling, Kuang and Gien (1996) [114]. 
ethe variational calculation, Brown and Humberston (1985) [29). 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
[n this thesis, the Harris-Nesbet algebraic approach has been applied to positron-
hydrogen scattering. A modified version of this method was proposed to avoid 
singularity at some energies with the Kohn and inverse Kohn methods in a. critical 
transformed space. The reaction matrix is obtained by applying a backward trans-
formation to the original space. This modified version has been applied through all 
of the calculations presented in this thesis. 
We have derived general formulas of the bound-bound and bound-free matrix ele-
ments for the Slater-type orbitals and free-free matrix elements for physical hydrogen 
and positronium states. These formulas can easily be constructed for applications of 
any pure physical or pseudo-state close coupling calculation and mixing basis (physi-
cal or pseudo-states plus correlation functions) calculation. In particular the general 
closed form of the angular integration between hydrogen and positronium forma-
tion channels enables us to perform our calculations with a more flexible choice of 
hydrogen and positronium channel wavefunctions. Correspondingly, we constructed 
our own computer codes to compute such general matrix elements. These codes 
have been applied to form three sets of programs used in this thesis research. It has 
been proven that these codes can generate numerical accurate results for positron-
hydrogen scattering at energy below the hydrogen first threshold. 
We extended the Harris-Nesbet method for calculations, in Section 4.1, to in-
clude the Slater short ranged functions in the basis of a six-state channel space. 
The motivation for such an extension is to simulate the short range and long range 
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interactions within the system by flexibly changing parameters of the Slater-type 
functions. It works well and gives quick convergence except at very low positron en-
ergies because the dipole polarization potential is quite important there. A pseudo-
state 3pH was then included to improve this property of the basis which is called 
basis 87+. Using this basis, we carried out the full partial wave calculations and 
very accurate scattering parameters were obtained. Wide and good agreement for 
phase shifts, elastic and Ps formation cross sections has been achieved with the most 
accurate variational results of Bhatia. et al. {1971, 1974) [36, 37} and the 21-state 
results from the T-matrix method by Mitroy (1995) [73]. Good agreement with new 
measurements of the Detroit group (10, 11] is obtained. However, this calculation 
also showed some disagreement with the 21-state calculations [73, 74} for the higher 
partial wave phase shifts and Ps+p elastic cross sections. 
The 18- and 20-state calculations in Section 4.2 have achieved very good agree-
ment with the 21-state phase shifts and Ps-p elastic cross sections. The improve-
ments show that the complete inclusion of the dipole polarization of the Ps ground 
state is significant to obtain accurate Ps elastic cross sections and accurate phase 
shifts for higher partial waves need some special care with the Slater-type functions. 
We also searched for resonances below the hydrogen first threshold, in our B 7 + 
basis calculation. ThreeS-wave, two P-wave and one D-wave resonances have been 
observed. Their positions and widths agree well with those from other large close 
coupling calculations. 
Finally, the Harris-Nesbet method could be applied for positron-hydrogen scat-
tering at energy beyond the hydrogen first excitation threshold. The key problems 
met at such an extension are the degeneracy of H2s and H2p and the irregular be-
havior of the spherical Neuman function. We can not avoid the degeneracy of H2s 
and H2p. So the only way is to improve the Neuman function. In this thesis, we 
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applied a factor ( 1 - e-fJr )2l+l in front of DL(kr) to improve the irregular behavior. 
But a big peak of the modified Neuman function, just as what Callaway (1985) 
(45} pointed out, occurred near the scattering center. The contributions of this big 
peak to the bound-free and free-free matrix elements cause both kinds of matrix 
elements to be very big, with almost same magnitudes but opposite signs. There-
fore, the strong cancellations between the bound-free and free-free matrix elements 
will bring very inaccurate values back to the m-matrix, which is a key part of the 
Harris-Nesbet method. In electron-hydrogen scattering, Callaway et al. had cho-
sen different forms of the Neuman functions and performed very accurate numerical 
computations by employing quadruple-precision. However, we can not exploit the 
quadruple-precision in positron-hydrogen scattering because hundreds of thousands 
of two-dimensional integrals could make CPU time extremely long. Therefore, the 
key step to make such an extension is to find a suitable modified Neuman function 
with correct asymptotic behaviour. 
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Appendix A: Variants of the Harris-Nesbet Method 
In order to overcome some difficulties from the zeroes of the matrices m00 or m11 
which cause some singularities of the Ha.rris-Nesbet method, Nesbet and Oberoi 
developed the following modified versions of the Harris-Nesbet method. 
A.l OMN Method 
Harris and Michels (1969 [40], 1971 (921) proposed a. minimum norm method, tha.t 
is, minimizing the trace of the quadratic form (ma)t(ma). Nesbet and Oberoi 
( 1972) [93] developed an optimized minimum norm (OMN) method by introducing 
a. unitary transformation matrix u=(ab); a and bare both 2NxN matrices 
a=(:)• ( A.l.l) 
and 
(A.l.2) 
So u is a 2N x2N matrix. a and b satisfy the orthonorma.lity conditions 
(A.1.3) 
Then the variational functional • can be expressed in the transformed space ob-
tained by the unitary transformation u 
&. It I I 




.-\.ppendix A: Variants of the Harris-Nesbet ~vretbod lll 
In this new transformed. space, we exploit the Kohn method and obtain a stationary 
matrix [R'] like that in the original space 
(A.1.6) 
Then, using a = ua' back to the original space, we can obtain a stationary matrix 
a, 
(<>] = ua' = (ab) U) =a H(R']. (A.l.7) 
The reactance matrix R is 
(A.l.S) 
In the minimum norm method, the transformation u is constructed so that at m t rna 
has minmum. eigenvalues and bt m t mb has maximun eigenvalues. This implies that 
det(m~) is smaller in magnitude than det(m~1 ). The OMN method has some dis-
advantages such as the condition det( m~) > det( m~1} is not always fulfilled, some-
times m~1 can be still singular. 
A.2 OAF Method 
In order to overcome the difficuties met in the OMN method, Nesbet and Oberoi 
proposed an optimized anomaly-free method by transforming m into a upper trian-
gular matrix m'. That is, 
(A.2.1) 
In the transformed space, using the Kohn method, we have a variation of the func-
tional 
(A.2.2) 
.-\.ppenclix .-\.: \taria.nts of tbe Harris-Nesbet .\letbod ll2 
where the last term is due to the break of the condition 
(A.2.3) 
So in the OAF method, the trial reactance matrix R' should be chosen to be zero. 
Hence 
(A.2..!) 
and because ct( R(o)) = ~ 
( A.2.5) 
\Ve can use the same way to go back to the original space as Eq. (A.l.S) in OMN. 
Generally, the OAF gives an unsym.metric R matrix, so only the symmetric parts 
are used to compute cross sections. Especially, if m has complex eigenvalues, a 
transformation or reoder diagonal elements must be used to ensure that rn~1 remain 
nonsingula.r in the limit of an exact scattering solution. To avoid this disadvantage 
of OAF, Nesbet and Oberoi developed a. slightly different optimized anomaly-free 
(OAF2) method by choosing the transformation matrix u 
_ ( C -S) u- , 
s c 
(A.2.6) 
where submatrices C and S satisfy 
CS=SC, (A.2.7) 
and 
T = sc-1 =tan A, (A.2.8) 
where A is a. real symmetric phase matrix such that C=cosA and S= sinA. So the 
trial R' matrix can again take the form 
(A.2.9) 
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as what it is in the original space. [n the OAF2 method, m' 10 is no longer zero but 
keeps all properties of the original matrices m!s. The phase matrix tanA is chosen 
to be 
(A.2.10) 
The model calculation by Nesbet and Oberoi (1972)[93} shows that it still needs 
to reorder the eigenvalues of m, which causes discontinuities when eigenvalues of 
opposite sign cross in magnitude. 
A.3 IAF and RIAF Methods 
Trying to wipe out the discontinuities in the OAF2, Nesbet and Oberoi proposed 
to take a continuous tranformation between the Kahn and inverse Kahn methods. 
They did not try to maximize m~1 this time but let it necessarily differ from zero. 
This method is called interpolated anomaly-free (IAF) method. If we further restrict 
the transformation matrix taking the following forms 
(A.3.1) 
and choose the phase angle 4>'P to maximize I det(m~1) I, this restricted IAF method 
is called the RIAF method. If all 4>'P = 0, the RIAF becomes the Kohn method. 
Similarly, the inverse Kohn method corresponds to all t/Jp = t · 
Appendix B: Analytical Reductions of Matrix Elements 
B.l Bound-bound Matrix Elements 
As was indicated in Chapter 3, there are three types of matrix elements. One of 
them involves only H channels, another only Ps channels and the third one both H 
and Ps channels. 
Consider the case of a single-term Slater-type wave function ~{r) such that 
(8.1) 





~ ) Yi,.m(i't)Y~.-m(i,) 
(B.4) 
where L< = min(lH,hi)· The Hamiltonian of the system ca.n then be equivalently 
represented by 
tP i2 1 cP i2 1 1 H 1 2 =--+-----+-+---2dri 2rl r1 2dr~ 2r2 r2 r12 (B.5) 
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where iJ is the squared angular momentum operator of the j-th particle. 
After operating H on the left, all the terms of the matrix elements can be reduced 
to dosed forms by carrying out necessary integrations, except for the potential term 
__ L which needs some care 
r12 
1 
2(lti(lli + 1)- nti(nti- 1)).8ij(2,0) + (at.-nti -l),Bij{l, 0) -
1( 2 2 (J 1 l ) . 2 ali+ a2i).vi;(O,O) + 2( 2i(/2i + 1 - n2i(n2i -1)).8i;{0,2) 
(a2in2i + l).Bi;(O, 1) + V.;. (8.6) 
To simplify the writing, .Bij{m,n) was used to indicate 
.Bi;(m, n) 
and 
100 nh+nt1-m -(a!i+a2;)r1 - 5tht2,,t11t11 BtiB2iBt;B2; 0 drtr1 e 
laoo dr2r;'l;+n'l1-n e-(a2;+a2J)rl 
(nli + n1)- m)! 
- 5t11t2,,I11I2i BtiB2iBt;B2; ( + )n1 -+n1 -m+t ali Otj ' 1 
(n2i + n2;- n)! (B.'i) 
(B.S) 
Fortunately, the method of reduction of this term Vii has been well known. By 
applying this well-known reduction procedure described in various text books of 
angular momentum theory (see for example A. R. Edmonds (1957), Angular Mo-
mentum in Quantum Mechanics, pp113-115, (95] and references therein), this term 
can written as 
~} 
(B.9) 
.-\ppendix B: Anal."·tical Reductions of .vlatrix Elements ll6 
where r<.> is the lesser or greater of r1 and r2 • {ldiC(k)lll1) is an irreducible matrix 
element of the renorrnalized spherical harmonics and is given by (Edmonds) 
(8.10) 
In Eq.(B.lO) and Eq.(B.9), a big ( ) and a big {} a.re 3-j and 6-j symbols of angular 
momentum couplings, respectively. The lower and upper limit of the summ in 
Eq.(B.9) take kmin = max(l lti -lti I, ll2i -/21 1), kmcu: =min( lli + ltj, l2i + l2j). 
The S!Ull over k jumps by 2 units. The radial integral was known to be "Slater 
integral" 
(B.ll) 
The closed form of this integral was given in the literature (Weida et al [116}). One 
then can write Vii as 
Vii = -BtiB2iBtjB2j E F/j2;;l1Jl2J (k) 
k 
S(nti + nti- k- 1, n2i + n2;- k- l, ali+ O:tj, ct2i + 0:2j, k), 
where one defined 
The so-called overlapping matrix element Bii(H) is then given by 
(B.l2} 
(B.14) 
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( 8.15) 
The Hamiltonian H for the Ps channel is then represented by 
az q 1 az [! 1 1 
H = --+------+-+---dp2 p2 p 4d.R'l 4R2 r2 rt • (8.16) 
[n a similar fashion, by operating H on the Left and carrying out the necessary 
integrations, one obtains 
where v~i is 
[l3i(/3i + 1)- n3i(n3i -1)].8ii(2,0) + (2a3in3i -1),8,j(l,O)- (a5i + ~a!i) 
4 
.8ii(O, 0) + ±[/.ai(/4i + 1)- n4i(n4i -l)].Bii(O, 2) + ~a4in4i.8ii(O, 1) + Vij, 
(B.17) 
(B.18) 
Using exactly the same procedure as that considered for V;j, one obtains 
(B.19) 
It may be worth noting that the two terms of Vii cancel each other when k is even. 
Thus, Vi; will be different from zero only if the summation is over odd integers. 
Otherwise, Vii = 0. Prior to carrying out the integration over p, one needs to 
change the variable p to p' = ~· The overlapping matrix element is still equal to 
.8i;(O,O), 
Bii(Ps) = (Xi(p,R) I Xi(p,R)) = ,B;i(O,O). (B.20) 
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After operating H on the left and performing the coordinate transformation from 
the spherical to the spheroidal ones (see Eqs. 3.29-3.31), the integration over the 
angular variables can be factorized out. This integral was called, for convenience. 
the "angle integral" of the matrix element and denoted by 
(B.21) 
'We shall describe in some details the reduction of this "angle integral" to closed 
form at the end of this Appendix. The integration over r2 (that involves Euler's 
type) of the matrix element can be straightforwardly carried out and one obtained 
(B.22) 
where one defines 
A'= iHltiUti + 1)- nH(nti -l)J(e !,)2 + [hi(/2i + 1)- n2i(n2i- 1)]}, 
B' = (a1·n1 · - 1) - 2 - + a2·n2 · + 1 - - 2 -
1 I e+Tf I I e-,' 
e+'l e-, lv y = ~O:ti + a2i + - 2-a3f + 4 e2 + 6e'l + '12 + Ba4i. (B.23) 
The overlapping matrix element for this case was, therefore, deduced to be 
A.ppendix 8: .-tnal.t:tical Reductions of .Hatrix Elements L L9 
- ~BtiB2iB3iB•i f d~ j_1
1 
drr(e -772)(~ ;rr)nl•-1 (~; 1Jt31-1 
( iv' e + 6~rr + 772 + 8)74'-1 nt,ll,;l3,l41 (~, 11 \:~1. ( 8.24) 
B.2 Bound-free Matrix Elements 
Similar to the case of bound-bound matrix elements, these types of bound-free 
matrix elements exist. In addition, each of them will be subdivided into two which 
are corresponding to either S or C "free" wave functions. 
Here U np/1 { rt) is product of the radial wave function Rnptl ( rt) of hydrogen atom by 




After operating H on the right, using the same steps of reduction and carrying out 
the necessary integrations as done for the bound-bound matrix elements Aii(H), one 
obtains 
lvl~(H) 
.-lppendix 8 : .-lnal_vtica[ Reductions of "\,[atri.x Elements 
np-lt-1 
BliB2i[k; L 83( np, lt,i11 ){ 6clic2 ,.Ltl2 V( n2i, /2, a:2i, kp) 
i,=O 
(nti+it+jp+1)! -"f'.LO k 
( .1.. +a . )nt&+lt +ip+2 L- lhl2,;ltl'l ( ) 
np h k 
Gi(n2i + 1, a2i, fc,, /2, nti + /1 + iP - k, l:tti + 1:.., k) }. 
np 
where Gi is in a similar form of "generalized Slater integral" defined to be 
100 100 k m -al"'J • n+k+l -Qr1 r < Gi(m, a, b, /, n, a, k) = dr2r2 e Jc(br2) drtr1 e k+i o o r> 
1:20 
(8.27) 
( n + 2k + 1)! n+2k 1 i . 
= n+2k+2 [V(m- k - 1, /,a,, b)- L 1a V(m + t- k- 1, l, a+ a , b)] a i=O z. 
n! n-1 1 . 
+ n+l L 1t.rV(m+k+j,l,a+a,b). 
a i=O J. 
(8.28) 
The last line of Eq. (B.28} can be straightforwardly written down from the formulas 
of "incomplete gamma functions" (see for example, Gradshteyn and Ryzhik p.310. 
formulas 3.351 and 3.352 in Ref. [117]) 
The only slight difference from the bound-bound matrix case is that here one 
ended up with an integral over r2 involving the spherical Bessel function 
(B.29) 
which ca.n also be written in closed form, using an integral formula. available in 
Tables of Integrals ( see for example Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, Formula 6.621 in Ref. 
(117]) 
V( l b) - ..fib'(n+l)!2-
1
-
1 F(n+l+l 1-n+£. 1 ~- b
2 ) 
n, ' a, - ' ' + , 2 b2 , 
r{l + ~h/(a2 + b2)n+l+1 2 2 2 a + 
(8.30) 
where r(x) and F(a,b,c,x) are the respective gamma function and Gaussian hyper-
geometrical function. 
.-\.ppendix B: Anai.vtical Reductions of 1'vla.trix Elements l2l 
Operating H on the left and using exactly the same procedure as that of M~, one 
obtains the following expression, with the integral over r2 previously involving the 
spherical Bessel function replaced by an integral now involving the spherical Neu-
mann function (V1), 
np-lt-1 1 
M&(H) = -BtiB2ijk; E B3(np, lt,jp){6chl:J;,l1t2 (-?(k~ + oU 
jp:O -
np-lt-1 l 
- -BtiB2ijk; L B3(np, lt,jp){6lt,l2;,ltl2 [-2(k; + o~d 
jp=O 
1 
Vi(n2i + 1, /2, a2i, {3, /c.p) + 2[/2i(l2i + 1) - n21(n2i- 1 )] 
Vi(n2i - 1, /2, a2i, {3, lc.p) + (1 + a2in2i) Vi(n2i, /2, a2i, ,8, k,)] 
(nti+lt+j,+l)! 
c;p + oli)nh+lt+ip+2 
L F{~~2;;t1 t2 (k)Gn(n2i + l,o2i, k,,l2,nti + /1 + iv- k,Oti +: ,/3, k)}, k p 
(8.31) 
where Gn is of the same form as Gi with the V-function replaced by the V1-function 




V 1 ( n, l, a, ,8, b) can also be put in closed form, using various formulas already avail-
able in Tables of Integrals and Tables of Mathematical Function as described below. 
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By considering an expansion formula for the spherical Neumann function ( see for 
instance Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, Eq. (8.461.2) ), one can write, 
VJ.(n, l, a, /3, b) 
( -1)1+1 [f] ( -1)m(l +2m)! ? ? 
- b {];, (2m)!(l- 2m)!(2b)2m Vic(n- 1- _m, _/ + 1, I, a, /3, b) 
(';IJ ( -1)k(l + 2k + 1)! • 
+ ~ (2k + 1)!(l- 2k _ 1)!(2b)2k+l Vic(n- 2k- 2, 21 + l, l + 1, a, /3, b)} , 
(8.34) 
where V1c function is defined as 
Vic(n, nt, l, a, /3, a) - roo dxxne-or(l- e-.Br)"1cos(ax + [?r) lo 2 
- Re{Vis(n,nbl,a,/3,a)} (8.35) 
with 
(8.36) 
For n2: 0, V 1s can be written in closed form, using an integral formula also available 
in Tables of Integrals (see for example, Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, p.333, formula 
3.432) [117]) 
nt 




and For n< 0, but such that n'=-n < n., one notices that the integral V1E (Eq. B.36) 
should be convergent. However the factor r(n + 1) of Eq. (B.37) above is divergent 
in this case. Thus, the following identity is implied, 
nt 
~(-l)iCjt(a+j/3-iat'-l =0. (8.39) 
j:O 
.-ippendix B: :\.naJ.vtical Reductions of "\!latrix Elements 
Utilizing this identity and after carrying out expansion in power series of the inte-
grand and splitting the range of the integration, one can easily obtain 
( l)n' nt - ·1,..~ . I 
VlE(n, nt, l,a, ,8, a)= ( , _ l)1e'T ~( -1)3Cj'(a + j,B- iat -tin( a+ j,B- ia) . n . j::Q 
(8.40) 
It should be noted that in practice this integral may be evaluated numerically by 
using appropriate Gaussian quadratures and that closed form expansion should be 
used only when ,8/ a is not too small. 
Here rPn.,L3 (p) is the product of p by the radial wavefunction of the positronium. It 
was written as 
(8.41) 
where 
B~(nq, lq,jq) = )sB3(nq, lq,jq)· (B.42) 
With the same steps of reduction previously used forM~, one obtains 
lvfj,(Ps) = (Xi(p, R) I _!:.- ~ I ¢>n.,l3 (p)S!•(R)Y2l3 l• (p · R)) 
r2 rt 
n.,-13-l 
- Ba;B4i,jik:, L F/:},41 ;1314 ( k) L B~( nq, 13 , jq )21131+lJ+i.,+3 
(k) i.,=O 
Gi(n4i + 1, a.;, kq, 14 , n3i + 13 + jq- k, 2aai + ..!._, k). (B.43) 
nq 
Similar to the case of bound-bound matrix elements Aij(Ps ), the summation k is 
over odd k. 
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Similar to Mg(H), applying H to operate on the left and using the defined Vt- and 
Gn -functions, one can analytically carry out this matrix element 
I 1 2 2 1 ( 1 a-11 n-11 (Xi(P, R) - 4(a4i + kq) + 4(l·li l"i + 1)- n .. i(n•i- 1)) R2 + 2R 
1 1 1 vO • +---I ¢>nql3(p)Cq•(R):cc.~Jz.(P • R)) 
r2 r1 
nq-IJ-1 1 
- -B3iB .. iji.k; E B3(nq, l3,jq){8,31z41 ,z3z.[-4(a;i + k:) 
jq=O 
1 
Vi(n•i + 1, /4, a•h "f, kq) + 4(l"i(l4i + 1)- n4i(n4i- l)) 
1 
Vi (n•i - l, t .. , a"i• "(, kq} + 2a"in4i Vi(n•i• t .. , a4i• "(, kq )] 
(n3j + /3 + jq + l)! + ~ F,LO (k)21'l31 +l3+iq+3 (a3. + _l_)n3]+13+iq+2 £...J 13]14Jil314 1 2n3 k 
Gn(n4i + 1, a4j, kq, l4, n3j + l3 + jq- k, 2(a3i +f-),"(, k)}. (B.44) 
-n3 
This matrix element can be easily reduced to a two-variable integral by operating 
H on the right, using the "angle integral" and V-function defined above 
!'vlj,(Ps, H) = (Xj(p, R) I ..!_- _!_ I Unplt (rt)S!2 (r2)lt~tz2(h. r2)) 
r2 ru 
B ·B . np-lt-t oo 1 
_ [;;; 318 "
1 j~ B3(n,, ll!i,) 1 d~ j_
1 
J11Ce- 112) 
(~ -TJ t3~-t( !J~2 + 6~TJ + 112 + 8)n.1-1(~ + 11 )lt+ip(l _ .2_) 2 4 2 ~-q 
Hkz2;t31 r41 (~, TJ)V(2 + n3i + no~i + l1 + j,, l2,y(~, TJ), k,), (8.45) 
where the function y(e, 11) is 
(8.46) 
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vVith H operating on the left and using the "angle integral" and V1-function. one 
obtains 
c [ 11 1 2 1? ;.\t/iP(Ps,H) - {Xj(p,R) l13;(13j+1)-nJ;(n3;-l) p2 +(2a3;-1);-(o3i+4a4i) 
1 1 a,.;n4; 1 1 
+4(/4;(/4i + 1)- n4;(n4i- 1)] /P + 2R + r2 - r1 - E 
I Unplt(rt)C!2 (r2)Y2t1t2 (rl ·h)) 
B B np-lt-t 1 c 
- -Jk; 3~ 4j ;~o B3(np, Lt.ip) ~00 d~ /_1 dfJ(e - '72)("' ; '7 )"3]-l 
c ~- le + 6~11 + 112 + s)nt,-1<~ + 11 )lt+ip up1 ·( 1 <~ 11 ) 4 v' 2 1 2· 3] 4] ' 
[A'Vi(1 + n3i + n4i +It + j 11 ,l:z, y(~, f] ), /3, kp) 
+B'Vi(2 + n3i + n4; +It + j,, l-z, y(~, f] ), {1, kp) 
-~(2a~i + ~a!1 + 2E)Vi(3 + n3; + n•i + 11 + jp, y(~, 7J), ,B, k11 )], (8.-17) 
where 
Using the same procedure as for Mf11(Ps,H), this matrix element can be carried out 
1\li~(H, Ps) = (Xi(r1, r:z) I ..!_ - .!. I cPn.,l3 (p)S!•(R)Y~3t, (,0 • R)) r 2 r 1 J2k; n,-13-1 00 1 
- BtiB:zi-8 q E B~(n.,, 13,j.,) I d~J dTJCe- TJ2) . -"' it -1 ]q~ 
( ~ + 1J)nli-t(e- Ti)l3+i.,HL (e 7J)(l - __!_) 
2 2 ltalz;;l3l4 "'' ~ + 1J 
V(2 + nli + n:zi + l3 + jq, 1., y'(e, TJ), k~), (B.48) 
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where 
, e+, 1 e-11 
y (e,T/) =-?-at, +a2i + ;;--?-, 
- -nq -
k; = ~kqJe + 6e11 + ,.,2 + s. 
Again following the same procedure as for M1,(Ps,H), one can reduce this matrix 
element to 
c 1( 1 , 1 M,q(H, Ps) = (Xi(rl! r2) I -2 /li(/li + 1)- nti(nti -1))- + latmti- 1)-r2 rt 
1 2 2 1( ( ) 1 1 
--2(a1, + a 2, + 2E) + -2 lzi l2i + 1 - nzi(n2i -1))2 + (a2in2i + 1)-rz r2 
-! I <Pnql3 (p )C~· ( R) Y2c3l4 (p · li)) p 
#. nq-b-1 00 1 e + 
- -BtiBzi-T i~o B~(nq, l3,jq) l de [
1 
dq(ez -q2)( 2 1] t .. -r 
( e ; '7 )13+i.' Ht,1l,;1314 (e, 17 )[At Vt(1 + nti + n2i + /3 + jq, I,., Yt(e, TJ ), 1', k~) 
+Bt Vi (2 + nu + n2i + h + jq, /4, Yt (e, '1 ), -y', k;) 
(8.49) 
where parameters At, 8 1 and Ct and the function Yt are defined as 
At= ~[(lu(lH + 1)- nti(nti -l))(e! 
11
)2 + (12i(/2i + 1)- n2i(n2i- 1))], 
2 2 
Bt = ( alinli - 1) e + , + lt2in2i + 1 - e - , I 
C1 =-~(a~,+ a~,+ 2E), 
e+, 1 e-, 
Yt({,q) = ltti2 + a2i + 2n3 "-2. 
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The above formulas of the bound-bound and bound-free matrix elements can 
be straightforwardly generalized to apply for any physical or pseudo bound state of 
hydrogen and positronium by expressing it in terms of the Slater orbitals. 
B.3 Free-Free Matrix Elements 
There still exist the same three types of the free-free matrix elements as in the case 
of the bound-free matrix elements, except that both wavefunctions involved are open 
channel ones. 
1) 1\tm:;(H), ktp';(H) and ~(H) 
Operating H on the right, one can obtain M~(H) 
i\1/~~(H) - (Un,l,(rt)S~2 (rz)Yfttl'l(ft . rz) I H-E I Un,..ti(rdS!hrz)rt,p~(rl. rz)} 
- (Un,tt(rl)S~2 (rz)YZ1, 12 (h · rz) I~-]_ I Un,ti(rdS!;(r2)YZl'l'(ft · rz)) r 2 r 12 1 2 
- Jkpkp' fooo drzr~it2 (kpr2)it~(k,'r2)Hw'(np, /17 l2, np'' l~, t;, L, r2), 
(8.50) 
where the Hw'-function is defined 
with 
Hw'( np, lt, lz, n11', I~, 1;, L, r2) 
- (Un,Lt(rt)ytJ,1, 2 (ft · rz) I.!_ _ _!_ I Unp~Li(rt)Y2t't'(rt·r2)) r 2 r 12 1 2 
1 np-lt- 1 n,..-li - 1 
- Dn,l1 l2;np~l~l~-- l:Ft7~;lil~ L B3(np,lt,jp) E 83(np,,l~,jp') 
r2 k i,=:O i,..=O 
</>pp'( 11 + jp + l~ + jp~ + 1 - k, aw', k, r2), (B.51) 
1 1 
aw' = -+ -, 
np n,, 
(B.52) 
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and the function t/Jpp• is obtained by using the incomplete gamma functions (see for 
example, Gradshteyu and Ryzhik p.310, formulas 3.351 and 3.352) 
• ( k ) _ f d n+k+l -or1 r{ <Ppp• n, a, , r 2 - r 1r 1 e -m 
o r> 
(n + 2k + 1)! 1 { -or,[n~k 1 ( i n! ~ 1 i+'lk+l]} 
= an+2k+2 r~+l 1- e ~ if ar2) - (n + 2k + 1)! f;o j!(ar2) . 
(8.53) 
Similarly, one obtains M~;(H) 
ivm;(H) - (Unplt (rt)C;2 (r2)Y2,1,2 (ft . r2) I H- E I Un,,Li (rt)S~~(rz)Yf,~z; (i-t . rz)) 
- (Unplt(rt)C!2(r2)itltl2(rt. r2) I !_-...!:_I Un,li (rt)S!hr2)Yf,.,. (rt. r2)) 
r 2 r 12 1 2 
- -J~cp~cp. fooo dr2r~(l- e-.Br,)212+tn,2 (kpr2)j,~(kp'r2) 
(8.54) 
ForM~~' by operating H on the left and introducing 
ft(/3, k, r) - [-_!_~ + l(l + 1) - ~k2](1- e-.Br)2l+tnc(kr) 2rdr2 2r2 2 
- (3(1 + ~)e-13'" { -2/31(1- e-P")21- 1n,(kr)e-.Br + (/3- 21 ~ l) 
(1- e-Pr)21n1(kr) + 2k(1- e-.Brrllnl+t(kr) }, (B.55) 
one obtains 
Mrf~(H) - (Unpll (rt)C!2 (r2)Y2ltl2(rt. r2) I H-E I Un,li (rt)c!;(r2)Y2cil2 (rt. r2)) 
- (Unpll(rt)Y2,lt2Ch. r2) I fk;J,2(/3,kp,r2) + C~2 (r2)(.!.. - ..!._) 
r2 rt2 
I Unp~li (rt)C~(r2)Y2lili (rt. r2)} 
- Jkpkp• koo dr'lr~[c5n,ltl,;np~lil2ft2((3, kp, r'l) + (1- e-Pr2 )2l2+1nr2(k,r2) 
Hpp•(n11 , / 1, /2, np~, l~, l~, L, rz)}(1- e- .B'r2)21i+lnri(k,'r2)· (B.56) 
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) qq' 1 r1TTJ' ' 2 Lvl55 (Ps), lvlcs(Ps) and A-mc(Ps) 
Using the exactly sa.me procedure as for the free-free matrix elements of hydrogen 
channels, One then obtains 
1 ,qq' 
11115s - {if>n.,t:s(p)S!•(R)Y~I:slt{p · R) I H-E I tPn.,l;(p)S!hR)yZIJl4 (P • R)} 
- (if>n.,l3 (P)S~•(R)Y21Jl4(P • R) I.!,_-.!,_ I if>n.,13{p)S!;(R)yZIJI4 (P · R)} 
r2 rt 
- 2Jk,k,, fooo dRR2 j,4 (k,R)j,~ (k,,R)H,,,(n,, la, 14 , n,,, 1;, l~, L, R),(B.57) 
with H,,,-function defined 
H,,,(n,, /3, l", n,,, 1;, l~, L, R) 
'~ • 1 1 '~ • 
- ( tPn.,13 (p) :C Lt3 t4 (p · R) I - - - I tPn4,13 (p) I f.1314 (p · R)} r2 rt 
k 
- 2LFI~~;I~I~(k)(¢Jn,l:s(P) I ~~~I if>n.,t;(p)} 
k X> 
nq-13-t n.,-13-1 
- L F,~~;l3l~ (k) L B;(n,, /3,j,) E B;(n,,, L;,j,,) 
k jq=O j.,=O 
21:s+i:s+l3+i;+"tf>,,,(l3 + j, + 1; + jq' + 1 - k, a,,,, k, R), 
where t/Jqq' function was defined in Eq. (8.53) and 




The summation over kin Eq. 8.58, as stated in Section C.l, just takes the possible 
odd integers. Similarly, one can obtain 
(8.60) 
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and 
(8.61) 
The above matrix elements could be further reduced to closed forms. But it is very 
feasible to carry out these one-dimensional integrals with these compact forms by 
using the Gaussian quadrature. Such a. direct one-dimensional numerical integration 
is especially powerful for higher partial waves. 
3) kPs}(H,Ps), 1\-fl:~(H,Ps), M?J'5 (Ps,H) and M¢~(H,Ps) 
With H operating on the right, one can obtain 
- (Un,lt (ri)S~2(r2)yZltl2(rt. r2) I H-E I tPnql3(p)S~·(R)YZl314 (p . R)) 
- (Un,lt (rt)S~2(r2)Yfltl2(rt. r2) I ..!:_-..!..I tPnq~l~(p)S!;(R)Yfl314 (p. R)) 
r2 r1 
J2k k np-lt-1 n 9 -l3-1 00 1 
8'P " ~ B3(n'P, lt,fp) ~ B~(n,, /3,j,) 1 d{ /_1 d71(e - 712) Jp=O ).,=O 
({ + 1J)lt+i,({ -7J)l3+iq(l- _!_)HL (e n) 2 2 e +,., ltl2;l3l, ,, ., 
wH( 4 + 11 + i'P + 13 + i,, y(e,,., ), k,, k~, 12, 1 .. ), (8.62) 
where 
1 1 1 1 y(e,,.,> = (-+ ->e+(-- -)q, 2n, 4n., 2np 4n., (8.63) 
k~ = ~'I J e2 + 6qe + 7J2 + s, (8.64) 
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where the Wirfunction is defined as 
(8.65) 
For the integral Eq. (8.65), a formula is available for n=l and h=lz=l (see Eq. 
(6.612.3) in Ref. (117]): 
(8.66) 
where Q1(x) is the second kind of the Legendre function. For n>l, a dosed form of 
the integration Wii may be obtained by using parameter derivatives (Eq. (0.432(1)) 
in Ref. (117]) and the properties of the Legendre function Qr(x)(see Eq. (8.752(4)) 
in Ref. (117]) 
(8.67) 
where it was necessary to define 
(8.68) 
where the Qr(x) is the second kind of the associated Legendre function and x = 
a
2+;;t?. H his different from h, a parameter derivative with respect to b or c will 
be carried out and the recursion relation of the Bessel function will be also used. 
For matrix element ~5, still operating H on the right, one can obtain 
Wc"s - (Un,lt (rt)C!2(r2)yt,1,2(rt. r2) I H-E I if>nql3(p)S!•(R)yt,3,. (p. R)) 
- (Un,drt)c;:z(r2)!1,1,2(rl. r2) I.!.- .!.l4>nq~l;(p)S!;(R)Y213l.(P. R)) 
r2 rl 
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(8.69) 
where \V in -function is defined by 
(8.70) 
Practically, we utilize direct numerical technique, the Gaussian quadrature, to carry 
out integrations Eq. (B. 70). In all of our calculations for the bound-free and free-free 
matrix elements, the one-dimensional Gaussian integration is performed with 800 
Gaussian node points, which can generally keep a high numerical precision. 
Using exactly the same procedure as in WJ5 , one obtains 
lvlif's - (4>n,cAp)C!•(R)Yfc3c4(p. R) I H-E I Unplt(rt)S!2(r2)YZrlr'l(r1. r2)) 
- (4>nql3(p)S!•(R)Yfc3c4(p. R) I.!..- -1 I Unplt(rt)C!2 (r2)YZ,tl2(rl. r2)} 
r2 r12 
J2kpk np-lt-1 n.,-13-1 00 1 
- - 8 q ~ B3(n,, lt,j,) ~ B~(nq, la ,iq) 1 d~ /_1 dq(e -712 ) )p=O )q=O 
( ~ + 71)lt+ip(~- '7)13+i,(l _ _ 2-)HL (& n) 2 2 ~ - TJ ltl'l;l3lt "' ., 




Mtb - {Unplt(rt)C;2(r2)YZ,,,2(r1. r2) I H-E l4>n,c3(p)C~·(R)Y2,3c.(P . R)} 
- {Unprl (rdYZc,c2(r1 · r2) I fk,!t2 (/3, kp, r2) + c;2(r2)( .!._- ...!:.... ) r2 r12 
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I tDnql3 (p)C!•(R)YZc3 c4 (p · R)) 
J2k,k np-lt -1 nq-13-1 00 1 
8 q ~ B3(n'P, lbjp) ~ B~(nq, l3,jq) 1 d~ /_1 d11(e- 172) Jp=O Jq=O 
(~ + fJ)It+ip(~- 1J)C3+iqJlL (e TJ) ( 00 Jr TS+ft+ip+l3+i,e-y({,1J)T'2 
2 2 ltloz;l3l4 • Jo 2 2 
[Ji,(,B, kp, r2) + (1- ~)..!_(1- e-.c1rz)212+1nc,(k,r2 )] 
~ -TJ r2 
(1 - e-"'~'roz )21•+1nl4 ( k;r2). 
8.4 Reduction of Angle Integral 
(B. 73) 
Here we are going to reduce the "angle integral", Eq. (B.21), by transferring the 
spherical coordinates of the electron to spheroidal coordinates 
e r1 + p - --
' r2 
r 1 - p , 
- -
' rz 
and ¢J whlch is an angle between a plane formed by particles e+e-p and an arbitrary 
plane through e+p. The variables range from L to oo fore, from -1 to 1 for TJ and 
from 0 to 2n- for tf>. To do this transformation, the following relations are basically 
necessary 
Z1 
a1 cos62 - azcos¢Jsin62, (B.74) -
rt 
Xt + iyt (at sin62 + a2costf>cos62 + ia2sin¢J )eich, (B.75) -
Tt 
ZR 
a3cos62 - a.cost/>siniJ'l, (B.76) R -
XR +iyR ( a3sin82 + a4costf>cos62 + ia4 sint/> )eich, (B.77) R -
Zp 
-
a5cos62- a6cost/>sin82, (B.78) p 
Xp + iyp ( assin8z + a6costf>cos62 + ia6 sint/> )ei~, (B.79) 
-{J 
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where subscriptions 1, p and R respectively refer to the electron, positron and mass 
center of the positronium. fJ2 and f/J2 are the angle coordinates of the positron. The 
parameters ~. i=l, ... ! 6, are defined as 
at 
~71 + l 
- e+11 ' 
a2 
J<fl - l)(l -712) 
- e+11 
e11 + 3 
43 
- Je + 6e11 + 11'1 + 8' 
a• 
Jce -1)(1-q2 ) 
- ve + 6e11 + 112 + 8 ' 
as 
~fl-1 
- ~-q ' 
as 
J<~2- 1)(1 -7]2) 
- e-11 





where Am=0.5 for m=O, l form> 0 and (n,m)< the lesser of nand m. H' function 
is defined as 
where 
At112m - Yt1m(rt)Yz2-m(r2) + Yz~-m(i't)Yz2m(r2), 
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:-.row we write down the specific forms of a spherical harmonics function (95} in the 
following form: 
(8.84) 
with a coefficient Pcmk 
21 + l (/- m)! 2-1(21- 2k)! 
Plmk = (-l)m+k -~-~-~-~~-~-~ 
41r (I+ m)! k!(l- k)!(l- 2k- m}!" (8.85) 
Using the properties of the spherical harmonics [95] and the above expansion, we 
~ltl:~m = ( -l)m[Yt1m(rdtl;mCr2) + ti;mCrdYt:~m(r2)] 
• (Lt ;"'J 
- 2(-l)mRe{(l +zyl)me-im~}Pc~(cos82) L Pltmk(Zt)l•-m-2k 
rt k=:O rl 
[ Lt -m) :~ lt-2k-m a 
- 2( -l)m P,';(cos82) E Pltmkait-2k L ( -l)ktCi~-2k-m( 2.)kt 
k=o k1 ::0 . a1 
[.!f] rn-2i ~(-l)iC~ ~ c~-2i(a2)2i+io(cos82)'l-2k-m-kt+io 
.t.- J L...i Jo a 
i=O io=O 1 
(sin92)kt+m-2i-io ( cosrp )kt +io (sinrp )2i' (8.86) 
where Re{ z} is the real part of z. ck is a binomial expansion coefficient. P,m (X) is 
related to the associated Legendre function Pf'(x) 
('t;"'J 
R,m(x) = 21 + 1 (I- m)! p,m( ) _ (l 2)m " . l-2i-m ~(l+m)! l X - -x .t.- Pcm1X • 
j::O 
(8.87) 
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2m' [itJ.m'J< 
- 2( -1)m' (a3as)m' 2: ( -1)¥ E ( -1)i1 CJ:'' c::-it 
itJ=O it=[O,ju-m'l> 
m'-it m'+it-it3 L: c;:' -it cas )it +h E c,;;'+it -it3 c a4 )iu -it +it 
.h=O as it=O a3 
[IJ-m'I r':~-m'I 2 l. 2 lt E a~p13m'q E (- a6 )k·c~: E a~Pltm'kt E cL:c- a")k• 
q:::o k.:::O as ~:::O kr=O a3 
( cos62 )'·-k.+l.-k.+n+it ( sin62)k,+k.+2m'-iu -n-it (cost/> )k•+k•+il+it ( sint/> )iu , 
(8.88) 
where·ls=6-m'-2k3 and lt=l4-m'-2Ic... Using the following integral formula (see Eq. 
(3.621.5) in Ref. [117}) 
[f . 1 n + 1 m + 1 Jo dt/>(costf>)n(smt/>)m = 28(-2-, 2 ), (B.89) 
where B(x,y) is the beta function (see Eq. (8.384.1) in Ref. [117]: B{x,y) = rg-2~~), 
we can carry out the integration (see Eq. (3.621.5) in Ref. [117]) 
p(n, k, I, m) = [ d9(cos9)n(sin6)kfit"(cos6) 
['';"'! ~ L Plmj r d9( cosst+l-'li-m ( sin6)k+m 
i:::O lo 
[''-"'} . ~ ~ ((-1)n+l-2j-m 1) ·B(n + l- 2)- m + 1 k + m + 1) 
- 2 LJ + PlmJ 2 , •'} · j:O -
(B.90) 
Now the H' function defined above ca.n be analytically obtained as follows 
H;tc2;c3lt(e,q,m,m') = foz~ dt/> fo2"' dtP-l fo~ d92Ailc2"'a'3'tm' 
[''2"'1 · lt-2k-m £1'-1 
- 81r(-l)"'+"'' E Pl1mka~t-'lk L (-l)k'Ck~-'lk-m(~!)"' 2:(-l)iC;'j 
k::O kl=O a1 j:O 
m-2i 'lm' Uu.m'l< 
"" C'!'-2i(a2)2i+io "" (- 1 )¥ " (-1)itC"!'' C"!'' . ~ JO ~ ... L.- ]l J ]l3-Jl 
io=O a1 it3:::0 il==(O,it3-m'}> 
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[Is-m'] l. 2 lt E ( -~)"•c£: L a~'-2/qPl.m'lq L c£~( -~)kt 
k.=O as lq=O kr=O a3 
fo2tr d¢>( cos¢> )M (sin¢> )2i+i13 [ d62 ( cosiJ2 )N ( sin62 )K Pt;-C cos62) 
[ 11;mJ lt-2k-m [!f) 
- 8n-(-l)m+m' L Pltmkait-2k L (-l)"tcr~-2k-m(a2)kt EC-l)iC;j 
~0 kl:O a1 j:O 
m-2j 2m' (iu,m'}< 
" C"!'-2i(a2 )2i+io " ( -1)¥ " ( -1)itC'f!l' C"!'' . 4...1 Jo a £- 4...1 Jt JJ3-Jt 
io =0 1 itJ ::0 it =[O,it3 -m'l> 
13-m' 
m'-it , . . m'+it-it3 , . . a . . . [ 2 I E c;; -Jtc:6)it+n E C'J: +Jt-m(a 4)m-Jt+1• E a~3-2k3Pl3m'k:l 
fl=O 5 it=O 3 k3:0 
[It-"'') l. 2 lr L ( -~)k•c!: L a~-2ktPl,m'lq L Ck~(-a 4)"' 
k.=o as lq=O ke=O a3 
(( -1)M l)B(M + 1 2j + it3 + l) (N K l ) + 2 , 2 p , , 2, m ' (8.91) 
where M, N and K are 
N = 11 - 2k - m - k1 + io + 18 - k. + lt - kt + i2 + j4, 
K = kt + m - 2j - io + k8 + kt + 2m' - h - i• - j13 + l. 
Appendix C: Lists of Publications 
1 Positron-hydrogen collisions at low energies 
Y. R. Kuang and T. T. Gien 
Abstract 
The Harris-Nesbet algebraic method was used to carry out a large coupled-state 
calculation of e+ -H scattering at energies below the first excitation of hydrogen. 
The six-state (ls, 2s, 2pH-ls, 2s, 2pPs) coupling scheme was extended to include a.n 
adequate number of short-ranged functions of both hydrogenic and positroniumic 
types and the H 3p pseudostate. Phase shifts and cross sections of partial waves 
from L=O to L=6 were obtained for e+-H(ls) scattering as well as for Ps(ls)-p 
scattering. Our results are to be compared with those obtained by other research 
groups with some large-scale calculations employing, however, different numerical 
methods of approach. Our results agree excellently with the values calculated with a 
variational method by Bhatia et al. and by Humberston et al. and with the 21-state 
close-coupling approximation by Mitroy. 
Note: this paper has been underconsideration for publication in Phys. Rev. A. 
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2 Large Scale Calculations of Positron-hydrogen System at Low 
Energies 
Y. R. Kuang and T. T. Gien 
Abstract 
1:39 
Two large scale, 18-state and 20-state, dose coupling calculations of positron· 
hydrogen scattering have been carried out by using the Harris-Nesbet algebraic 
method at energies below the first hydrogen excitation threshold. Both sets of phase 
shifts, elastic and Ps formation cross sections for positron-H(1s) entrance channel 
and Ps elastic and H formation cross sections for Ps-p entrance channel are in good 
agreement with each other and with the existing accurate data, except for the S-
wave phase shifts and S-and P-wave elastic cross sections in the Ore ga.p where the 
20-sta.te basis (Mitroy, Aust. J. Phys. v48 (1995) 645,without the 4f pseudostate 
in his 21-state) gives better results than the 18·sta.te basis (A. A. Kemoghan et al, 
J. Phys. 828(1995) 1079). A possible reason for such a di1ference is that the 18-
state scheme may not describe the short range interaction weU. Our work confirms 
that the 20- or 21-state coupling scheme may be preferably chosen for low energy 
positron-hydrogen scattering. 
Note: this work has been presented in DAMOP, Ann Arbor, Michigan, May 
16-18, 1996; see Bulletin of the American Physical Society, Vol. 41, No. 3 
(1996) pll40. 
Appendix D: Fortran Programs 
1 18-state Coupling Scheme: 18-CC.f 
This set of programs is employed for obtaining the results of positron-hydrogen 
scattering presented in section 4.2. Similarly, the 2()-state codes can be constructed 
by performing minor changes in parameters of coupled states. 
2 Mixing basis Coupling Scheme: 7 -mixing.£ 
This set of programs is used to carry out positron-hydrogen calculations with a basis 
composed of (ls, 2s, 2p, or 3p)H-(ls, 2s, 2p)Ps associated with sufficient number of 
short range correlation functions. The results presented in Section 4.1 are obtained 
by using this set of programs. 
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c•t#i#iittittttttttttttttttt MAIN PROGRAM ttttttttttttttttttttttttttllttttt 
c 
C THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAMS TO CARRY OUT CALCULATIONS OF POSITRON-




rnl't!T-- L: THE TOTAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM QIDWTOM NUMSEB. 
C CALLING 
c 
BB_l8 {t.): CALCULATE THE BOUND-BOUND MATRICES A AND B 
E!GEN_NAG: USING THE NAG LIBRARY SUBROUTINE TO DIAGONAL!ZE 
AlC=EBX c 








CALL cc_la <LI 
END 











This is a SUB program to calculate the BOUND-BOUND matrix elements 
using the 18-state channel space of the Belfast group. The programs 
generate matrices A and B in a gen~ized eigeavalue equation: 
AX=EBX 
where E is a diagonal eigenvalue matrix and X is the correspondi..nq 
eigenvector matrix. 
Input-- L: the total angular momenCUIII of the positron-hydrogen system 
c Output--A: the Hamiltonian matrix 
c B: the overlapping matrix 
c 
c Parameters-- NH: nUIIIber of basis functions per channel 
nwn.ber of the total basis functions 























N=28•NH for the P-wave 
N=J2•NH for the partial wave with t. larger than l. 
.u-rays--
N24 (II ,A2 (I): parameters of the Slater orbitals for a positron 
and a positroniWII 
NHJ(9,4J,LHJC9l,NPSJ(9,4),LPSJ(9) : detailed descriptions of nine 





generate the detailed parameters of the 18-states 
produce some common data frequently used by some subs 
produce Gaussian nodes and weights for 2-D integrations 
in the spheroidal system 
MATRIX.JIPCLI :generate the angular integration between H and Ps channels 
BS_PQ( •• ): Hamiltonian between hydrogen P and Q channels 
ss_PQ ( •• I : overlapping between hydroqen P and Q channels 
BB_PU{ • . l : Hamiltonian between hydrogen P abdpositronium 0 channels 
ss_PU( •. I: overlapping between hydrogen P and positronium o channels 
ss_wc .. 1 : Hamiltonian between positroniwn o and v channels 







EXTERNAL COHMON_DATA. ETA_PSI, MATIUX..JIP 
COMMONIN_H_PS/NKJ(9,4),LHJ(9),NPSJ(9,4),t.PSJ(9) 
DATACN24CII,I=l,NH)/1,2,3,1.2,3,1, 2,3,1.2,3 , 1,2,3,1,2,3/ 
OATACA2Cil,I=l,NHI/0.05dO,O.OSd0,0 . 05d0,0.2d0,0.2d0,0 . 2dO 
t,0 . 4d0,0 . 4d0,0.4d0,0 . 8d0,0 . 8d0,0.8d0,l.2d0,1.2d0,1.2d0 
t.l . 8d0,1.8d0,1 . 8d0/ 
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N24I=N24 (I) +L4I 
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NJ=NO_JQ'NH+J 
N24I=N24 (XI +L4I: 
N24J=N24 I j I +L4J 
A!NI,NJI=BB_CV{L,I:cr,JV,N24I:.A2(I:),N24J,A2(J),L4I:,L4JI 
B(NI,NJI=SS_CV(L,I:U,JV,N24I:,A2!Il,N24J,A2!JI,L4I:,L4J) 
IP(ABSCA!Nr,NJI) .LT. 10-131 A!Nr,NJI=ODO 
















c • < CHANNEL I?; K I K I CHAmlEL Q; K > • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




t.: t:he total anqu.la.r momentum number of t:he system 









IP, JQ: channel numbers of llydroqen which is frOID l to 9 
N2I.A2I: parameters of the Slater orbital for t:he positron 
in channel IP 
N2J,A2J: pa.ra~~~eters of the Slater orbital for t:he positron 
in channel JQ 
OUtput--BB_I?Q: t:he lll&trix element between hydroqen channels IP and JQ 










IF(CHJCIP,II .NE. O.)THEN 
00 J=l,4 











c - < CHANNEL P; K I CHANNEL Q; K > • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cttttttllllttlltltttltt Descriptions lllllltlllltltltlllllllttltlllttt 
c 
c Input-- L: the total angular momentulll number of the system 
c r.2r,t.2J: the angular momenta of the positron 
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C II!'. .JQ: channel numbers of hydrogen which is from 1 co 9 
C N2I.A2I: parameters of cl:e Slater orbit:al for the positron 
c in cbacnel IP 
c N2J,A2J: parameters of the Slater orbital for the positron 
c in cbacnel JQ 
c oucput--SS_PQ: che overlapping element:. between hydrogen channels IP and .JQ 
c 
c Calling-- S_HH: general sub for the Slater orbitals of t:he electron 
c 
Cjjjfflftltlfllllltflttttflftftllttlttttlllttltllltttltltttllllllltttt 





I:FCIP .EQ. JQ . AND. L2I .EQ. L2J)THEN 
SS_PQ=B44!N2I,A2IJ•B44CN2J,A2J)•FACTCN2I+N2J)/CA2I+A2J) 




IFCCHJ(I:P,!) .NE. O. )THEN 
DO J=l,4 











c ·······~······························· C • BB.JiH(Nli,AH,N2I,A2!,L,Lli,LI2) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cllttltttlltlllllllf Descriptions llllllllllttltlltlllllllllllllllllltlt 
c 









Lli,L2I,LlJ,L2J: angular momentUIII numbers of the electron a.ncl 
positron in the I-th and J-th Slat:er orbitals respectively; 
Nl!,Al.I,N2I,A2I:: p&ramet:ers of the electron and positron in the 
I-th Slater orbital; 
NlJ,Al.J,N2J,A2J: parameters of the electron and positron in the 
J-th Slater orbitaL 
Output-- BB.JIH: matrix elements between two hydrogen Slater-type channel 
functions 
c Callings--






































c • BET= <Itrl.r2} I 1/(rl••m r2•*n} I J(rl.r2l > • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION BET (M,N,Nli,Ali,N2I. A2I.NlJ,AlJ .N2J.A2J. L, Lli, 
ltL2I.LlJ,L2J) 
IMPLICIT REAL*BCA-K,O-Z} 
EXTERNAL FACT, 844 
B4I=B44CNli,Ali}*B44CN2I,A2Il 
B4J=B44(NlJ,AlJ)*B44(N2J,A2Jl 









c • < CHANNEL cr; Ps I K I CHANNEL V; Ps > • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




L: the ectal 5ngular momentUIIl number of the system 
L4I, t4J: the anqul.ar IIIOiftentum nWIIbers of t:be IIIASS center of Ps 
ro. JV: cbannel numbers of positroniUIIl which is frOIIl l to 9 









of Ps in cha.Dnel IU 
N4J,ACJ:parameter• of the Slater orbital for the mass center 
ofPs in c:h&nnel JV 
outpue--BB_UV: the -trix element between Ps cha.Dnels ro and Jll 










IF!CPSJ(IU,Il .NE. O.JTHEN 
DO J=l,4 
IFCCPSJ(JV,Jl .NE . O.}THEN 
SUK=SUM+CPSJ(IU,Il*CPSJ(JV,J}*BB_PSPS(NPSJ(IU,Il,APSJ(IU,I},N4I, 
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c • < CHANNEL U; Ps I CHANNEL V; Ps > 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




~: the total angular momentulll number of the system 
L4I, L4J: the angular momentulll numbers of t:he mass center of Ps 
IU, JV: channel numbers of positroniwn which is from 1 to 9 








of Ps in channel IU 
N4J,A4J:parameters of the slater orbital for the 111ass center 
ofPs in channel JV 
oucput--ss_cv: the overlapping element between Ps channels IU and JV 








IF CIU .EQ. JV .AND. L4I .EQ. L4JITHEN 
SS_CVsB44CN4I,A4I)•B44CN4J, A4J)•FACT(N4I+N4Jl/CA4I+A4JI 
t .. CN4I+N4J+l) 
ELSE 
SOM=O . 
DO I::l, 4 
IFCCPSJ(IU,Il . NE . O.)THEN 
00 J=l,4 












c • matrix elements: be~:Ween Ps states • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ctttlllttttltllttttt Descriptions tltltttttttlttlftlltttttltttlttlttlltt 
c 
c Input-- L: the system tor:al angular momentlllll number 
L3I,L4I,L3J,L4J: anqular momentUID numbers of Ps and the ~~~ass 
center of Ps in the r-th and J-th Slater orbitals respectively; 
N3I,A3I,N4I,A4I : paramet:ers: of Ps and the mas:s center of Ps in the 
I-th Slater orbital; 
N3J,A3J,N4J,A4J: paramet:ers: of Ps and the mass center of Ps in the 








c Output-- BB_ PSPS: macrix elements between two Ps Slater-type channel 
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C f=c~ions 
C Callinqs--













I+O.SdO•A4I•N4t•B4-!AJI••2+0 . 2SOO•A4I••2)•8S 
Kl=MAX(ABS(L3I-L3Jl.ABS(L4I-L4Jll 
K2=MIN!L3I+L3J,L4I+L4Jl 















C • <CHANNEL P; K [ H I CHANNEL 0; Ps > 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




L: the total angular IIIOII!entum number of the system 
L2I, L4J: the angular momenta of the positron and mass center of Ps 
!P, JO: c:hannel numbers of H and Ps wh.ic:h are from l to 9 








of H in channel !P 
N4J,A4J:pa.rameters of the Slater orbital for the mass center 
ofPs in channel JO 
Output--BB_PO: the matrix element between H-IP and Ps-JU channels 




IMPLICIT REAL•S(A- H,O-Zl 
EXTERNAL BB_HPS 
COMMON/E_l8/!H!9l,EPS!9l/H_PS-PATA/AHJ(9,4),CHJ!9,4).APSJ19,4), 
ICPSJ(9,4l/N_H_PS/NHJ(9 , 4l,LKJC9l,NPSJ(9,4l,LPSJ(9) 
StlM=O. 
DO I=l,4 
IFICHJCIP,Il .NE. O.lTHEN 
DO J =l,4 
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c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c • <CHANNEL P; K I CHANNEL U; Ps > 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




L: the total angular momentum llWIIber of the system 
L2I,L4J: the angular mo111enta. of the positron and mass center of Ps 
IP, Jrr: channel numbers of R and Ps which are frolll l to 9 









of K in channel IP 
N4J,A4J:parameters of the Slater orbital for the mass center 
ofPs in channel Jrr 
OUtput--ss_PU: the overlapping element between K-IP and Ps-Jrr channels 










IFCCHJ(IP,II .N2. O. )TKEN 
DO J=l,4 











c • INTEGRATION OP 2-0: <I(l,2) I R I J(3,4) > • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




L: the syst811l total angular 1110111entum number 
Lli,L2I,LlJ,L2J: angular momentwn nUIIIbers of the electron and 
positron in the I-th and J-th Slater orbitals respectively; 
Nli,Ali,N2I,A2X: parameters of the electron and positron in the 









N3J,AJJ,N4J,A4J: parameters of the positronium and III&SS center of 
of Ps in the J-th Slater orbital. 
Output-- BB_HPS: lll&trix ele~~~eDts between a hydrogen I-th and a Ps J-th 
Slater-cype cbannel functions 
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SUM2::0. 
DO .J::l , lSO 
ETA=DE't'AC.Jl 
XO=CPSI••2+6•ETA•PSI•£'1'A••z+B)••o.SDO 
















c .. <I; (1,21 I J; (3,4)> 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C~ttttttttttttttlttl Descriptions lltlttlttttttttltttttltttltttttllltttt 
c 










Lli,L2I,Ll.J,L2J: angular DIOD!entum nUIIIbers of the electron and 
positron in the I-t:h and J-th Slater orbitals respectively; 
Nli,Ali,N2I , A2I: parameters of the elect:ron and posit:ron in the 
I-th Slater orbital; 
N3.J,AlJ,N4J,A4J: parameters of the posit:roniWD and JDaSS center of 
of Ps in the J-th Slater orbital. 
Out.put-- s_HPS: overlapping elements between a hydroqen I-t:.h and a Ps J-t:h 
Slater-type channel functions 
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c ~······························· 








C S-E'UNC IS AN INTEGRAL: 
c <R_(l)A(N+K-l)EXP(-A R_(l) IOP(K) IR-C2)A(M+K-l)!XP(-B R_(2))>• 
C OP(K}- OPERATOR :R_(<)AK/R_(>)A(K+l) • 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



































IF (I .EQ. OlTHEN 
WR!TE(l2,30)£VAL(J),!VAL(J+l),!VAL(J+21 
ELSE 
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Ci4illiililltlllltlllllltltttttlllltllltllllllttllltllllltttttlttllllltltllltl 
C This is a SOB program calculating phase shifts and cross sections 
C at energies below the 2sH. using a modified version of the Harris-Nesbet 
C aPProach. The c:bannel space is spanned by 18 coupled-states used by 








INPUT---L: the partial wave angular mementum 
beta: parameter in the factor before the spherical Neuma.nn functions 
for hydrogen channel 
gamma: parameter in the factor before the spherical Neumann functions 
for Ps channel 














read in the Gaussian nocle points and -ights for 1-D 
inteqration 
generate the Gaussian aocle points and weights for two 
ciimensional. integrations in spheroidal coordinate system. 
MATIUXJiPCLI: produce a matrix of the angular integration between 
H and Ps channels at a given L 
c COMMON_DATA: generate couuaon block data for some subroutines 
c Q1_KATR!X: single channel phase shifts and elastic cross 
c sections 















beta=O . JdO 
ga~~~~~~a::O. JdO 
write(8,*)'18-state H-N calculation, 18 functions/channel' 






• OPEN ~: Hls • 
.......................•. 
Clltltlltllttt Descriptions ltllttltltllttlttlltlllltllltlltlllllttltll 
c callings--- R_MATRIX: calculate the reaction matrix 
c T..,.MATRIX: calculate the transition matrix 
c F'PM: the free-free lll&tric:es 
c BP!IATRIX: the bound-free matrices 
c Input------ PPKCII: array scored mementa of positron 
c Output----- Rl, R2: the Kohn and inverse Kohn reaction ~~~&trices 
c Tll, T22: store the transition cross sections 
C from the Kohn and inverse Kohn respectively 





eltternal RJ(ATRIX, TJQTR.IX. FPH, BPMATJUX 
DIMENSION XOOCN,N),XOlCN,N),XlO(N,Nl,Xll(N,N),Y(N,Nl.INDXCN) 
I .Rl(N,NI,R2(N,N),TllCN,N),Tl2CN,N),T21CN,N) ,T22(N,N),PPK(l3l 
ll ,PKK(N) 
DATACPPKIIl,I=l,l3)/0 . l00.0 . 200,0 . 3DO,O . ,DO,O . S00,0 . 6DO, 
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' 0.62d0 , 0.64d0,0.66d0,0 . 68dC , 0.69d0 , 0. 7D0.0 . 705DO/ 






c Output-- XOO, XOl, XlO. and Xll: temperary storages of free-free macrices 
C FFSS.FFSC,FPCS, and FFCC, respectively. 
CALL FFM(NO,PKXCl),L,XOO,XlO,XOl,Xlll 
c 
c Input- - the free-free matrices: XOO, XOl, XlO, and Xll 
C Output-- the lll-mat:rix: XOO=mOO , XOl=mOl, XlO=mlO , and Xll=mll 
c 
CALL BFMATRIXCNO,PKK.Cl),L,XOO,XlO , XOl,Xlll ! CFREE-FREEl•CFREE-BOUNDJ 
! --->!f_matrices 
c change the normali~acion of the free functions 
00 I=l.NO 








c Input-- the l!l-mat:rix 
c Output-- the optimized reaction matrices 
c Rl, R2: from the lCobn and inverse Kohn methods 
CALL R_MATRIXCXOO,XOl,XlO,Xll,Y,INDX,Rl.R2 , N) 
CALL T_MATRIX(Rl,Tll ,Tl2,INDX,N) 
CALL T_MATRIXCR2.T2l,T22,INDX.Nl 
00 I:::l,N 
00 J =l . N 













phl= -atanCabsCAll I 
ph2:- -a.t:an Cabs CA2 I l 
endif 







C • OPEN CHANNELS: Kls,Ps(ls) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!Tll(I, Jl=,Tk(I,J) ~~2 
!T22CI.Jl= TiCI,Jl •2 
cuut subs and arrays have the same meanings as in Ql_MATRIX!Ll 
SUBROOTrNE Q2_MATRIX!Ll 
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!MPLICIT REAL•B(A-H,O-ZI 
l'ARAMETERI~=:ZI 
external R_MATR!X, T_HATRIX. FFM, BFMATIUX 
DIMENSIO~ XOOCN,NI.XOl(N,NI,XlOC~.NI,Xll(~,NI,YI~.NI,INDXI~I 
t ,Rl(N,NI,R2(N,N),T11CN,NI,Tl:Z(~.~I.T21C~.~I.T2:ZI~.N),PPKI:Z5} 











IF(NO .EQ. 21THEN 
PKKI21=<2*PKKC1!*•2-l!••o.soo 
C##t ~e following options for future uses at high energies 
ELSEIF"t~ . GT. 2 .AND. NO .LE. S!THEN 
PKKC:ZI=C:Z·PKKClJ••:z-lJ••o.soo 




































IFCNO .EQ. 2lTHEN 
!Tll(I,Jl=ITk(I,J) IA:z 
!T22CI.Jl= Ti(I,Jl A2 
!Transition cross sections 
C H entrance channel kp ls->ls_k ls->ls_i ls->Ps_k ls->Ps_i 
WRITE(8,126lPKKCll,Tll(l,ll,T22Cl,ll,Tll(l,21,T22(1,21 
write(2,126)PKKCl),Tll(l,l),T22(l,l),Tll(l,2),T22Cl,2l 
c Ps entrance channel kq Ps->Ps_k Ps->Ps_i Ps->ls_K Ps- >ls_i 
WRITE(8,1261PKKC2l,Tl1C2,2l,T22C2.2),Tll(2,1J,T22(2,ll 
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ELSEIPCNO .G'r.2 .AND. NO .LT. 6)'1'HEN 
C H encrance channel kp, ls->ls ls->Ps ls->2s ls->2p_, 2p+ 
WRI.TEC8,126)PKKCl),Tll(l,l),TllCl.2),Tll(l,31,TllC1,41 
WRI.TEC8,1261PKKCl),T22Cl.l),T22(1,2),T22Cl,3l,T22Cl.4) 










c 9 CALCt1LA1'E FREE-FREE MA'l'RICE: FFSS, FPCS, FFSC, FFCC 
c 9 NO --> NO. OF OPEN CHANNEL 
c ·········~············································ 
Cf~jfftlllltlttlttttttlll Descriptions lllllllllltttttttllttttttttltlt 
c Input.-- NO: number of t:he open channels 
c PK: t:he positron momentum 
c L: t:he total angular momentum of !:he system 








FPSS_PQ,FFCS_PQ,FFCC_PQ: free- free subs between H-P and K-Q channels 
FFSS_PU,FFCS_PU,FFCS_UP,FFCC_PU: free-free subs between K and Ps 
FFCC_UV: free-free sub between Ps and Ps 









FFSSCl,l)=FFSS_PQCPK,PK, L, l.O,L, l,O, L) 
FFCSCl,ll=FFCS_PQ(FK,PK,L,l,O,L,l,O,L,beta) 
PFSC(l,ll=PFCS!l,l)+O.SDO•PK 
FFCC(l,li=FFCC_PQ(PK,PK,L,l,O,L, l,O,L,BETA, BETAI 




FFSS(2,2) :a0 . 
FFCSC1,2l=FFCS_PO(PK,PK2 , L,l,O,L, l,O,L,BETA) 
FFCS(2,ll =FFCS_OPCPK2,PK,L,l,O,L, l,O,L, GAKMA) 
FFCS(2,21=0. 
FPSC(l,2l=PFCS(2,1) 








ctttlllltttllltltttl Descriptions lllllltlllltlllflltltlttttttlltltttlltt 
c Input-- NO : number of open channels 
c L: the total angular moment.lUII of !:he system 
c PK: the positron momentum 
c FBOO , FBOl , FBlO. and FBll: che free-free macrices 
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c 
c Output--FBOO. FBOl, FBlO, and FBll: the m-matrices--mOO.mOl.mLO. and mll 
c 
C .~::ays--FBSCNO,NHNI and FBCCNO,NHNI: the bound-free matrices 
c NHN: nUIIIber of the total basis functions used 
c 
C EVECCNHN,NHNI, EVALCNHNI: the eigenvectors and eigenvalues Cinputl 
c 
c N24CNHI ,Z:IICNPS), ZJJ(NH) : parameters used in the basis functions 
c NH or NPS: nlllllber of basis functions per bound H or E's channel 
c 
c Callings-- FBS_QI?( I , PBC_QI?( 1 : between H-Q (bound) and H-I?Cfree) channels 
C FBS_tn:PC I, FBC_VJPC I: between Ps_U,V{boundl and H-P{free) channels 
C FBS_E'IUC I, FBC_QJUC I: between H-PCboundl and Ps-UCfree) channels 




I?ARAMET£R(NH:l8,NPS:l8 , NHN=576) 
exTERNAL FBS_QP, PBC_QP, FBS_tn:P, FBC_VJP, PSS_I?IU, FBC_QJU, FBS_W 
I,FBC_W 
DIMENSION ZIIINPS),ZJJ(NH),FBS(S,NHN),FBCIS,NHNI , FBOOCNO,NO), 
IFBOlCNO, NO),FBlOCNO,NOI,PBllCNO,NOI,BFMS{lO,NHHI,BFMCClO,NHN), 
IEVALINHHI ,EVEC(NHN,NHHI ,N241NHI 
COMMON/S_G/SETA, GAMMAIN_H_PS /NHJC9, 4 I , LHJC91, NPSJI9, 4 I , Ll?SJC9 I 
OPENCUNI~5,FILE='EIGEN_l8_18Gl',ST~S='OLD'I 
CUt YOU CAN CHOOSE 15 OR 18 PARAMETERS I?ER BOUND CHANNEL 
OATACZIICII,I=l,NHI/0 . 05d0 , 0.05dO,O.OSd0,0.2d0,0.2d0,0.2dO 
I,0 . 4d0,0 . 4d0,0.4d0,0.8d0,0.8d0.0.8dO . l.2dO. l.2d0 , 1. 2dO 
l , l.8d0,1.8d0,1.8d0/ 






00 L2I=INT(ABSCLHJCIPI - Ll),LHJ{IP)+L, 2 
NO_IP=NO_IE'+l 
00 I ::l,NH 
!H{bound,I?I-Rls 
NI=NO ti?•NH+I 
N24I=tn4 (II +L2I 
FBS!l,NII =FBS_QE'CPK,IP,N24I,ZIICI),L2I,l,O,L,LI 





00 IU=l, 9 




!Ps CBOONO, U) -Hls 
N24I=N24 (J:) +L4I 
FBS(l,NII =FBS_UIPIPK, IU,N24I,ZII(I) , L4I,l,O, L,Ll 




I F CNO . GT. l)THEN 
UK=DSQRT(2•PK•P~-ll 
No IPc -1 
00-I £1=1, 9 
00 L2I=INTCASS(LHJ(Il')-L)),LHJ( J:Pl+L,2 
NO_IP=NO_ IP+l 
!H(bound, P) -Ps 
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c•~tttttft READ IN THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS 111111111 
IfiNO_READ .NE . llTHEN 
DO I=O,Nl!N 
DO J=l,Nl!N,J 
IF II .EQ. Ol't'HEN 
REA0(5,30)£VAL(J),!VAL(J+l),!VAL(J+2) 
ELSE 
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c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c • REACTANCE: MATRIX R: !1sinq a 111odified version of the Harris-Nesbec • 
c ~···································································· 
C#~###tt# Oescripcions lttttllt#ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttltttttttttltt 
c Inpuc-- XOO, XOl. XlO, Xll : the Ill-matrices in the Ka.rris Nesbec method 
C N: n'Ulllber of open channels. So Xij {N,Nl --square matrices 
c 
c Output-- Rl, R2: the t<ohn and inverse Kohn reaccion macrices obcained 
c by optimi:z:e<i in the transformed space 
c 
C Temperary storages: Y. INDEX, XOO_l,XOl_l,XlO_l, Xll_l,Tl, and T2 arrays 
c 


















DO 3039 X=OOO,l8000,l00 
Z=X/L8000•3.1415926535897932d0 
!deposite xOO,xOL,xl.O,xl.l into 
!xOO_l,xOl_l,xlO_l,xll_l 


































c calculate the reactance ~crix using the inverse Kobn 111ethod in new space 
CALL AA_INVERSECXOO,Y,INOX,Nl 
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CALL AA_INVERSE CR2, Y. INDX, Nl !inverse of R2 



















CALL M_INVERSB (XOO, XOl, INOX, Nl 





! COS(%)-sin(z) R_n 
!R_o: R-matrix in original 
!R_n: R-matrix in new space 
!inverse of XOO = XOl 












'l'l(t,JI=XOO!I,Jl from the Kobn method 








R.l (I,JI ='l'l (I,JI 







c • MATRIX: T=-2*R/!l-iRJ=Tl•iT2 ~ 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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c~'ljftfflttttttttttttt Descriptions ttfttttlltttttttttttttttlttfltttttt 
c 
c Input--- R-mat:rix: reacciona matrix 
c N: number of open channels 
c 
c Output-- Tl and T2: t:he real and imaginal:y pares of transition 111a.t:rix T 
c 














Tlii,Il=l+Tl(I,Il !deposite l+R~2 into Tl 
ENOOO 




!inverse of l+RA2 into T2 

















C • MATRIX INVERSE: AA-->y 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c~tffttttttttttttttlttltttl Descriptions ttttllttttttttllttttlttll 
c 
C Input -- AA: N X N square IIIAtrix 
c: 
c: OUtput-- '!: inverse of AA. INOXIN) is a te~~~perary scoraqe lll4trix 
c 
Cftllttttttttltllltltttllltlllttlltttltlttlttlttttttttlttlltlttttt 
SUBROOTINE AA_INITBRSBCAA, Y, INDX,NI 
rMPLICIT REAL•8(A-K,O-Zl 
DIMENSION AA(N,N),Y(N,Nl,INDX(N) 


















Appendix D. 1 
RETURN 
END 
Fortran Program - 18_CC.f 
c ~···································· 
C • decomposition of A into LU tnatrix r 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cfftllttttlttlt Descriptions llttltltltttttttltttt 
c 






dimension a(np,np), vv(nmax) , indx!nl 
d=ldO 
do 12 i=1,n 
aamax=O. 
do ll j=l,n 
if !abs(a(i,j)) . qt.aamaxl a~abs(a(i,j)) 
ll continue 
if (aamax.eq.O.I pause •singular ~~~at.rilc in ludCIIIP' 
vv!il:ldO/aamax 
12 continue 
do 19 j=1,n 
do 14 i=l, j-1 
SUIIl:&(i,j) 
do 13 k=l, i-1 
sum=sum-a!i,k)•a(k,j) 
13 cont:inue 
a 1 i, j 1 =sum 
14 continue 
a&lllilX>=O . 
do 16 i=j,n 
sum=a!i,j) 











do 17 lt=l,n 
dum= a! imax, kl 








if (j . ne.nl then 
dum=ldO/a(j,j) 








c • solving Al X =B " c •••••••••••••••••••• 
Cfltlltlttlttll Descriptions ttltttltttttttttttttt 
c 
c This sub is down-loaded from linpack 
c 
cttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 











do ll j=ii, i-1 
sum=sum-a(i,j)~b!jl 
11 continue 





do 14 i;n, 1 , -1 
sum=bCil 







Fortran Program ·18_CC.f 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • GAUSSJ:AN NODE POINTS FOR ETA AND PSI 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c~ttftitttttttttt Descriptions tltlttlltlttlttttttttttttttttlttttlttltll 
c Argument.: 
c NPSI-- nUIIIber of seqments chopped in an interval [0, l) 
C NC:TA-- number of segments chopped in an interval [-1,1) 
c in each segment, we use 10 Gaussian Node poines 
c Arrays: 
C OPSI , W_PSI-- Nodes and Weiqb.ts for spheroidal argument (PSi) 






COMMON/QXQWW/XXCSI , WWCSI/PSI_ETAIDPSICNPSI•l0),DETACNETA•10l 
I /W_WIW_PSIC80l,W_ETAC150) 
DATA XX/0 . 148874338981631200,0 . 433395394129247300, 
t 0.6794095682990244D0,0.8650633666889846D0,0.9739065285171717DO/ 
DATA WW/0.295524224714752900,0 . 269266719309996300, 
t 0.2190863625159821D0,0.1494513491505806D0,0.6667134430868818D-l/ 
WID't'H=1DO/NPSI 





DO I=6, 10 
OX=XR•XXct- 5) 
DPSICI+CJ-l)•lO)::(XM+DXl 
DPSICJ•lO- I+ll =CXM-OX) 








XM=O . SOO• !B+Al 
XR=O . soo•cs-Al 
DO I =6,10 
DX=XR•XXCI-Sl 
DETA(I?(J-l)•lO)=XM+DX 
OETA(J•lO- I+l)=XM- OX 
W_ETACI+CJ- l)*l0) =WWCI-5)•0.SdO•WIO'l'H 
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c~···•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c The anqular int.eqraeion matrix between a hydrogen and a Ps channels 
c This is a general program for any angular momentum n'UIIIbers CLl,L21 and 
C (Lt1,LVI under a given system t.ot.al angular 1110mentu111 number L. But. :rf Ll 
C or t.O is larger t:han 2, one should change the llpper limits in DO-loops. 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cttttliltlltlltl Descriptions tttftlltlttlttllllltltllltlllllllllltltttt 
c 
c Input-- L: the total angular IIIO!IIent.Ulll 
c 











DHP < .. l -- Co1111110n angular integration Matrix which will be frequenely used in 










angular 1110111entum nwnber of 
angular momentum nwnber of 
angular momentum nUIIIber of 
angular momentum ntllllber of 
the hydrogen electron 
the positron 
the positronilllll 
the ~~~ass center of Ps 









DO 1321 Ll=O, 2 
L20=INTCABSCL-Llll 
DO 1321 L2=L20,L•Ll,2 
DO 1321 LO=O. 2 
LVO=INTCABSCL-LO)) 
DO 1321 LV=LV0,L•L0,2 
DO 1321 I:=1, 80 
DO 1321 J =l,lSO 
OHP(Ll•1, (L2-L201/2•1,LU•l, CLV-LVOI/2•1,I,Jl=HPCL.L1,L2,LU,LV, 
I l/DPSICil,O!TACJ)) 





c • ldCphil <LClllC12);(l,2) I L(lu!Clv);(3,4l > 
c • 0 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






Input-- Ll/ L2: angular IIIOMnt'Wil of the electron/positron 
LO/LV : angular moment'Wil of the positronium/lllaSS center of E?s 
PSI, 2TA: spheroidal c:oorciinates 




HPMMC •. l : angular integration Dl&trix element for given ~~~agnetic: 
quantum numbers 1111 and Ill 





EX'l'DNAL KPMM , F3J 
DIMENSION OLAMOA(3) 




DO M.l=O, KIN (LU, LV) 
StJMl=O. 
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c • <LlML2(-M) I LUM'LV(-M') > 
C r••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C#ttttttttttltttttttttlttt Descriptions tttttttttttttttttlttltttttttttt 
c 







LU, LV: the angular 1110mentum quantulll num.ber of the Ps and mass 
center of Ps 
M, Ml : the magnetic quantum number of the electron and Ps 
PSI, E'l'A: the spheroidal coordinates 

















DO 5013 K=O, (Ll-M)/2 
Hl=PMl(Ll.M,KI*Al**(Ll-2*KI 
DO 5013 Kl=O,Ll-2*K-M 
H2=Hl*DBINCCL1-2*K-M+l,Kl+li*C-A2/Ali**Kl 
DO 5013 J::O,M/2 
K3=H2*(-100)••J•DBINCCM+l,2•J+ll 
DO 5013 JO=O.M-2*J 
H4=H3*DBINCCM-2*J+l,JO+l)*(A2/Ali**(2*J+J0) 
Do 5013 J13=0,2*Ml,2 
HS=H4*C-1DO)**(Jl3/21 
DO 5013 Jl=MAXCO,Jl3-Mll ,MIN(Jl.l,Hll 
H6=HS*C-1DO)**Jl*DBINCCMl+l,Jl+l)*DBINCCMl+l,J13-Jl+11 
DO 5013 J2:0,M1-Jl 
H7=H6*DBINCCM1-Jl+l,J2+l)*A65**(Jl+J2) 
DO 5013 J4=0 ,Ml+Jl-Jl3 
H8=K7*0BINC(Ml+Jl-Jl3+l,J4+11*A43**{J13-Jl+J4) 
DO 5013 KU:O,CLU-Ml)/2 
H9=H8*AS**(L0-2*XO)*PM1(LU,Ml,KU) 
LS=LU-M1.:2*1tt1 
DO 5013 KS=O,LS 
HlO=H9*0BINCCLS+l,KS+li*C-A65)**KS 
DO 5013 ~=0, (LV-Ml)/2 
Hll=Hl0*A3**(LV-2*KVI*PM1CLV,Ml,KVI 
LT=LV- Ml-2*KV 
DO 5013 K.T:O,LT 
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c -·~······················································ C • PROVIDING COMMON DATA: FACTCNI ,CT(Nl,N2,N3l ,83 CN,L.NU) • 





















IF(L .GE. l)THEN 













C • F?SS_PQ( • • . )=<NP LP;L LP LPl;SIK-EINQ LQ;L LQ LQl;S> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 










L, PK, QK: 
c Callinqs--
quan~um numbers 
of ~e positron 
quan~um nulllbers 
of the posi~on 
of !I channel P with the angular momen~um LPl 
of !I dumnel Q with the angular 1110111entum LQl 
~o~al angular momentum number. 
P and Q 
psoitron momenta in channels 
c BJ: ~e spherical Bessel function 
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c H_PQ: t:he in~eraction mattix element between H channels P and Q 
c 
c Common block--GAUS/QX(354J,QW(3541: one-dimensional Gaussian ~drature usinq 
c 800 node points but only t:he first 354 points used because che :r:&~~~&ininqs 
















C •FFSS_OVC •. I=<NU LU;L LO Lnl;SIH-EINV LV;L LV LVl;S> 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




quantum numbers of Ps channel u with the angular momentum LPl 
of the posieron with the free Bessel function for mass center 







L, OlC, VK: 
quantum numbers of Ps channel V with the angular momentum tQl 
of the positron 
total angular momentum number, positronium momenta in 
channels 0 and V 
c Callings--
c 8J: t:he spherical Bessel function 
c PS_UV: t:he interaction mattix element between Ps chamlels 0 and V 
c 
C#lllttltlttlttttttttttttltttttlttttttttttttttlttttltltttttttttttlttlll 











c ~ FFCS_PQ( ••• ):<NP LP;L LP LPl:CIH-BINQ LQ;L LQ LQl;S> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
cttttlttttttllttlllllllllt Description lttttttltlttttltttlttttlltllllt 
c 
C The same as in sub PONC'l'ION FPSS_PQ, but 
c calling-- B!SSELN: the modified Neumann function 



















C •FFCS_UV( .. )=<NU tO;L LU LUl;C(H-E(NV LV;L LV LVl;S> 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





The same as in sub FUNCTION FFSS_UV. but 
Calling-- BESSEI.N: the modified Neumann function 
GAMMA: parameter in the factor before the Keuman function 
c 
C#ttttttttlltlltlttlttttlltlllttlttttttlttttlttttttlllltlttltllltllltl 
FUNCTION FFCS_UV(OIC, Vlt, t,NU, LU. LUl,NV,LV,LVl.GAMMAl 
IMPLICIT REAL•8(A-H.O-Zl 
















EXTERNAL !LPQ, FF ...)l, BESSELN 
COMMON/GAOS/QX(354),QW(3541 
SUMl=O . 
DO K=l. 354 
X=QX(X) 






















C •FFCC_UV( • . )=<NO LO;L LO LUl;C(H- E(NV LV;L LV LVl;C> 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION PFCC_UV[tJ'llt,VK,L,NU,LO,LUl,NV,LV,LVl,GAMMAl,GAMMA21 
IMPLICIT REAL•8(A-H,O- Z) 
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DO !:::1,354 
X=QX(Il 
IF(NO.EQ.NV .AND. LO.EQ.LV .AND. LOl..EQ. LVliTHEN 












C •PE'SS_PU( •. )=<NP LP;L LP LPl;SjH-EjNO LU;L LO LOl;S> ~ 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 















Input.---L: t.otal angular momentum of the system 
NP,LP,LPl: quantum numbers of H channel p 
NO, LU, LUl: quani:UIIl numbers of Ps channel tr 
PK, OK: moment:a of the posit.ron aDd posit.ronium 
Callinqs--
WWJJ: sub of an int.e~t.ion related eo t.wo spherical Bessel functions 
83 and BJPS: coeffs of K and Ps physical st:ates 
Common Blocks--
DHP: the angular inteqrat:ion between Ps and H channels 
DPSI, w_I?SI: Gaussian nodes and weiqht:s of the spheroidal 








































C •FFCS_PU( .• )=<NP LP;L LP LE'l;CjH-EjNU LU;L LU LUl ; S> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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ctfttlltllltttttttttttt Descriptions ttttttttttttttttttttttllttlttttltttttttt 
!."lpu::---L: tot:al anqu.lar moment:um of the syst:l!lll 
NP,LP,LPl: quantum llUIIIbers of H channel p, with t:he 
NO, LO, Ltn: quantum nUIIlbers of Ps channel 0, with the 















WWJN: sub of an int:egration related t:o a spherical 
NeWIIIlm1 f'Wlctions 
Bessel and a modified 
BJ and BJPS: coeffs of H and l?s physical st:ates 
c common Blocks--
c DRP: the angular integrat:ion bet:ween Ps and H channels 
c DPSI,W_PSI: Gaussian nodes and -ight:s of the spheroidAl coordinate !psi} 




































c •ppcs_OP( .• )=<NO LU;L LO L01;CIH-EINP LP;L LP LPl;S> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ctttltlltltllllttltltll Descriptions tttltllltlltllltllttttlttltlllttlllttttt 
















NP,LP,LPl: quantum numbers of M channel p, with the 
NU,LO, LOl: qua.nt'l.lll numbers of Ps channel U,wit:h the 
spherical NeUIIIIUUl 
spherical Bessel 
PK, OK: IIIOJIIenta of t:be positron and positronium 
Callings--
WJN: sub of an integration related to a spheri cal 
Neumann functions 
Bessel and a modified 
BJ and BJPS: coeffs of K and l?s physical states 
Common Blocks--
OHP: the angular inteqrat:ion bet:ween Ps and H 
OPSI , W_PSI : Gaussian nodes and weights of the 
OETA, w_ETA: Gaussian nodes and wei qb.ts of the 
channels 
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c 
c~ti~tttttttltllttttttttttttttttlttttlttlttltltttttttlttltltttttlttltlttlllttt 



































C •FFCC_PU( . . )=<NP LP;L LP LPl:CIH-EINU LU;L LU LUl;C> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
cttllltlllllltlllttllll Descriptions tllllllllllttllllllllltltttttttltlltlttl 







NP.LP.LPl: quantum numbers of H channel p. with the 
NU,LO,LUl: quantum numbers of Ps c:bannel o.with the 
spherical Neumann 
spherical Neumann 
PK. UlC: momenta. of the positron and posieronium 
c Callinqs--







DHP: the anqular integration between Ps and H channels 
OPSI.W_PSI: Gaussian nodes and weights of the spheroidal 







FUNCTION FPCC_PO(PIC, Ult, L, NP. LP, LPl,NO, LO. LUl, BE'l'A, GAMMAI 
IMPLICIT REAL•S(A-K.O-Z) 




LU2= CLOl-INT CABS {L-LUII l /2 
SOM"'O. 























IFCSUK4 .NE. 0. !THEN 
















C • MOOIFI!D NEUMAN: (1-EXPC-BXIIAN n_L(x) • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION BESSELNCN,L,B,A,YI 














c •WWjj(N,A,Bl,Cl,Ll,L2J= I dx ~ expC-axl j_{Ll}Cbxl j_{Ll}(cxl * 
c 0 • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clltlltttttlltttttt Descriptions tlttltttlttlttllttltltlltltttttlt 
c 
c Callings-- WJJ: integration with "Lll=Ll2 • 





EXTDNAL WJJ, DWJJ 
COMMON/GAUS/QXC354),QW(354J 













IFILl .EQ. L21THEN 
WWJJ:WJJ(N,A,B,C,Ll) 
ELSEIFCL2 .EQ. Ll+llTHEN 
WWJJ=CL2•ll/B•WJJCN-l,A,B.C,L2)+0WJJCN-l,A,B,C,L2) 








c 000 • 
c •wjj(N, A,B,C,Ll= f dx ~n expC-axl j _ {L}Cbxl j _(L}(cx) • 
c • 0 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





X=O . SOO•(A•A•B•B+C•C)/BC 
SUM=O 






















00 I=O, CN-ll/2 
SUK=SOM+(-lOO)••I•cs•CtA••2)••rt2••rtDPACTCN-2•I)/DFACTCI+ll 








• LEGENDQ(L,M,Xl-->THE LEGENDRE FOUNCfiON OF THE 2-ND KINO • 
.......•................................................... 
REAr.•8 FUNCTION FL£G2Q(L,M,X) 
IMPLICIT REAL•B(A-K,O-Zl 








• bessel function j_[l) Cxl • 
...................•.......... 
FUNCTION BJCL, XI 
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DBJ C l l ==OCOS lXI /X ! ---> L C -11 Cltl 
DBJC2l=DSINCXl/X 
DO I::O,L- 1 





c:· 000 • 
c•wjn( .• l =(dx x••n expC-aOltlj_[Lll <axl C1-expC-bOxll**C2L2+1ln_{l2Cbxl• 
c:• 0 • 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION WJN(N,AO , A,BO,B, Ll,L2l 
IMPLICIT REAL*8CA- K,O- Z) 







ltBO, B, X) *QWCil 
IFCSUK .NE. 0 . I THEN 






REAL*8 FUNCTION WWjn(N,AO,A,B,Ll,L2) 
IMPLICIT REAL*BCA-K,O-Zl 
EX'l'DNAL WM. WK. OR 
1230 SUM=O. 
00 M=O , L2/2 
SUM=SUM+WMCL2,Ml/B**(2*M)*URCN-2*M-1,AO,B,A,-L2,Ll) 
ENDOO 
IF IL2) 1234,1234,1232 







c 000 • 
C UR(M,A,B,C,LI,Ll = ( dx X~ exp( - ax) cos(bx- LI*l.l415/2) j_{l}(cx)• 
c 0 • 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REAL•8 FUNCTION URCM,A, B,C,LI,Ll 
IMPLICIT REAL*SCA- K,O-Zl 
EXTERNAL GAMA, FACT 
P!=3.l415926535897932DO 
XO=A•A-B*B+C•c 







~ /GAMACL•l . SD0l*Y*•(0 . 25D0*(M+L+l00)) 
AO=O. SOO•(M+L•lDOl 
BO=O. SOO*ClDO- M•Ll 
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•WM(L,K,Al--->CO!PF. OP che neuman function 
..........••....•.•.•.•••....•.....•..••......... 








c •wxcL.K.Al--->2nd coef. of the neuman function 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 








c •H_PQ=<NP LP;L LP LPl I 1/r2-1/r12 INQ LQ;L LQ LQl> • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION H_PQCNP,LP,t.Pl,NQ,LQ,tQl,L,Xl 






















C *PS_OV( •• )t<NU LO;L LO LOll1/r2-1/rliNV LV;L LV LVl> • c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
























































c tThe following is to calculate free-bound matrix elements t 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c • < PSEUDO_Q,J; Bound of H I H-E I K;NP,LP,LPl,L; free of H> 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




NP,LP,LPl,L: ~tum numbers of a K channel P with the Bessel free 













PK: positron =omentum in channel P 
IP: channel number of hydrogen from 0 to 9. which specifies a bound 
wavefunction of hydrogen 
N2I,A2I,L2I : parameters of the positron wavefunction in the H bound 
channel IP 
CaUing--
FBS_KJPC .. ) : bound-free matrix element with a Slater orbital as a bound 
function of hydrogen 
Co111111on Block--










IFCIP . EQ. l .AND. L2I .EQ. 








!only for physical and pseudostate 
! calculation an.ci Hls open 









c • < H; J I H-E I H; NP LP LPl,L ~ 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 












!nput--MlJ,AlJ,N2J,A2J,LlJ,L2J: parameters in bound slater orbitals of the 
electron and positron 
NP. LP, LPl, L: quantum numbers of the fr- clulnnel P of hytirogen 
PK: positron momentum 
Calling--
W: integration related to one spherical Bessel function 
GJ: integration related to one spherical Bessel function and interaction 
FoJ: six J symbol 
84: normalization factor of a Slater orbital 
B3: coeffs of l:lydrogen physical wavefunction 
c 
C##ftttltttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttlttlttttlttttttttttlttllttttlttttt 






DO K=Kl., K2. 2 
SUM1=0. 
DO JP,.O,NP-LP-1 
SOMl=StnU+B3 CNP, LP.JP) •GJ(N2J+l,A2J. Plt,LPl,NlJ+LP+JP-K, 









C • <PS; V,J( K-2( Ps; NU LU LUl,L> c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 







NO,LU,LUl,L: quantum numbers of a Ps channel u with the Bessel 
function of the positroniWil 
OK: positronium momentUIIl in channel U 
JV: channel nUDiber of Ps from 0 to 9, which specifies a bound 
wavefunction of Ps 
free 
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N4J,A4J,L4J: .,a.ramecers of che positronium wavefunction in che Ps 
bound channel JV 
Callinq--
FBS_PSJUC •. I: bound-free 111atrix element wich a. Slacer orbital as a bound 
function of Ps 
C Common Block--










IF(CPSJ(JV,Jl .NE. O.lTHEN 








c • <Ps; J I H-E I Ps; NO LO LUl,L> 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 












Inpuc--N3J,A3J,N4J,A4J,L3J,L4J: parameters in bound slater orbitals 
Ps and mass center of Ps 
NO,LO,LOl,L: quantum numbers of the free channel t1 of Ps 
OK: positronium moJDencum 
Callinq--
GJ: integration relaced co one spherical Bessel function and 
inceraction 
F6J: six J symbol 
84: normalization factor of a. Slater orbical 





























• < Ps; i, I K - E I H; NP LP LPl, L > • 
..............•.•..•..........•...••.••. 
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N?.L~.LPl.L: ~t~ numbers of a H channel P vicn the Bessel free 













PiC: positron molllelltulll in channel I? 
!U: channel IlUIIIber of Ps from 0 to 9, which specifies a bound 
wavefunccion of Ps 
N4I,A4I,L4I: parameters of the positronium wavefunction in the Ps 
bound channel ro 
callinq--
FBS_PSJP( .. I: bound-free matrix element with a Slacer orbital as a 
bound function of Ps 
Common Slock--










IF !CPSJCIU,Il .NE. O.!THEN 








c <l?s ; J 1 H-e 1 H; NP LP LPl, r. > 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 















Input--N3J,AJJ,N4J.A4J,LJJ,L4J: parameters in bound slater orbitals of 
positron and positroni~ 
NP , LP,LPl,L: quantum numbers of the free channel P of hydroqen 





integration related to one spherical Bessel function 
normalization factor of a Slater orbital 
coeffs of hydrogen physical wavefunction 
Common Bloclt--
the 
DHP C •• l : angular integration between Ps and H channels 
DPSI, W_PSI: Gaussian nodes and weights of the spheroid!U 






































c • < K; P(pseudol I K-E I PS; NO LU LUl,L > • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




NO,LU,LUl,L: quantulll numbers of a Ps channel u with the Bessel 














OX: positronium momentum in channel u 
IP: channel number of K from 0 co 9. which specifies a bound. 
wavefunction of H 
N2I,A2I, L2I: p4r&1118Cers 
channel IP 
callinq--
of the positron wavefunction in the H bound. 
FBSJIJUC .. ) : bound-free macrix element wit:h a Slater orbital as a bound. 
funccion of K 
Common Block--
K_Ps_OATA, N_H_PS: details of the 18-scace channel wavefuDcCions 
c 
Ctttttttlltllttlltlllttltlltllllltttlltttllltltllltllllttttltllllltllllltlllt 
















c • < K ;J I K-2 I PS; NU LU LUl,~ > 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 







Input--NlJ,A1J,N2J,A2J,LlJ,L2J: parlllllflters in bound. slater orbitals 
electron and Ps 
NU,LU,LUl,~: qu&ntUIIl numbers of the free c:balmel u of Ps 
OX: positronium 1110mentum 
c Calling--
C VV: integration related to one spherical Bessel function 
c 94: normalization faceor of a Slacer orbital 





































c • <H: Q,JI H-E I H:NP LP LPl,L;C>• 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




NP,LP,LPl,L: quaneum numbers of a H channel P with the Neumann free 











PK: posicron momencum in channel P 
IP: c:hannel nwnber of hydrogen from 0 to 9, which. specifies a bound 
wavefunction of nydroqen 
N2I,A2t.L2I: parameters of the positron wavefunction in the K bound 
channel IP 
Callinqs--
FBC_KJP 1 •• ) : bound-free macrix ele~~~ent wit:h a Slater orbital as a 
bound function of hydrogen 
c Common Block--








IF(JQ . BQ. l .AND. L2J .EQ. LPllTHEN 
FBCl=-0 .500*IPK*PK+A2J*A2Jl •Wl.CN2J+l,LPl,A2J,BETA,PK) + 
10.5CO*CL2J*CL2J+ll-N2J*CN2J-lli*Wl.IN2J-l,LPl,A2J.BETA,PKl+ 







IFCCHJIJQ,Jl .NE. O.)THEN 
SUM=SOM+CHJIJQ,J)•FBC_KJPIPX,NHJCJQ,J),AHJ(JQ,J),N2J.A2J 
•• LHJ(JQ),L2J,NP, LP.LPl.L.BETAl 
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c .. < K; J I !{-E I K;NP LP LPl, [. > .. 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 














!nput.--Nl.J,AlJ.N2J.A2J,LlJ,t.2J: parameters in bound slat:er orbir:als of the 
electron and positron 
NP,LP,LPl,L: quant.ulll numbers of the free c:haJulel P of hydrogen 
PK: positron momentum 
BETA: Parameter in the fact:or before Neumann function 
Callinq--
VVl: integration related to one spherical Neu=ann function 
GN: integration related to one spherical Neumann funceion and interaction 
F6J: six J symbol 
84: normalization factor of a Slater orbital 
83: coeffs of hydrogen physical wavefunction 
c 
Ctttltllttlllllllllllllllltttttltllllltlltlltlltttlllllltllltlltllllttttttl 
FUNCTION FBC_HJP ( PK, NlJ, AlJ, N2J, A2J, LlJ, L2J, NP, LP, LPl, L, BB'l'Al 











SUM=SOM+( - lDO)••(LP+L2J+L)•CT(LlJ,K,LP)•CT(t2J,K, 
ILPl)•F6J(LlJ,L2J,L,LPl,LP,Kl•SOMl 
END DO 




c • <PS; J,V(pseudoll H-! IPS; NU tO LUl,L,C> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




NU,LU,LUl.L: ~tum numbers of a l'S ebannel 11 with t:be NeUIIIIUUl free 














UIC: positronium 1110m8ntum in channel 0 
JV: ehaDnel number of Ps froDl 0 to 9, which specifies a bound 
wavefunetion of Ps 
N4J,A4J,t4J: parameters of the positronium wavefunetion in the Ps 
bound channel JV 
GAMMA: parameter in the factor before the Newaann function 
calling--
FBCJSJU( . • ) : bound-free JM.trix el811181lt with a Slater orbital as a 
bound function of Ps 
common Block--
H_PSJ)ATA, NJLPS: der:ails of the 18-stat:e ebannel wavefunetions 
c 
Cltlltllltlllltlllllttllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllltlllllllllllllltlfllll 









IFCCPSJ(JV, J) .NE. O.)THEN 
SUH:SOM+CPSJ(JV,J)•FBC_PSJUCOK.NPSJ(JV,J),APSJ(JV,Jl,N4J,A4J 







c • < PS; J I K-! I PS; NU LU LUl. L> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 














Input--N3J,AJJ.N4J, A4J,LJJ,t4J: parameters in bound slater orbitals of the 
Ps and 111ass center of I.'s 
NU, LU,LUl..L: quanCUIIl numbers of t:he free channel tJ of Ps with the Neumann 
OK: positronium momentum 
callinq--
FACT: factorial function 
VVl: integration related to one spherical Neumann function 
GN: integration related to one spherical Ne~ function and interaction 
F6J: six J symbol 
84: norlllalization factor of a Slater orbital 
BJPS: coeffs of Ps physical wavefunction 
c 
ctttttttttttttttttlttttttttttttttttttlttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
FUNCTION FBC_PSJUCUK,N3J,AJJ,N4J,A4J, LJJ,L4J, NU,LO,LUl. , L,GAMMAI 
IMPLICIT R!AL"8CA-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL P6J,GN,B4 ,VVl,FACT.BJPS 
Kl=MAXCABSCLJJ-LO) ,A8S(L4J-LU1)) 
K2=MIN!ABS(LJJ+LO),A8S(t4J+LU1)) 
IFCLJJ.BQ.Lt1 .AND. L4J.EQ.tOllTHEN 
FBCl=-0 . 25DO•(A4J•A4J+OK•OK)•VVl(N4J+1,LOl,A4J,GAMMA,UKl 
t+0 . 25DO•Ct4J•(t4J+li-N4J•(N4J-lll•VVl(N4J-l,LUl, A4J,GAMMA, OKI 
t+0.5DO•A4J•N4J•VVl(N4J, LUl..A4J,GAMMA,OKI 
SS: O. 
DO JU: O,NU-Lt1-l 
SS=SS+BJPS(NU,LU.JtJ)•FACT(NJJ+LU+JtJ+l)/ 







!F(Kl/2•2 .NE. KllTHEN 
DO K=Kl,K2,2 
SUM1•0. 
DO JtJ: O,NU-LU-1 
SUMl=SUM1+B3PS(NU, LU,JtJI"2DO••cN3J+LO+J0+31• 











C • <PS; J,V(pseudoll K- BI K; NP LP LPl,L;C> • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clttltllllttlllttltltlltt Descriptions tttttttlltltllltl#tttttlttlttlltlltll 
c 
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Input-- NP.L?.LPl,L: ~t~ numbers of a R channel P with the Neumann free 
function of the positronium 
PK: positron momentum in channel P 
.IV: c:hannel nwaber of Ps from 0 to 9. which. specifies a. boWld 
wavefunction of Ps 
N4I,A4I.L4I: parameters of t.he positronium wa.vefunc:tion in the Ps 
bound channel JV 
beta: parameter in the factor before che Neumann function 
Callinq--
FBC_PSJP C • . I : bound-free matrix element with. a Sla.ter orbital as a 
bound function of Ps 
C: Common Block--









DO J : l , 4 









c • < Ps; J I R- E I K: NP LP LPl, t > 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

















Input--NJJ,A3J.N4J,A4J.t3J,L4J: parameters in bound slater orbitals of the 
positron and positronium 
NP.LP,LPl,L: quantum numbers of the free channel P of hydrogen with. 
the Neumann function 
PK: positron momentum 





inteqracion related co one spherical Neumann function 
normalization factor of a Slater orbital 
coeffs of tlydrogen physical wa.vefunction 
Common Block--
DHP ( • • 1 : angular integration between Ps and a cba:mels 
oPsr.w_PSI: Gaussian nodes and -ights of th.e spheroidal 

















DO I =l,BO 
PSI=l/DPSICII 
SUMl=O . 
DO J =l,lSO 
ETA=DETACJI 
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X=DSQRT(PSI~~2•6DO*ETA~PSI•ETA••2•8DOI 
Y=0.500~(PSI-£TA)*AJJ+O.SOO•(PSI+£TA)/NP+0.25DO'A4J*X 

















c • <K; S.QCpseudo) IK-EI PS; NU LU LUl,L;C> • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




NU,LO.LUl,t: quantum numbers of a Ps chAnnel 0 with the Bessel 














OK: positronium lllOI!IeiltUII\ in channel u 
JQ: cbannel number of K from 0 to 9, whlch specifies a bound 
wavefunction of K 
N2J. A2J. L2J: parameters 
channel JQ 
Callinq--
of the positro~ wavefunction in the R bound 
FBC_KJU( •. 1: bound-free atatrix elesaent with a Slater orllital as a bound 
function of K 
Common Bloclt--
K_PS_D~A. N_K_PS: details of the 18-state channel wavefunctions 
c 
ctttttttltttttttttttttttltlltlltttlttlttlllltltttltttttttttttltlttlttttlltltt 
















c • < K; J I H-E I PS; NU LU LOl,L> ~ 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 











Input- -NlJ,AlJ,N2J,A2J,tlJ,L2J: par&meters in llound slater orbitals of the 
electron and Ps 
NU,LU,LOl,L: quantum numbers of tlle free c:hannel u of Ps witll the Neumann 
Ok: positroniwn IIIOIIIentUil 
GAMMA: parzuaeter in the factor before tlle NeUIII&ll function 
Calling--
VVl : integration related to one spherical Neumann function 
84: noratalization factor of a Slater orbital 
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FBC_~-u=-O . l2SD0•2oO••Q.SDO•tJK•B44(NlJ,AlJ)•S44CN2J,A2JJ•SUK 
....................•........... 






C •coEFP. OP RADIAL NAV!PUNCTION B3CN,L,MI • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 













BJPS=( - l)*•M-DSQRTCO .SOO•FACTCN- L- l)•PACTCN+LI)/FACTCMI/ 
t FACT(N-L-l-MI/FACT(2•L+l+M)•(l00/N)••(M+L+li/N 
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D!LTACABC) OF 6J-FONCTION 
..•....•..•...•.•..••..•.....•.• 
















REAI.•8 FUNCTION P6J(Jl,J2,J3,Ll,L2,L31 
!MPLICIT REAL•BCA-K,O-Zl 






IF CM .GE. 0 .OR. N .GE. OJTHEN 
P6l=DELTACJl.J2,J3J•DELTACJl.L2,L31* 
DELTACLl . J2.L3l*OELTACLl,L2.J31 
S=O.OO 
DO K=M,N 












• C(L,K.Lfl=<LIIC4 (K}I IL'>. 
............................ 
REAL•B FUNCTION CTCL,K.LP) 
IMPLICIT REAL*BCA-H,O-ZI 
EXTERNAL FACT 
IF IK .GE . ASSCL-LPI .AND. K .LB. L+LPI -rHEN 














EXTERNAL FACT. PMl., GAM 
SUM=O. 









• COEFFICENT BEFORE (z/r)••(l-m-2kl in spherical harmonics • 
.....................................................•...••. 
FUNCTION PMl.CL,M,Kl 
rMPLICIT REAL•StA- H,O- Z) 
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/Jl J2 J3\ 
• F3J(Jl . J2.J3.Ml. M2.101=1 I 




REAL•8 FUNCTION F3J(Jl,J2,J3,Ml, M2,M3) 




























c •GJCA.B,L.N,C,KI=Idx x••m expC-axl j_(LI Chxl f(N,C,K,Xl • 
















c • 000 
C •GN(M,A,B.L,N,C, Kl = ldx x••M exp(-ax) n_(L) (bxl f(N,C,K,XJ • 
c 0 
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• GEOME'l'lUC FUNCTION: M • 
GEOFCA,B,C,XI= 1 • SGMA PICM,A,B,c)•X~M • 
• 0 
............................................ 
REAL*8 FUNCTION GEOP(A,B,C,XI 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 CA-H,O-ZI 











IF CABS(lDO-SUMO/SUM)-10-131 400,400,399 





C SN(Nl,Ll,L2,L,A,P!C)::<O_nlll!r11 r2Al2 exp(ZJ.r21Y_Llll2ll/r12IO_ls(rl)* 
c Cl-exp!-beea. r2)A(2*1+1Jn_LCpk r21 Y_LOL!rl.r21> • 






REAL•8 FUNCTION SNCNl,Ll,L2,L,ZJ,BBTA,P~I 
IMPLICIT REAL•8(A-K,O-Zl 










• SNl(Nl,Ll,L2,L,NU,ZJ,B,PKJ--->RADIAL PREE-BODND INTEGRAL • 
• ZJ,B---> PARAMETERS ; PK--->Ps MOMENTUM 
......••......•...•.........•................................. 
REAL•S FUNCTION SNl(Nl,Ll,L2,L,NO,ZJ,B,P!CI 
IMPLICIT REAL•8(A-H,O-ZI 



















C 00 _a rl ...):J r2 sAlt 
C SR(N,M,A,8,C,L,KI=I drl dr2 fCrl.r2.n,m.kl e e j_L(c r2) ----
c 0 tACk+!)• 
c f<rl,r2,n,m,k)s rlA(n+k+ll r2A(m+k+ll; s=r<; t=r> 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REAL*8 FUNCTION SRCN,M,A.B,C,L,KI 
IMPLICIT REAL*8{A-H,O-ZI 















c 000 * 
c VVl(N,L,A,B,CI= I dx X"'{n} expC-axl Cl-expC-bxlA{2L+l} ~(L}(exl 




EXTERNAL BESSELN, SNW1 
COMMON/GAOS/QXC3541,QW(3541 
if ( b/a .le. ld-lltben 
vvl=O. 
return 





IF(I .LE. JOIGO TO 3303 
U' (ABS(Wll .I.E. l0-351RETURN 
















REAL•S PUNCTION SNVV1(N,L,A,B,CI 
IMPLICIT R!AL*8{A-H,O-ZI 




S C2DO*CI •• C2•KI*CVII1(N-1-2*11.2*L+l,L,A,B,C) 
END DO 
IF (L) 1026,1026,1025 























•cvtil(N,Nl,L,A,B,Cl=fdx ~nll-expl-bxll 4nl expl-axlcos(cx+l.pi/21* 
• 0 
.....••.•.•.....••..•.•......•.......................•...•......... 
REAL•B FUNCTION CVIIl(N,Nl.L,A,B,Cl 
IMPLICIT REAL•B(A-H,O-ZI 
EXTERNAL BINC, FACT 
SUM=O. 






































• BINC(N,Il=N!/(N-Il !/I! • 
.................•.......... 
REAL•& FUNCTION BINCCN,II 
IMPLICIT REAL•8CA-K,O-Zl 

















REA.L*B FUNCTION PACTCNl 
IMPLICIT REAL*BCA-H,O-Zl 
FACT=lDO 





















• VVCN.~.A.Bl= I dx ~N exp(-axl j_LCbxl 
• 0 .. 
.....•...•••..•...••.••.......•........•.... 
REAL•S FUNCTION VVCN,L,A,Bl 
IMPLICIT REAL•S(A-H,O-Zl 









• GAMA(Xl: X= +N~ +N+.S; -N+O.S; 
......•..•.••••..••...••.....••..•• 





N=IN'r CABS (X) l 
IF (FLOA'rCN) .LT. Xll THEN 






















CUUI eigenvalues of 9-b.ydrogen pseudstaees 
DATACEHCII,I=l,9)/-0.5D0,-0.125D0,-0.125d0,-4.665304694881356D-6, 
t5.4633840887524d-S,l.282846926346426d-5,0.755916874472686DO, 






















Ctfftfll'l'HE FOLLOWING ARB PARAHBT!aS FOR TRI H-12-STATBS ltlllltllt 
c angular IIIOIIIeDt.UIIl qwmt\1111 11UIIIbel=s 
DATACLHJCJ),J=l,9l/O,O,l,O,l,2,0,1,2/ 







OATA(AHJ(4,J),J=l,4)/0.6981D0,0 . 6981D0,0.698100,0.698l00/ !ls_ 
DATA(AHJ(5,J),J=l,4)/0.75J00,0.753D0,0.753D0,0.753DO/ !Jp_ 
DA'rA(AHJ(6,J),J=1, 4)/0.918700,0.9187DO,O,O/ !ld_ 
OATA(AHJ(7,J),J=l.4)/0.698100,0.698100,0.6981D0,0.6981DO/ !4s_ 
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c 
0ATACAHJ(8,J).J:l , 4l/0.75300,0.75300,0.75300,0.75JOO/ !4p_ 
0ATACAHJ(9,J),J:l,4)/0.9187D0,0.918700,0,0/ !4d_ 
coeffs. in Hls.2s,3s_,4s_ 
0ATACCHJ(l,Jl,J=l,4)/100,0,0,0/ 





OATACCHJC4,Jl,J=l,4)/0 . S48204505284712dO , l.09033411051086dO, 
~-5.34501185152612d0,4.09020873942977d0/ !ls_ 
OATACCHJC5,Jl,J=l,4l/ - 0.066399200837882d0,2.8393187358289Sd0, 
~-2.8835426363870ld0,0./ !3p_ 
DATACCHJ(6,Jl,J=l,4l/-0 . 440372063228619d0,1.39973551676968d0, 
~0.,0./ !3d_ 
OATA(CHJ(7,Jl , J=l,4l/4.04053052163474d0,-12.353350766145ld0 , 
t14 . 5266456777819d0,-6.195625233174C4d0/ !4s_ 
OATA(CHJ(8,Jl,J=l,4)/4 . 54980118724584d0,-8 . 36024797656426d0, 
14.37230438774340d0,0./ !4p_ 
OATA(CHJ(9,J),J=l , 4l/2.79393493945864d0,-2.45779179002078d0 , 
10 .,0./ !4d_ 
C ##### PARAK!TERS POR Ps PSEUDO-STATES lllllltltllltltlttllltllltllll 









Appendix 0.2 Fortran Program - 7 _mixing.f 
C~jfi.tllltttttttlllltlt MAIN PROGRAM t•tilttttttttttttttltttttlt 
C THIS PROGRAM IS TO CARRY 00'1' CALCULATIONS OE' !'OSITRON-R'lDROGE:N SCATTERING 
C 3Y USING THE HARRIS-NESBET ALGEBRAIC APPROACH. ls-2s-2p-3p_ H • 
C :s-2s-2p Ps ARE ASSOCIATED WITH A GR£AT NUMBER OF CORRELATION l"'NCTIONS. 
c 
C :NPUT -- t.: THE TO'l'AL ANGULAR MOMENTUM QWW'rUK NUMBER 
c 
C CALLINGS-- BB_7{L): TO GENERATE THE BOO'ND-BOCND MATRICES: A AND B 
c 
C EIGE:N_NAG: TO D~NALIZE THE EIGENVALUE EQUATION: A K : E B X 
c 
C CC_7 {LI : TO CALCULATE THE SCATTERING PHASE SHIFTS AND CROSS 
C SECTIONS. 
c 
C SUBROUTINES SHARED WITH lB_CC.f: 
c 
c ===============~====--=====~===-========-================--======== 




C 2. ALL FREE-FREE SUBROUTINES: 
c ----------------------------
c R_MATRIX,T_MATRIX.~~.ludcmp,lubksb,ETA_PSI,MATRIX_HP,HP,HPMM, 




C 3. FREE-BOUND SUBROO'l'INES RELATED: 
c ---------------------------------c FBS_aJP,F8S_PSJU,F8S_PSJP.FBS_KJU,F8C_HJP,FBC_PSJU,F8C_PSJP,FBC_aJU,GN, 




DMPLICIT REAL•S(A-H, O-Z) 











DIMENSION A(N,NI,BCN,N),EVALCNl.EVEC(N,N).N24CNHl , A2CNH),A4(NHI 
t,DLCN),E(N),NlJ(N_R),AlJCN_a),N2JCN_Hl,A2JCN_Hl,Ll{N_Kl , L2(N_Rl 
t,N3JCN_P),A3JCN_P),N4J(N_PI,A4J(N_P),Ll(N_P),L4(N_PI,bbl(S),bb~(7) 
t,N22(6),8B3(3l,SB44(6),02(NH) 
EXTERNAL COMMON _DATA, ET~PSI, MATRIXJiP 
COMHON/NJPH/N3P(3)/A3PH/A3P{Jl/BJPH/B3PC3l 
c lllltllt parameters of pseudo H3p ltlllltltlllttllltlltllltllltt 
DATA (NJP(Il,I=l,Jl/1,1.2/ 
DATA (A3P(I),I•l,Jl/0.5D0,100,1DO/ 




DATA(BB2CII.I=l,6l/O.Jd0,0 . 4dO,O . Sd0,0 . 6d0.0.8dO,l.ld0/ 
OATA(B83(I).I:l,3)/0.2D0,0.600,100/ 
DATA(N24(I),I:l,NH)/l,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,J,l,2,3/ 
DATA(B844(Il,I=1,6)/0 . ~00,0.500,0.900,1.4DO,L.7D0,2 . 1DO/ 
DATACA2CII,I=l,NHl/0.05dO,O.OSdO,O.OSd0,0.2d0,0.2d0,0.2dO 
t,0.4d0,0.4d0,0 . 4d0,0.8d0,0 . 8dO,O . SdO,l.2dO,l . ~dO,l .2dO 
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L2 (M) =L2l 
AlJ !MI =BBl (II 
















A3J(M) =BB3 III 










A4 III =A2 III 
END DO 
00 I::l,NH 
00 J::l , NH 
N:t=N24 III +L 















ACIH3,Jl=BB_HH(2 , 0.5DO,NPI,A2CII,l,lOO,NJ,A2(J),t,l,L2I,O , LI 
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IP2:IPl+NH 









A(IP3 , J):BB_HPS(l,lDO,NJ,A2{J),2 , 0.2500,NPI,A4(Il,L,O,L,l,L4I) 
B(IP3,JI=S_RPSCl,lDO,NJ,A2(J),2,0.2SDO,NPI,A4(!) , L,O,L, l,L4Il 
END DO 
NI=N24 (II +L 












A(IH3,JH2l=BB_2SJCNJ,A2(J),2,0 . SDO.NPI. A2(I),L,l,L2I) 
































! .. . . -2pK 
!2pK- 2pK 
NPJ=N24 (J) +L2J 
A!IH3,JH3l=BB_KK(2 , 0 . SOO,NPI , A2(I),2,0.5DO,NPJ,A2(J) 
lt , L,l,L2I,l,L2J) 
B!IH3,JH3J ::S_KH(2,0 . 5DO.NPI ,A2CI),2,0.5DO.NPJ,A2(J) 
lt,L.l , L2I,l , L2JJ 
END DO 
!lsPs- 2pH 
A!IPl,JHJI =BB_HPS{2,0 . SDO ,NPJ,A2(J),l,O.SOO,NI, A4{I),L,l,L2J,O , L) 
B(IPl,JHJI=S_HPS{2,0 . SOO,NPJ, A2(JJ,l,O . SDO,NI,A4{Il , L,l,L2J,O,LI 
!2sPs-2pK 




















NJ=N24 (J) +L 


















NI=N24 (I) +L 











AIIP3,JP2)=BB_2SPSJ(NJ,A4(J),2,0 . 2500,NPI,A4(I),L,l,L4!1 





























t ~ •• - 2s 
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C#lttttttttttthe following is to calculate matrix elements ttlttlttttlt 
cttlttlttttttttt related to correlation funccions ttttttltttttttttt 













BCI_Hl,J_H21 ::S_H2SJ(N24 CJl +L,A2 CJI ,NlJ(Il ,AlJ(Il ,N2JCII.A2JCII 
t,L,Ll(!),L2(I)) 
N2P=O 
DO t22=INTCABSCL-lll,L+l , 2 
N2PsN2P+l 
!HCil-H2p 






















































































t,N2J(J) ,A2J(J) ,L,Ll(I),L2(!),Ll{J),L2(J)l 
BCI_HH,J_H:Kl=S_H:H:(NlJ(Il.AlJ(I),N2JCil,A2J(!),NlJ(J),AlJIJ) 








A(I_I?H,J_I.'H) =BB_HPSCNlJIJl ,AlJ(Jl ,N2J(J) ,A2JCJ),NJJCI) ,AJJ(I) 
I,N4J(I),A4JCI),L,Ll(J) , L2(J),L3(I),L4(Ill 
BCI_PH,J_PHl=S_HPSIN1J(J),AlJ(J),N2JIJl,A2JCJI,N3JCil,AJJ(Il 










Ctlltttttltttflttttttttltltpseudo HJp ltltlltlllttfttfttllltttltttttt 
















DO L2J=INTIABSCL- lli,L+l,2 
N2P=N2P+l 
JH3=JH2+N2P•NH 
ACIK4,JHJ) :::BB_Q3PC2,l.L2J ,N24CJI+L2J, A2(J),NJPI.A2Cil,L2I, LI 
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BIIH4,JH3)::0. 
END DO 

















END DO !END J LOOP:Hls,2s,2p,Ps 1s,2s,2p 

























ENDOO ! for L2I loop 














c ' < NP LP;H; I I K I H_COR; J > • 
c t NP, LP--> quant:ulll nUIIIbers of H state P I 
c I N2I,A2I,L2I--> continuum fuction centred I 
c t1 NlJ,AlJ,N2J.A2J,LlJ,L2J--> parameters of I 
c I correlation funceion J I 
c tlltllltltttttllttlllltllltlttlttllttlltltltlttltll 
FUNCTION BB_HPJCNP.N2I,A2I,NlJ.AlJ,N2J,A2J,L,LP,L2I,LlJ,L2Jl 
IMPLICIT R£AL•8(A-H,O- Zl 
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EXTERNAL BB_HH,S3,B44 
SUM=O. 









c • < NP LP;H; I I H_COR; J > • 
c It m>, LP--> quantUIIl numbers of K state P I 
c I N2I,A2I, L2I--> continuum fuccion centred I 
c I NlJ,AlJ,N2J,A2J,LlJ,L2J--> parueters of t 














c • < NP LP;H; II H I NQ,LQ;H; J > • 
c t NP. LP--> quantum nUIIIbers of H state P It 
c t NQ,LQ-->quantUIIl numbers of H state q I 
c I N2I,A2I,L2I--> c:ontinuUIIl fuction centred; I I 



















c • < NP LP;H; II I NQ,LQ;H; J > It 
c t NP,LP--> quantUIIl numbers of K state P t 
c I NQ,LQ-->quantum nUIIIbers of H state q t 
c I N2I,A2I,L2I--> continuum fuc:tion centred; I t 
c t N2J,A2J,L2J--> continuUIIl fuc:tion centred; J t 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION S_HPQ(NP,N2I,A2I,NQ,N2J,A2J,L,LP,L2I,LQ, L2J) 
IMPLICIT REALrS(A-H,O-Z) 









StlM=SUM+B3(NP , LP,JPl•StJM1 
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c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c • <H2s:r I K I H2s; J > 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
?UNCTION BB2S CN2I,A2I,N2J.A2J. Ll 
IMPLICIT REAL•SCA-K,O-ZI 





BB2Sl=(-O.l25DO-O.SdO•A2I••2•0 . 5dO•AA(N2I,LI•A2IJ••2tN2IJ/ 
f(N2IJ-li+CA2I•N2t+l)•A2tJ/N2IJ)•s4I•PACTCN2IJl/A2IJ••cN2IJ+l)•B4J 
BB2S2=YRSFCl.N2IJ-l.lCO,A2IJ,OI-YRSP(2,N2IJ-l,lOO,A2IJ,0) 





c • <H2s; I I H I theca;J > 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





Cl2=FACTCN2IJ)/A2IJ••(N2IJ+l)•PAC!CN1J+l)/(0 . SOO+AlJl 
t••(NlJ+2)•(l-CNlJ+2)/(l+2•AlJll 
IF !LlJ .EQ. 0 .AND. L2J .EQ. LITHEN 






t•CYRSFCNlJ-LlJ, N2IJ-LlJ- l,O . SOO+AlJ.A2IJ.LlJJ-O.SOO• 
t YRSFCNlJ-LlJ+l , N2IJ-LlJ-l,O.SDO+AlJ,A2IJ,LlJII 








EXTERNAL FACT, 844 
S_H2S=B44(N2t,A2II•FACT(N2t+N2JI/CA2I+A2Jl••(N2I+N2J+ll• 




C • OVERLAP : <K2s: I theta; J > 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION S_H2SJ (N2I, A2t, NlJ, AlJ ,N2J, A2J, L, LlJ, L2J) 
IMPLICIT REAL•S(A-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL FACT, 844 
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c ··················•ltltlltttttttttltlltttttttttttttttl 
c t <NU,LU;Ps;I I K I Ps_COR: .:r > t 
c t NU,r.o-- quantum numbers of Ps 1 
c t N4I.L4I.A4I--contiauum function of Ps mass center I 
C It N3J.AJJ.N4J,A4J,r.JJ,L4J--parameters of e.he I 
c t correlation functions I 
c t r.--- total angular momentum I 












c t <NU,LU:Ps:I I K I Ps_COR; .:r > I 
c t NO.LU-- quantum numbers of Ps I 
c t N4I,L4I,A4!--continuum function of Ps mass center t 
c t NJJ,A3J,N4J,A4J,LJJ.L4J--parameters of the t 
c I correlation functions t 













c ·················································~···· c t <NU,LU;Ps;I I H I NV,t.V-Ps; J > I 
C t NU,LO;NV,LV-- quantum numbers of Ps I 
c t N4I,t4I,A4I--continuum function of Ps mass eenter;II 
c I N4J,L4J,A4J--continuum function of Ps mass center;JI 



















c I <NU,LU;Ps;I I NV,LV-Ps; J > I 
C t NU,LU;NV,LV-- quant\Dil numbers of Ps I 
c t N4I,L4I.A4I--continuum function of Ps mass center; II 
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c j N4J,L4J,A4J--concinuum Eunccion of ~s mass cencer:JI 
c ~ r.--- cecal angular momencUIIl 1 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




























B82SPS=O . SDQ•(-0.l25D0+0 . 5DO•AA(N4I,LI•A4!J••2/N4IJ/(N4IJ-l) 
I+A4I*N4I•A4IJ/N4IJ-0.5DO•A4I••2J•B4IJ•FACTIN4IJ!/A4IJ••(N4IJ+l) 
.............••................. 





















IF (LJJ . EQ. 0 . AND . L4J . EQ. Ll'l'HEN 
BB_2SPSJ=(-0.0625-0.25DO•AA(N4I.LI*A4IJ••2tN4IJ/(N4IJ-ll+ 
.O.SdO•A4I*N4I*A4!J/N4IJJ•Cl3 
ELSEIP(LJJ .EQ. llTHEN 
BB_2SPSJ=B4I•CT(L,l,L4J)•P6J(O,L,L,L4J,l,l)*2*•(NJJ+J)• 
ttYRSP(N3J-l , N4IJ-2,0.5D0+2•AJJ,A4IJ,li-O .SOO•YRSFCN3J,N4IJ-2, 
t0.5D0+2•AJJ,A4IJ,lll•B4J 



















EXTERNAL FACr. 844 










• <H2s; I I R I theta;J !3,41 > 
........•............•........•..• 









































DO I =l,80 
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?SI=l/Dt'SI C II 
SUM2=0. 
00 .1=1. 1.:!0 
r:TA=OETA(J) 


































Xll=CPSt••2 - ETA••2)"(X00/4)••(N4J-l}"0HP(l,l,l,l,I,J) 
Y=0 . 2SOO•CPSI+ETA}+0 . 125DO•(PSI- ETA)+0.25DO•A4J"X00+A2I 
BACll=lDO 



















EXTEIWAL FACT, 844 
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SUMl::O. 
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IMPLICIT REAL•S(A-H.O-Zl 



























C I BOUND-BOUND INTEGRALS INCLUDING Hlp_ t 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION BB_Q3P(Nl,Ll,L2,N2I,A2I.N2J,A2J,L2l,LI 














c • <Hlp_ I H I Hlp_> 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION BB_3P3P (N2I,A2I,L2 ,N2J ,A2J, L21, Ll 
IMPLICIT REAL•S(A- K,O-Zl 
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c •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c • <H3p_ I !Up_ > c •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:tiNCTION OVER_JPJP CN2I,A2I. LZ,N2J,A2J,L2l,t.l 
rMPLICIT REAL•8(A-H,O-ZI 
EXTERNAL FAC'r 
IF ( L2 .EQ. L211THEN 
OVER_3P3P~B44CN2I,A2I)•B44(N2J.A2J)•FAcr(N2I+N2JI 







c • <NO LO LUl L I H I H3P_ > 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 










































c • < H3p_; I I H I theta J; K > • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION BB~PIJ(N2I,A2I,NlJ,AlJ,N2J,A2J,L,L2I,LlJ,L2Jl 
IHPLICIT REAL•8(A- H,O-Zl 
EXTERNAL BB_HH, 844 
COMMON/NJPH/NJP (3) /A3PK/AJP(3) /B3PH/B3P(3) 
SUM=O. 
00 K=l,J 
SUM=SOM+B3P(K) •BB_HHCNJP(lt) +l,A3P!IC) , N2I,A2I,N1J,A1J,N2J,A2J, 
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c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






























c • <Hlp_; I I H I theta !3, 41; Ps> 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION S_KJI?PS(N2!,A2I,N3J,AJJ,N4J,A4J,L,L2I,L3J,L4J) 




00 IC=l, 3 







SUBROOTINE CC_7 (L) 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IMPLICIT REAL•B(A-H,O-ZJ 










CALL MATRIX_KP (LJ 
beta=O • 8d0 
qaana==O • SdO 
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wrice(8,•J 'P-WAVE,KCls.2s.2p , 3p_)~Pscls,2s,2pJ,2l funccion/ch ' 











PARAMETER CN=l I 
excernal R_MATRIX. TJ(ATRIX, FPM, BPMATIUX 
DIMENSION XOOCN.N),XOl\N,N),XlOCN,Nl,XllCN,Nl,YCN,NJ.INDXCNJ 
j ,RlCN,N),R2(N,Nl,TllCN.N),Tl2CN.Nl,T2lCN,NJ.T22CN,N),PPKC131 
t , PKXCNJ 





























Ql=Tll (1,1) *PI 
!TllCI,Jl=,TkCI,J) IA2 











c • OPEN CHANNELS: Kls,PsCls) ,or K2s.K2p • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE Q2JIA'l'RIX CLJ 
!HPLICIT REAL*8CA-H,O-Zl 
PARAMETERCN=21 
excernal RJIA'l'RIX, TJIA'l'RIX, FFM, 8FMA'l'RIX 
DIMENSION XOOCN,NJ,XOlCN,N),XlO(N,NJ,Xll(N,N),YCN,Nl,INDXINI 
t ,RlCN,N),R2CN,N),Tll(N,Nl ,Tl2CN,NJ,T21CN.N).T22CN,N),PPkC25) 
It ,I?KK(Nl 
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DATACPPK(Il.I=l.l7)/0 . 71D0,0.7200 , 0.725d0,0 . 7300 , 0 . 74D0,0 . 75DO, 









IF(NO . EQ. 2lTHEN 
PKKC2l=C2*PKKCll••2-l)••O.SDO 
END :IF 
CALL FFKCNO,PKK{ll.~. XOO,XlO,XOl,Xlll 











CALL R_MATRIXCXOO,XOl,XlO , Xll , Y.INOX, Rl, R2.Nl 




















!T22CI.Jl= Ti(I.J) A2 
!Transieion cross seceions 
IFCNO . EQ . 2lTHEN 
c H encrance channel kp ls- >ls_k ls- >ls_i ls- >Ps_k ls->Ps_i 
WRITE(8,126)P!QC(l),Tll(l,l),T22Cl, l),T11(1,2l,T22(l,2l 
write(2,126lPKK(l),Tll(l,l),T22Cl,ll ,Tll(l,2l,T22Cl, 2l 
c Ps entrance channel kq Ps->Ps_k Ps- >Ps_i Ps- >ls_K Ps- >ls_i 




ELSEIFCNO .GT.2 .ANO. NO .LT. 6)THJ!!N 
c H enerance channel kp, ls->ls ls->Ps ls->2s ls- >2p_, 2p+ 
WRITB(8,l26)PKK(l) , Tll(l , l),Tll(l,2),Tll(l,3),Tll(l,4l 
WRITB(8,l26)P!QC(l),T22(l,l) ,T22(1,2),T22(l,l),T22(1,4) 
c Ps entrance channe kq Ps->ls Ps->Ps Ps->2s Ps->2p_, 2p+ 
WRITE(8,126)P!QC(2),Tl l(2 , ll , Tll(2,2) ,Tll(2 , ll,TllC2,4) 
WRITBC8 , l26)PKK(2),T22(2,l) ,T22(2,2l,T22C2,3),T22(2,4l 
END IF 
ENDDO 
124 FORKATCA5 , 4CSX,Al3)) 
126 FORMATCFlO.B.lX,4ClX, El4.9)) 
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c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • CALCOLATE FREE-FREE MATRICE:FFSS,F!'CS,E'FSC,PFCC: 
C • NO --> NO. OF OPEN CHANNEL 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 










write(•,•)'finish free-free l' 





















EXTERNAL FBC_OQ, FBS_OP, FBS_PO, PBC_PU, FBS_PQ, E'BS_W, FBC_PQ, FBC_VU 
DIMENSION ZII{NPSl.Z.1.1{NK),FBS{5,NHNl,FBC(S,NHNl,PBOO!NO,NO), 
tFB0l(NO, NOl,FBlO!NO,NO),FBll(NO,NO),BPMS(l0,NHN),BFMC(l0.NHN), 
tEVAL INHNl , !V!:C INHN, NHNl , N24 INK) 





DATA{B8l(I),I~l.4l/0 . 7d0,0.8d0,0.9dO,l.ldO/ 
DATACBB21Il,I=l,6)/0.3d0,0.4dO,O.Sd0,0.6d0,0 . 8dO.l . ldO/ 
DATA(883(I),I=l,3)/0 . 2D0,0.600,LDO/ 
OATACBB44(Il,I=l,6)/0.200,0.SD0,0 . 900,1.4D0,1. 7D0.2.1DO/ 
OATACN24!Il,I=l,NH)/1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3,1,2,3, 
111,2.3/ 
OATACA21Il,I=l,NKl/O.OSdO,O . OSdO,O . OSd0,0.2d0,0.2d0,0.2dO 
t.0.4d0,0.4d0.0.4d0,0.8d0,0.8d0,0 . 8dO,l.2d0,1.2dO,l.ldO 
t.l.8d0.1.8d0.1.8d0/ 
N_COR=l 
Cttllttltlttltll parameters of HCil correlation ~tionsllllltllll 
M=O 
DO Lll=0.2 
DO L21=INTCABSIL-Lll)),L+Lll . 2 










!nlj=J for s.P.o ,forK ~jtml=2•N22CIJ 
N2JCMI =L2l•N24 CJ) 
LlCMI=Lll 
L2CMI=L21 
Al.J CMI =BEll (I: I 














LJ CMI =L3l 
L4CM)sL41 
A.JJ CMI =883 C I I 











NJ=N24 (J) +L 
FBSCl.Jl=PBS_PQ(P~.NJ,ZJ,L.l,O,L.l,O,Ll !Hls(bl-Hls(f) 
FBCCl,JJ=FBC_PQ(P~.NJ.ZJ,L , l,O,L,l,O,L,BETAI 
JH2::J+NH 




















NPPJ=N24 (J) +LUl 
JP3::JP2+N2PP*NH 
FBSCl,JP31=FBS_OPCP~,NPPJ,ZJ,L,2,l,LOl,l,O.L) 
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FBS(l ,NH_Cl=FBS_HJPCPK,NlJ!Kl ,AlJ!Kl ,N2J!Kl,A2JCKI ,Ll!Kl 
it,L2 CKI,l.O,L,LI 
FSC(l,NH_Cl=FBC_HJP!Pk,NlJ(K),AlJ(lC),N2JCKl,A2JCKI,L~(Kl 
• . L2CKl,l , O,L.L,BETAl 
END DO 



















IF(NO . CT. l)THEN !Ps{ls) open 
PK2=DSQRTC2•PK*PK-l) 
DO J=l,NK 
NJ=N24 (J) +L 
ZJ=ZJJ(J) 
FBS(2,Jl=FBS_PO(PK2,NJ,ZJ,L,l,O,t,l,O,Ll !Kls- Ps(fl 
FBC(2,Jl=FBC_PU(PK2,NJ,ZJ,L,l,O , L,l,O,L,GAMMAJ 
JK2=NK+J 
FBS(2,JH2l=PBS_PU{PK2,NJ,ZJ,L,2 , 0,L.l,O,Ll !H2s(b)-Ps{f) 
FBC(2,JH2) : PBC_PUCPK2,NJ, ZJ,L,2,0,t,l,O,t, GAMMAJ 
N2P:::0 !H2plbl-PS(f) 




FBSC2,JH3l =PBS_FOCPK2,NPJ,ZJ,L,2 , l,LPl,l,O,LI 







FBCC2,JP2l=PBC_VO(PK2,NJ. ZJ,L, 2 , 0,t,l,O,L,gamma) 
N2PP=O ! 2pl's {b) - lsPs {f) 
00 LUl=INTCABSCt-lli,L+l,2 
N'2PP=N2PP+l 









FBS(2.NH_Cl=FBSJ{JU{PK2,NlJ(K) .AlJ(IC) ,N2J(K) ,A2J(IC),Ll{K) 
t , L2CKI,l,O,L,Ll 
FBC [2,NH_C) z:PBCJ{JUCPK2,NlJCKI ,AlJ(ltJ ,N'2J(K) ,A2J(K) ,Ll(lt) 
t , L2(K),l,O,L,L,GAMHAI 
ENDOO 
!PS_COR- lsPs 
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NJPJ=N24 CJl +L2J 
FBS(2,JH4)=FBS_H3PPSCPK2.NJPJ,ZJ,L2J,l,O,L,Ll 




Cfftfttttt READ IN THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS tttttltll 
If{NO_READ . NE. llTHEN 
00 I:o:O,NHN 
00 J:::l,NHN, 3 










Cttttttttt CALCULATE FBOO,FBOl,FBlO,FBll llttltllllllllltl 
E=-0 . 500+0 . 5DO•pJC••2 
DO I=l,NO 




































COMMON/D_HP/DKPC5,5 , 3,3,80,1501 
t /PSI_ETA/DPSI{801,DETA(l501/W_WIW_PSI(80),W_ETA{l50) 
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EXTERNAL VVl , B4,83,B3PS 
COHMON/O_HP/DHP(5,5,3,3,80,1501 
it /PSI_ETA/OPSIC80),0ETA(150!/W_WIW_PSI!BOI , W_ETA!150) 
it /D_FACT/DFACTI1501 
WW=O.SD0*(1DO/NQ••2-0 .5DO/N0*•2- 0.5DO*ZJ*ZJ-QK*QKI 





PSI=l/DPSI (I I 
SUMl=O. 




























C • FBS_PU( . . J= <H CHANNEL-P;boundiH-EIPs CHANNEL-U;free> • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION FBS_PU (tJl(, N2J, ZJ, t., NP, t.1', t.l'l, NU, t.tJ, t.Ull 
iMPLICIT REAL•8(A-H,O-Zl 











OKl=O .·25DO•UK•OSQRT !PSt••2+600•ETA•PSI+ETA ••2+800 I 



















C • FBC_PO( •. )= <H CHANNEL-P;boundiH-EIPs CHAHNEL-U;free> • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION FBC_PU(tJK,N2J,ZI,L,NP,LP,t.Pl,NU.LU,LUl,GAMMA) 
IMPLICIT R£AL•8(A- K,O-Z) 














11Kl=0 . 2SDO•Olt•X 




DO JU=O,NU- LU- l 
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C •FBS_PQ( . . l=<K channel-p;bound[K-E[K channel-q;freeCSI> 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION FBS_PQ (Qlt,N2J, ZJ, L, NP, LP, LPl,NQ, LQ, LQll 
IMPLICIT REAL•SCA-H,O-Z) 
EXTERNAL VV,F6J,84,GJ 
IFCNP .EQ. NQ .AND. LP .EQ. tQ .AND. LPl .EQ. tQllTHEN 
























C •FBS_VU( .• )::<Ps cbannel-V;bound[K-E(Ps channel-U;free(S)>• 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




Kl=MAXCASS (LV-LUI ,ABS CLVl-LUll l 
K2=MINCLV+LU,LVl+LUll 




























IF(NP.EQ.NQ .AND. LP.EQ.LQ .AND. tPl.!Q.t.QlJTHEN 
WW=-o.soo•czJ•ZJ•Q~·QKl 
FBC=~VVlCN2J+l,LQl,ZJ,B2TA,Q~l+CZJ*N2J+ll-vvtCN2J,LQl, 
fZJ,BETA,Q~J+O . SDO•CLPl•(LPl+ll-N2J•(N2J-l)l*VV1CN2J-l,t.Ql, 























c *FBC_VU( •• )=<Ps chaanel-V;boundfH-BIPs cbannel-O;free(Cl • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION FBC_W(Uit,N4J,ZJ,L,NV,LV,LVl,NU, LU,LUl,GAIOIA) 
IMPLICIT REAL•S(A-H,O-Zl 
EXTERNAL F~J, GN, 84, Wl 
IF(NV.!Q.NU .AND. LV.EQ.LO .AND. LVl . EQ.LUll'l'HEN 
WW=-0.2SDO•CZJ*ZJ+CX•CX) 
PBC=ww-vvlCN4J+l,LUl,ZJ,GAMMA,UX)+O.SDO•ZJ•N4J*VVlCNfJ 






Kl=MAX(ABS(LV-LU) ,ABS(LVl-LOll l 
K2=MINCLV+LU,LVl+LOl) 
SUMO=O . 
IF(Kl/2*2 .EQ. Kl)GO TO 3031 
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c I < Klp_;I I H-E I np lp : s > I 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





DO K:l, 3 







c • < H3p_;I I H-E I np lp : c > • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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SUM:O. 
00 K=l, 3 
SUM=SUM+93P(K)•FSC_HJO!UK,NJP!KI•l,AJP(KI,N2I,A2I,l.L2I. 
•NU.LO,LUl,L.GAMKAI/B44!N3P!KI+l,AJP!KII 
END DO 
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